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of whom remain in Ireland.... The water in the Mississippi delta
is receding slowly.
Reports received
from the overflowed country are most encouraging.The Iowa’s bonus is $204,000, and the Cramps have richly earned
it.
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Simpson

of Kansas declares that he will
carry into effect his threat to block any
business which the Mouse may attempt to
do by unanimous consent before the
Speaker has appointed committees. The
do not intend to abet Mr.
: Democrats
| Simpson in his obstructive tactics.The
! State Department denies that a protest
! from Germany against the tariff bill has
been received.
It is known however that
such a protest has been sent.Secretary
Wilson is giving all the preference possible
under the civil service rules to union veterans in the appointments and
promotions
in the agricultural department.
Thus far
be has found places or promotions for 14
veterans or widows of veterans.The
petition of the Maine Legislature for an
appropriation for the construction of a
I dry dock at some port on the coast of
Maine has been presented in the senate
by the two Maine senators and was referred to the senate committee on naval
affairs, of which Senator Male will be
chairman when the senate committees
are finally
arranged. At the next session
of congress it may happen that Maine will
get an appropriation for a dry dock.
There are several significant things to consider. In the first place Senator Hale will
be chairman of the naval committee in
the senate and Capt. Boutelle will be
chairman of the committee on naval affairs in the house.
Both are men who
know how to accomplish things.Daniel
United
States Senator
Woolsey Voorhees,
from the State of Indiana, died April 10tli
at his home in this city. The Senator had
been in poor health for several years, and
for at least two years past had taken little
part in the proceedings in the Senate.
The order of President Cleveland effecting a consolidation of pension agencies
will be revoked by President McKinley.
The Maine office will thus be retained at
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Matters.
The appointment of
to the United States pension
a vacancy in the office of
’ant general at Augusta to be filled
ippointment by Governor Powers.
are several candidates for the posimiong whom are Gen. John T. Rich«»f Gardiner and Gen. Jonathan P.
of Rockland, who for several years
the position very acceptably.
These
both veterans of the late war, Gen.
as colonel of the First Maine Cavand Gen. Richards in a Massaehuregiment. The office being a staff
utment of the chief executive is
personal matter tiian with other
official positions. There is a feeling
g veterans in Maine that this posi*uld be held by one of their numd that we believe to be the correct
•t it.The State tax act. which
"t appeal in the public laws as eiiby the newspapers, this year ocThe tax
closely written pages.
"ed on the valuation in the different
is given in detail by
■•>. and
ities
4 4 mills f<u both
■wns, and is
The total amount assessed is -S'.Mid,for each year.l he Maiue ( euuiving Park Association of Dexter
unouuced two races, one to come off
unlay. June d, and the other in cele"U "i -inly-).
Tlie j'Uises have not
decided, hut it I-' understood that
w i
be several classes on each date
it the purses will be of a liberal
er.Rath will celebrate the dOth
isary of its incorporation as a city,
July d. This was decided upon
traded meeting of the city gov■. Wednesday night, when £1,000
cd for the occasion.The survey
new electric road between Oxford
clehville was begun yesterday......
■Rg movement is now cm foot, backJ'cal capital, to build an electric
nun
Lewiston to Mechanic Falls
turd.It is said that F. W. Ayer
■ g■'i on his
March trip to London,
duplicate stamps enough from his
n
to amount to £00,000.
The
■i
his collection is estimated by
iiilatelists at £150,000, and mauy of
will be very sorry to have it leave
i.
as
it may do if negotiations
are now in progress between Mr.
and the foreigners are completed_
Burrill, the Newport trainer and
has been engaged by Dr. Orrin
da Id
to go to Tyngsboro, Mass.,
andle the Fitzgerald string of trothis season.
Dr. Fitzgerald has just
nisei! the stallion Claude jselson, by
'■'U. from the Suunyside string at Wale.It is given out, on the authorf -Mayor Beal of
Bangor, that the
aims at issue between the
city and
&
Aroostook
R. R. Co. have
Bangor
:■ settled at last in
a manner satisfacto all concerned—or, at
least, that
'■-reement has been reached which will
aided by the city council at its next
mg— The plant of the Manufacturing
•stment Co., at Madison, the largest
factory in the world, shut down
Saturday night, for six weeks. Eighty
are thrown out of
employment. It
xpected that operations will be reud not later than June 1.Maine
third in the slate producing States in
value of nut-put during the year
?124,080.At the poultry houses
1 C. Libby’s deer
park in Waterville,
are three large incubators filled
eggs, and besides these there are 20
"
bens engaged in the same line of
'■"ess.The State assessors have
ssed the excise tax on the railroads
i'97, based on the gross transportation
Bits in Maine. The total tax amounts
-hi:;,169, which is an increase of $10,'■'ver the previous one.
The tax for
''I'uelit of tiie railroad commissioners,
290, is not included in the above list.
m

■mnor

> makes

Augusta.
Easter in the Churches.

■

■

■

Rhii-:f.
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain
uueed in the English House of Com9th
that a contract had been
April
I between Canada and the Pattersons
Newcastle, for a fast steamship service
"een Canada and Great Britain, but
!i still requires the sanction of the
vial government.The Peruvian
•> rnment
has suspended the coinage of
<*r at the Government
mint, and has
u d a
prohibition against the importau of silver coins after the 10th of
May
■•••xt.....Nov. 2 there will be State deems in
Iowa, Massachusetts, Ohio and
1 h'iuia.
These, with the Rhode Island
'lection of April 7th, will be the
only
Ite elections of the
year.Anna Dickuson recovered a verdict of 6 1-4 cents
:,"in the five
Pittsburg men whom she
■‘■d for unwarranted incarceration in a
•’anville, Pa., insane asylum.Of the 52
li sts
who were in the'Hotel Knox fire,
■o
Knoxville, Tenn., when the fire broke
35 have been accounted for.
The
" 'tel
register was destroyed and it will
probably never be known how many lives
“ere lost.The
public administrator
“as about to divide the estate of the
late
"sepb MeCullagh of the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat, when a flood of claims was received.
It seems that lie was one of
“enty children, nine sons and eleven
■

Obituary.

of Payson and Mary Chase of that
She was a member of the Congl.
church of Jackson, also of the C. E. Society,
and until her health failed was one of the
popular school teachers of her town. Miss
Chase was a young lady of high moral and
strong Christian character, had a large circle
of friends, and was much prized in the community. She leaves a father and mother >
two brothers and one sister to mourn their
loss. Her funeral was held at the residence
of her parents April 11th, and was largely
attended notwithstanding the bad traveling.
Her pastor, Rev. F. S. Dolliff, officiated.

daughter

the North church next Sunday at 10.45
the pastor, Rev. George S. Mills, will
have for the subject of his sermon, “The
Resurrection from the Dead.” The Easter
music by the quartette and chorus will be as
follows:
At

a.

in.,

Selection from Emmanuel,
Trowbridge
Carol, “Hail thou glorious Easter morning”
Schnecker
Easter Anthem,
Clare
“Hallelujah! Christ is risen,”
Gloria
Dudley Buck
Easter song, “The Resurrection” Holden

Mrs. Mary B. Limeburuer
home on Northport avenue

died

at

her

died in 1884. Since his death Mrs. Limeburner has lived with her sou, Capt. Frank
W. Limeburuer, on the same
place. She was
for many years a member of the Methodist
church, and was an origiual member of the
W. C. T. IT., aud its treasurer as long as her
health permitted her to attend the meetings.
Her life was devoted to her family and to
doing good for others. Three years ago she
was stricken with paralysis and had
partially recovered when she fell on the ice, on
Christmas day, 1895, receiving injuries which
have since confined her to her room. The
second shock, which resulted fatally, occurred Sunday, April 4th. She leaves two sons,
Rufus of Philadelphia aud Capt. Frank W.

Harvey D. Hadlock, the well known lawyer, died April 13th at the Revere House,
About two weeks ago he sustained
a serious paralytic shock, and was totally
unconscious until his death. He was born
in Cranberry’Isles, Me., Oct. 7. 1845. lu 1857
his family moved to Bucksport. He studied
law and when admitted to practice soon atBoston.

tained prominence in his profession.
Much
of his early practice was taken up by criminal cases, but in later years his reputation
was enhanced by his successful
work in
cases which involved important interests of
railroad corporations, patent and maritime
law. Mr. Hadlock was married to Miss
Alexine L. Goodell of Searsport, Me., in
1805. Two children are still living. A few
months ago of a sensation was caused by
divorce proceedings brought against Mr.
Hadlock by his wife A divorce was granted.

of this

city, aud one brother, Robert P.
Walker of Tilton, N. H. The funeral was
held Saturday afternoon at her late residence, Rev. G. G. Winslow officiating. The
interment will be in the family lot in Grove
Cemetery.
Marmaduke F. Daughtrey died April
5th at his home in Portsmouth, Va., at the
He was born in Nansemond
age of 79 years.
county, Va., Jan. 2, 1818, and in early life
learned the trade of cabinet maker, after
which he studied dentistry and became one
of the leading practitioners of his State. He
was married in 1842 to Miss Fannie Dixon
of Portsmouth. Of three children by this
union, but one survives, R. T. Daughtrey of
Baltimore. After the death of his first wife,
Dr. Daughtrey married, in 1889, Mrs. Elizabeth M. Hervey, daughter of Dr. Richard
Moody of this city, who survives him. He 1
was one of the senior elders of the Court
Street Presbyterian Church, Portsmouth,
which position he had held for 40 years. He
was active and prominent in Christian work,
having been President of the Young Men’s
Christian Association before the war, and
subsequently for 25 years Superintendent of
the Sunday School. The funeral was held
April 7th. Xhe Portsmouth Star says of
him:
“The announcement of Dr. Daughtrey's
death will cause general sorrow in this community, where he was universally esteemed
aud respected.
He was a co irteous, kindly
gentleman, of sunny, companionable disposition and thoroughly imbued with the spirit
of right and truth.
His end was pe iceful
and apparently painless.
Dr.

Miss Durham

The evening service will be largely musical, and- there will also he one or more re-
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sponsive readings bearing upon Easter. By
r< quest the chorus will sing the two carols
”o wonderful Easter
Deane
morning,”
Loud
“Easter-tide,”
and in addition the carol
“Easter Bells,”
Ptiueger.
Mr. Parker will sing the song, “Easter eve,”
by Gounod
The Church will be handsomely decorated
for the occasion.
The Sunday School will meet at 12 m.
Meeting of the Y. P. S. C E. at »> p m.
Topic. Different kinds of death and the conquest of them. 1 Cor. 15: 50-58.
At. 7 p. in. the pastor will give the last
talk in the series on the Words of Christ
from the Cross.
the order of Easter services
at the Unitarian church:

Following

Voluntary,

is

Te

ileum, Laudamus, arranged
by B. A. Roundy

Excelsior Quartette.

Reading.
Carol, Hail thou glorious Easter morning.
Responsive Reading.
Anthem, O, joyous Easter morning,

Charles B. Black died at her home on
Commercial street Sunday, at the age of 85
She was a native of Searsmout, a
years.
daughter of the late John aud Lucy Moody.
She married Mr, Black in 1849, aud they
came to Belfast in 1888 and built the house
on Waldo avenue now owned by Wm. A.
Mason.
Mr. Black died in 1889, and some
years later she sold the farm and bought the
place which was her home for the remainder
of her life.
Three sisters remain of her
father's family:
Mrs. Patience Woodcock
and Miss Lucy A. Moody of Searsmout, and
Mrs. Deborah Lincoln of Belfast.
Of her
Mrs.

family two sons
They are Mrs.

Sermon.

Selection, Did’st thou but know,
Excelsior Quartette.

Muller

Benediction.
Choir, Miss Sullivan, soprano, Miss Russ,
alto, B. A. Roundy, tenor, N. G. Pettingill, bass.
Organist, Miss Helen Duuton.
The Easter services at the Universalist
Church next Sunday will be as follows:
Sunrise devotional meeting conducted by
the Y. P. C. U. in the vestry at seven o’clock.
Topic, “The Spiritual Resurrection.” Leader,
Miss Bernice Rogers.
Morning worship
with sermon at 10:45 followed by Sunday
school. Easter exercises in the church at
six P. M. given by the Sunday school at
which time special music and new carols
will be sung. The following special music
will be rendered at the regular morning service.

Offertory

in D,
Batiste.
Allelulia Hymn,
Worgan.
Anima
Benedic,
Mea, (first time)
C. H. Wells.
God of Isreal,
Rossini.
Magnificat,
Clare.
The Resurrection, (Solo, Mrs. Frost),

Postlude, Queen

of

Sheba,

Shelley.

Gounod.

There will be special Easter services at
the Baptist church uext Sunday morning
and evening. The subject of the pastor’s

morning sermon will be “The Resurrection
a Logical Necessity.” 1 Cor.
15:14, and of
the evening sermon, “The Empty Tomb of
Christ the Birthplace of a New Nation.” n
Cor. 5:15. There will be music appropriate
to the day, in the morning by the
quartette
consisting of Mrs. Howes, Mrs. Pitcher, Mr.
White and Mr. Pitcher, and in the evening
by the chorus. The following selections
will be rendered:
Morning—Carol, “Alleluia, Christ is Risen,” Nevin; Easter anthem, “Awake, Thou That Sleepest,” Simper; deutt, “Forever with the Lord,” Mrs.
Howes and Mr. Pitcher. Evening—Carol,
“Hail, Thou Glorious Easter;” chorus, “He
is Risen,” Clare; carol, “The
Morning Purples all the Sky.”
The Methodist Church will be appropriately decorated next Sunday and the services
will be in accordance with the
day. The
theme of the pastor’s discourse will be “The
Resurrection of Christ,”—2d Tim. 1:10 aud
John 20:28. There will be an Easter concert
by the Sunday school in the evening. Other
services for the day and week will be
usual.

as

Palestine Commandery, Kniguts Templar,
hold Easter services at the Unitarian
Church at 2.30 p. m., with sermon by Rev. C.
H. Wells.
will

R.

F.

daughters remain.
of Freedom,

Clark

Charles N. aud George F. Black aud Mrs.
Belfast.
The funeral was
held at her late residence yesterday afternoon, Rev. C. H. Wells officiating.
Cease your mourning, children dear,
For I am free from pain,
And he who watches o’er my dust
Will bid me rise again.
With sadness did I leave thee
In this world of grief and pain,
Be reconciled, for your great loss
Is my eternal gain.

Cogswell
Miss Pettingill

aud two

Lilia M. Mixer of

Schnecker

Reading.
Gloria,
Prayer.
Solo,
Scripture.
Benediction.

Legro

and

town.

April 8th of
paralysis. She was born in Brooksville,
and
20,
was
May
a daughter of
1825,
Benjamin and Sylvia Walker. In
early womanWashington Whisperings.
Propos- hood she married Capt. Robert Limeburuer
als were invited April 9th by the secreof Belfast, and came here to live on
a farm
tary of the ,navy for the construction of on the
Belmont road. About thirty
three 30-knot torpedo boats. Bids will be
years
opened Monday, June 14. The boats ago they bought the F. A. Lewis place on
must be completed within 18 months from
Northport avenue, where they lived the rethe date of contracts.Representative mainder of their lives.
Capt. Limeburuer

ublican Journal Pub. Co.

■

most

1897.

Elisha Swift of Belmont

April 11th, at the advanced
and 22 days. He was born

died

Sunday,

age of 92 years
in the town of

Leeds, and at the age of 19 came to Belmont
and began
farming. His tirst work was
clearing a piece of woodland aud building a
house. Several years later he married Relief Belcher, by whom he had three children
Albion
and Frank, who
are
dead;
and a daughter, Mrs. Sarah J. Morse of this
city. Mr. Swift by economy and industry
accumulated a nice property, but through
misfortune and sickness was obliged to give
up his farm and has since lived with his
daughter most of the time, but was in Belmont at the time of his death. Mr. Swift
was a kind husband and an indulgent father.
He was strictly temperate and was honest
in all his dealings. The funeral took place
at 10 o’clock Tuesday, Rev. Geo. E. Tufts
—

officiating.
John Q. A. J)avid8on died at his home on
his farm in Belfast April 13th after a long
illness. He was born in Waldo, Aug. 18,
1812, and lived there until 1848, when he
bought a farm at Poor’s Mills on which he
lived until 1885, when he bought the farm on
which he has since lived. He married Mary
E. Shepard of Belfast, who survives him,
with two daughters and three sons, Mrs. D.
W. Phipps of Seattle, Wash., Mrs. H. C.
Crockett, John S. and Henry Davidson of
Belfast and Fred L. Davi dson of

Appleton.

Four half sisters remain, Mrs. John McKinley of Jackson, Mrs. Jonas Wilder and M rs.
Sewall Grimes of Gardiner, Mass., and MrsJ. F. Merriam of Lawrence, Mass.
Mr.
Davidson was always highly honored and
respected by all who knew him, being a
man of sterling integrity and a good citizen
in all respects.
The funeral will be held toafternoon at 1 30 o’clock.

morrow

Daniel A. Hatch of Islesboro died at his
home in that place April 5th at the age of 08
years.

He

was

one

of the

progressive

and

honored citizens of the town and was often
called upon to serve in a public capacity,
having been Selectman several years, as
well as holding other positions. His wife

him, together with two sons, Ambrose and E. D. Hatch, both of Islesboro.
He leaves four brothers and one sister,
Palmer Hatch of Bucksport, Pyarn and Wil-

survives

liam Hatch and Mrs. Sarah Williams of
Islesboro. The funeral was held April 7th,
and was largely attended. Rev. Geo. E.
Tufts conducted the services at the house,
after which Island Lodge of Masons followed the remains to the cemetery and held the
services of the order at the grave.
Died in Jackson April 9th, Miss Eva L.
years. She was the eldest

Chase, aged 27

!
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Spalding Shoe Company.

the Success

thus fur

Attained,

and

Bright Prospects for the Future.

conditions

under

which

the shoe

manufacturing business of the Legro &
Spalding Shoe Company was established in
Belfast, the building and power plant having been furnished by about one hundred of
our business men; the
provision for exemp-

from taxes of the real estate and active
business having been endorsed by about
nine hundred voters out of a total of
1,300
voters on the check list; and a large
part of
the stock of the company having been taken
and now held by our citizens, there is no imtion

propriety but, rather, a manifest propriety
in giving to all the above enumerated interested citizens, and to the public in
general,
the facts in its history thus far and a
prophecy from an inside point of view as 10 its
future. The propriety of this public exposition becomes a pleasure when it can be
shown, as I hope to herein, that this com-

Important

Labor Case Decided.

Tileston Wadlin, Esq., Clerk of Courts,
has received from the Law Court the certificate of opinion in the Waldo County case
Webster C. Perkins vs. Fremont Pendleton
et als. This was one of a number of cases
relying on the same facts, the others to be
decided by the decision in this. In May,
1895, the plaintiff was at work as a stonecutter for the Mt. Waldo Granite Co. at
Frankfort. He alleges that his employment
would have continued until November of
the same year had it not been for the unlawful acts of the defendants, who induced
the company to discharge him, solely for
the reason that he refused to join the National Granite Cutters’ Union, of which the
defendants were members. The plaintiff alleges that he was earning $2.70 per day, and

brought suit for $423.90, which amount he
claims to have lost on account of the acts of
the defendants. The defendants claim that
the plaintiff has no cause, under the statutes, on which to base an action. At the

pany has gone safe and sure to its present January term, 189(3, Judge Emery decided
attainments, and appears to have such a that the plaintiff had cause for action and
that the defendants must answer, to which
bright prospect for its future.
1 He managers ami principal common stockthe defendants filed exceptions, and the
holders in this company, Arthur P. Legro case went to the Law Court. P. H. Gillin
and Geo. F. Spalding, had for some
of Bangor and Dunton of Belfast, for
years
plainbefore coming to Belfast manufactured tiff. Fogler of Rockland and
Thompson of
ladies’ shoes in Lynn, Mass., under the firm
Belfast for defendants.
Following is the
name
of Legro & Spalding, Mr. John J. rescript by Judge Wiswell:
Lenox of Lynn being a special partner. The
tor a person to wrongfully, that is by the
shoes they manufactured there were higher employment of unlawful and improper
means, induce a third party to break a conDied in Winterport April 7th Miss Bertha priced and of a finer
grade than this com- tract with the
injury will
White, aged 21 years 5 months. She was pany is manufacturing here; so that it has naturally and plaintiff, whereby
probably, and does in fact enthe youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pere- been necessary since
starting here to go sue to the plaintiff, is actionable; and the
rule applies both upon principle and authorgrine White of that town. Miss White was a through all the processes and
experiences ity as well to cases where
the employer
young lady of gentle disposition and pleasand
usual
in
necessary
introducing a new breaks his contract as where it is broken by
ing ways, thoughtful of others and unselfish line of goods, having only the benefit of the employee, in fact it is not confined to
in her nature. She was a member of the
their acquaintance with the trade and its re- contracts of employment.
Whenever a
means
fraud
Grange, a general favorite in the communi- quirements as well as a knowledge of how or intimidation, person, by either theof breach
procures,
ty, and will be greatly missed. She leaves to get up the shoes as to style,
of
a contract or the
of
a
and
discharge
plaintiff
quality
from an
a father and mother, brother and sister to
which but for such
cost. Starting so late in the fall
(18!H>) as wrongful employment,
interference would have
mourn their loss.
Her funeral was held at
they did, it could not have been expected by he is liable in damages for such continued,
injuries as
the home of her parents April 10th, Rev. F.
any one who is acquainted with the customs
naturally result therefrom, and the rule is
the
S. Dolliif of Jackson officiating.
same
whether
these
of the trade that they would receive
by
wrongful means
many
a contract of employment, definite
as to
orders for the “Spring run’’ or “sale.” It
time is broken, or an employer is induced
The Bellville, Ohio, Messenger published was desirable that they should not.
solely by reason of such procurement to
One object which they had in
discharge an employee whom he would
the following obituary of Mrs. Lucy B. Wallocating otherwise
have retained, even if the terms
ker, who died in that place March 23d: here, and which the citizens of Belfast had of the contract of service are such that the
Lucy B. Walker was born in Montville, in inducing them to do so, was that they employer may do this at his pleasure, withMaine, March 2d, 1810. If she had lived might employ local labor. Consequently out violating any legal rights of the emthree days longer she would have been 87
they brought with them only heads of de- ployee. to induce another
to leave an emyears old. She was one of a large family,
Merely
"but was the last surviving member. The partments, and took for their employes men ployment or to discharge an employee, by
last to go before her was her brother, Dr. T.
and women who for the most part knew abpersuasion or agreement, however whimsiA. Foster of Portland, Maine, who died last
unreasonable or absurd, is not in and of
solutely nothing about the work in which cal,
itself unlawful, and the court does uot deNovember. Her parents were Thos. D. and
were to engage, even to the office
help. cide that such interference may become unNancy Foster. Her father was a farmer by they
occupation. She was born on a farm anil Under these conditions there was no safe lawful by reason of the defendant’s malicihad lived on a farm all her life, having occu- course but to start
motives, but simply, that to intimidate
slowly and and be con- ous
and employer by threats, if the threats are
pied the house where she died for over sixty tent to go
for
mouths
while
slowly
many
of such a character as to produce the result,
In February, 1831, she married Levi
years.
Walker, \Nith whom she lived 58 years. their help were acquiring the kuowlege and and thereby cause him to discharge an emTheir children were three boys:
George skill necessary to make that fine finished ployee, whom he desired to retain and would
Washington, Andrew Jackson and Thomas and attractive shoe which would make to it- have retained, except for such unlawful
Foster Walker. They are all living; one in
threats, is an actionable wrong.
Michigan, one :u Kansas and one has always self friends wherever introduced. In order
Exceptions overruled. Declaration adlived on the old homestead. There is an- to "break their help in” with the least loss
judged good.
other who has been a member of the family
in material or customers, they
into the
put
from her infancy, Miss Lucy Ann Howard.
She has always been regarded and treated works at first a large quantity of “unorder(iood Templars.
ed” work. This work sold slowly and so
as one of the children.
She has been the
constant companion of her adopted mother
tied up a large per cent, of their capital.
Leading Star Lodge of Lincoluville Cenfor many years, and was with her in her
But recently it has all been sold at safe tre,
linal decline and death. Mrs. Walker was j
organized Feb. Pth by State Deputy
characterized with great sincerity aud earn- | prices. Starting in this way, and slowly, Geo. E. Files, now numbers PO members
estness of purpose. She was the farthest
they have been able to give personal atten- and applications are received every evening
removed from frivolity but she greatly ap- I tion to each
workman anil to all the details, of
meeting.
preciated sudden flashes of wit. There was
no hilarity about her, but she enjoyed a lit- : and have even suprised themselves and their
Mrs. E. E. Gain, Grand Superintendent,
tie quiet humor. There was no vanity in j most sanguine friends by the
of
high quality
recently visited several lodges ami temples
htffr make-up, but she was a great lover of work
produced.
in Knox county and reports them all in line
the beauties of nature. She was very symAlter
getting the work where they felt
pathetic, ready to weep with those who
condition, particularly those at Rockport
confident it would not disappoint their cusweep aud rejoice with those who rejoice.
and West Rockport.
Her hospitality was unbounded and no one
tomers, but would win the duplicate orders,
ever ate at her table without feeling her i
The 39th annual session of the Grand
an
efficient
of
they
salesorganized
corps
whole-souled and genuine welcome. No j
of Gooil Templars of Maine will be
one knew her but to love her.
In life she i men and “pitched in” to the work of secur- Lodge
exemplified the Christian virtues in a re- ; ing orders. They sell to the jobbing trade. I hehl at Portland, Mystic Lodge Hall, Monumarkable degree aud died a* she had lived, I
ment Square, Thursday and Friday, Apiil
regard the success they have had thus far in
with enmity to none and good will toward
(
29th and 30th. The usual arrangements have
all.
She has entered into her rest with the
placing samples as above the average for a
highest regard and the kindest wishes of all new house. (The new line they are manu- been made with railroads, boats, etc. Memwho knew her.
bers can obtain accommodations in Portfacturing makes them practically a new
land at the Preble House at 82 00 per day,
have
sold
or
house.)
to
cases
They
samples
Mrs. Lucinda P. Bell died April 2nd at her
two to a room. United States Hotel, at >1 50
home in Freedom after an illness of a few from 75 to 100 shoe houses, most of them beweeks.
Deceased was the daughter of ; ing among the
per day, two to a room; meals 35 cents.
and best houses in
largest
Thomas and Susan Penney, who were I
the trade. The samples have mostly been Chase, and Chadwick House, at 81 25 per
among the early settlers of the town of Freerooms 50 cents to 81 00, meals 25 cents.
dom, aud the parents of fifteen children. received by their customers and they are day ;
Following is the order of exercises:
Two brothers and a sister are now living. generally weli pleased with them.
Many
Mrs. Bell had lived the greater part of her orders
Thursday, April 29th, 9 a. m., Committee
have been received from these samlife in Freedom and was known by everyone
on Credentials in session at hall; 10 a. m.,
ples already, and not a few duplicates, but opening of session in (J. L. degree, and preand universally respected for her kindness
of heart and her desire to help those in
it is too early as yet to expect the bulk of
paratory business of the session report of
trouble or need. The work of her life was
Committee on Credentials; initiation of canfall (1807) orders. They are usually
given didates entitled to G. L. degree. Fee 50 cts.
for others and she was faithful until death, |
giving unselfishly the work of her hands from May 1st to July 1st.
Reports of Grand Lodge officers. Intermisand the love of her heart. Her memory
all
these
facts
into
Taking
consideration, sion. Afternoon. 2 o’clock,,reports of Standwill ever remain in the hearts of those who I think it will be
Committees and Committee on Distrigranted by all who are ac- ing
knew her.
bution; election of officers, and delegates to
quainted with starting a new shoe manu- International Supreme Lodge. Evening, 3
Bassick in Possession of his Mine. facturing business in a new place, and with o’clock, meeting of the State Institute of
Friday forenoon. 3
uneducated help, that they have pursued Juvenile Workers.
o’clock, temperance praise meeting; 9
Some months ago it was announced that the
only safe course in “going slow,” that o'clock, installation of officers; general busithe court of last resort in New York had
they have had tine success in attaining their ness. Afternoon, reports of committee; genrendered a decision that would end litigaeral closing business.
Evening. Such expresent position, of above the
average
ercises as the Grand Lodge may determine.
tion that had been extended over years and
workmanship; that they have been more
give Mr. E. C. Bassick possession of the than usually successful in introducing their
Personal.
famous mine which bears his name. Mr.
samples and “laying their lines” for a prosBassick is now at the mine, which is near
perous and full “fall sale.”
Mr. ami Mrs. Addison Pendleton have
Rosita, Colorado. A Denver special to the
A man asked me a few days since, if this

New York Times thus describes the present
company was getting fixed “solid.” I excondition of the Bassick mine:
plained as above and told him I thought he
The improvements put upon the property had used
just the right word. They are on
by the former owners consist of hoisting ; a solid foundation
(best of manufacturing
machinery, situated on the new shaft. There
are two engines of 050 horse power each,
plant and machinery,) and have erected a
with boilers of proportionate size. There is solid superstructure, (clean,
intelligent, wilalso a smaller hoisting plant upon the old
ling and proficient workmen, a desirable
which
is
in
and
will
style,
good condition,
be utilized for the new work. Buildings, grade of shoes and an efficient corps of salesmachine shop, and everything necessary to men) and have every prospect of obtaining
the working of a large mine are upon the in the near future
(within two months) as
ground, and the total cost of the improvements was not less than $300,000.
in addi- much business as it will be prudent for them
tion to this, two Knowles pumps are in
to have, until they can “break in” more
place to handle the water, which has been workmen. Their pay roll at present is about
allowed to rise to within 250 feet of the sur8500 per week, making it now the second
face.
The main shaft on this property was sunk largest in the city.
to a depth of 1,400 feet. It was in this shaft
Some impatience has been expressed by a
that most of the work was done by the old
Another shaft, however, was few unthinking citizens, that this manucompany.
commenced about 150 feet from this, which facturing business in which we were all inis 7 by 25 feet iu the ciear, has three comterested and from which we all expected,
partments, and has reached a depth of 010 and still
confidently expect, so much, has
feet.
The purpose of the uew company is to
sink this shaft so as to intercept the/ large not up to this time done a larger business so
body of ore in the bottom of the mine and as to employ more labor and have a larger
have a shaft sufficiently large and strong to
It has
pay roll, and “kick up more dust.”
reach a depth of 3,500 feet.
The formation about the Bassick is unlike been only the unthinking who have thus
anything yet discovered iu Colorado, being criticised. Those who realized the essential
at the end of an immense basin in the granelement of success were aware that the comite rock, filled with an overflow of porphyry.
pany was doing all it ought to under the
It is in the porphyry that the mineral-bearing rock exists, and it is in the form of a circumstances, and as a result we find they
mammoth cone, with the small end toward are now solid. It is but
justice to the manathe surface.
While the greater part of this
gers, to the stockholders, to those who have
cone is mineralized and carries value suffifurnished the “plant,” to creditors of the
cient to pay for working, it is of low-grade
ore.
The greatest values are found in pebcompany, and to the interested public at
bles, or boulders, which are covered with a
that these facts and future prospects
coating of mineral varying in thickness from large,
of the company should be known.
that of a sheet of paper to several inches.
This coating is exceedingly rich, assaying
Incidentally let me say there is more of
in some instances more than $100,000 per
the 7 per cent, cumulative preferred stock
ton in gold.
it
was
so
that
rich
it
Indeed,
was
formerly the custom to compel the of the company for sale at par. Those who
miners to change their clothing upon going have money to invest can by buying this
into or coming out of the mine.
stock make a good and reasonably sure inDuring the later workings of the mine an
average of one ton each week was shipped, vestment for themselves, assist the developwhich returned $24,000 in gold and $3,000 in ment of the business and incidentally assist
silver, while all the product had a value of in the maintenance and development of our
more than $100 per ton.
community. This preferred stock has more
safe-guards thrown around it than is usual
E. H. Denslow, of the firm of Denslow,
Ward & Co., Bankers, has sent us circulars for such stock to have.
of The Old Hickory Mining Co.,
WashingA. C. Sibley,
ton, and the Munina-Alaska Gold Mining
Director in the Company in behalf of the
Co., in which he is largely interested. He
is President of the Old Hickory Company.
Preferred Stockholders.

gsne to

Islesburo for

a

visit.

Viola Lee of Bangor is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Sumner Bridges.
Mrs.

Hon. Fred Atwood of Winterport was in
the city Tuesday on probate business.

Mrs. W. R. Sherman and son Raj’ of Islesboro are visiting Capt. and Mrs. J. O. Hayes.

Capt. Winfield S. Pendleton of Islesboro
left yesterday for Philadelphia, on business.
Herman Stevens arrived home Tuesday
from Boston, where he has been ill several
weeks.
Mr.
ton

ami Mrs. A. 1\ Mansfield

buying dry and

ties for the

summer

dress

are

in

Bos-

goods and novel-

trade.

Miss Edith Mason has returned from Wor“
cester, Mass., where she attended a millinery
school, and has entered the store of Wells &
Co.
Miss Mary Chase of Winterport is the
guest of Mrs i. H. W. Wharff. Miss Chase,
who has a sweet soprano
sang in tinchoir at the Methodist Church last Sunday
and
In
the
morning
evening.
evening she
sang a solo, “The Holy City.” [Ellsworth
American.

Hon. Wm. C. Marshall left Tuesday for
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, to visit his son,
Wm. R. Marshall. He will stop en route at
several places, including Cleveland, Ohio,
where he will visit M. T. Marshall. He expects to be absent about four weeks.
Elias R. Thompson bad a slight shock of
paralysis of the right side, while visitiijg at
J. F. Lawry’s in Searsmont last Saturday.
The attending physician states that the case
is not serious, the attack being brought ou
by a jar to the spine, while riding over a
rough road.

Forty-four j ears ago J. S. Condon of Orland was elected superintendent of schools,
and since that time he has held the office
seven years.
JTe has been tow n clerk four
years, selectman seven, auditor one, treasurer nine, town agent lo and moderator 22.
This year he was elected moderator, town
clerk, school committee, town agent, and refused the nomination of superintendent of
schools.

PERSONAL.
Hon. I. H. Jackson
Tuesday, on business.

was

in

Bucksport

Mrs. F. E. Freeman went to Bangor Tuesa short visit.

day for

Mrs. R. C.

Thursday

on

Sheldon went to Boston last
business.

Miss Elizabeth Pond is in Bangor for
of about a month.

a

visit

Mrs. H. M. Prentiss is
visiting her relatives in Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. A. K. P. Moore is
visiting her son, A.
E. Moore in Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. Fred J. Durham of Portsmouth,
Va.,
visiting relatives in this city.

is

Miss Emma L. Frisbee is
visiting Mr. and
Mrs. J. VV. Peabody of Thomaston.

Miss M. H. Morrell of Burlington,
Me., is
A. C. Sibley.

visiting Mr. and Mrs.

Hon. R. \Y Ellis of Embdeu was in town
days the past week on business.

few

a

Austin C. Pl.ilbrick of Rockland visited
friends in Belfast the first of the week.
H. Heath and wife of Orland arrived
visit at John W. McIntyre’s.

N.

last

.Thursday to

Mrs. A. H. Cooper of Auburn arrived last
week to visit her mother, Mrs. II. H. Forbes.
E. L. Talbot, who has been ill with la
grippe, took his place as fireman on the train
last Saturday.
Miss Ada Dyer of Winterport has returnhome after a week’s visit to Mrs. H.
E. Patterson of this city.

turned

Miss Rosa Chapman left Tuesday on the
City of Bangor for Lowell. Mass., where she
will make her

future home.

Mrs. Charles Cunningham returned home
Tuesday from a visit to her son Charlie, who
has been ill in Franklin, Mass.
Daniel Wentworth and daughter, Miss
of Knox, left Saturday for a visit to
friends in Boston and Lowell, Mass.
Mr.

Georgie,

Abyrum Merrithew was stricken with
paralysis at his home on Miller street last
Friday, and is in a critical condition.
Everyone who knows Capt. Charles Baker
pleased to see him down street Monday.

was

It

his first visit down town since last

was

fall.
We had

an

order last week from

Colfax, Washington, for

a

lady

in

copy of The Journal containing the article on Miss Frances J.
a

Dyer.
Miss Ahhie M. Caldwell arrived last week
from South Berwick, where she has been
spending the winter with her sister, Mrs.
Mower.
A. A. Ilurd has arrived home from New
has been several weeks for
medical treatment. He is considerably im-

\ork, where he

proved.
Capt.

D. II. Libby was out and at-tem itg
business Monday, the erst tin
six
weeks.
He has been confined to thuse
with the la grippe.
to

Albert A. and Charlie Hal" have gone

Haverhill, Mass where. Albert h
tnn in a drug store.
Charlie wiii
ter

few

a

r

is a situa-

return al-

weeks visit.

James Brown has returned to Criehaveii
from a two weeks visit to friends in Searsmont.

His

him, and is

brother Albert accompanied
for H. D. Crie.

at work

Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Kendall arrived last,
from Providence, II i., where tin v
have been living a few monrhs. Tiny are
to return to their farm in Belmont.
week

Capt. Al/.o M. Carter of s. h. Joe F.
pard arrived home last Thursd iy i■ r a
visit to his family and saw tin- nev
—a little daughter—for the hrst time.

Sh.

o-

sh

rt,

•:

,-r

Mr. and Mrs. M. 1*. Pendleton wen- .tT the
National Capital last week on th-ii return
from

Thomasville, Ga., where tbev spent
They are now m Bangor.

the winter.

A. S. Buzzell, who for the past few
years
has managed the M. C. K. K. ticket otiice in
Lock land, has been appointed station agent
at Burnham and took charge
yesterdav.
John

H. Burke arrived home from Califor-

nia

Tuesday morning. On arrivng her* lie
found a letter awaiting him calling him at
once to New York, and left
by the steamer
City of Bangor the same afternoon.
Fred W. Herrick

has

Capt. Doak house. No.

J

moved

High

from

street,

to

the
the

Daniel Lane house on Church street
Capt.
E. E. Pendleton has moved from tiie I. iiuhouse to the Sherburne Sleeper hulls*
ner of Franklin and
Congress streets.
Mrs. E. S. Pitolier we re in R -‘ton
last week and attended the
grand opera, witnessing Calve n Carmen
Mr. ami

a

few

(lays

Thursday evening; Calve in Faust Saturday
afternoon, and attending the sy inphon v i >enefit concert Saturday
evening. Caive's support in Faust included Campauari an ! the
de

Reszke Brothers.

The many friends of Capt. Mark
Haskell,
youngest brother of Capr. Jasper W and
tiie late Capt. Dennis H
Haskell, will be
pleased to learn that he has recently taken
command of one of the largest ships on the
Pacific coast, the
F. Sargent of San Fran
cisco, 1,800 tons. Capt Haskell was lately
married and makes his home in San Francisco.
His ship is now loading at Departure Bay for Alaska.
[Deer Isle Gazette.

Cyrus R. Davis, formerly manager
Peoples <Motking Store, Wakefield,

of the
Mass.,

is now at 87 Summer street, Boston, as
manufacturers’ agent for line clothing, in
men’s, boys' and youth's suits, .>\er« its
and bicycle suits, at retail.
Special at ntion will be paid to custom suits and i.t
guaranteed. Prices reasonable. Give Cyrus
a call.
«

While the appointment of General Selden
Connor as pension agent at Augusta is a
good one, we cannot but very deeplv regret
that our fellow citizen, L. C. Morse, who
was a very
strong < andidate and had a large
petition before tin* Senate, did not got it.
Mr. Morse would have made an efficient
man for the
place and would have done
honor to it and the government. We
hope
that should any vacancy occur or
any change
be made in the
future, lie will be among the
first to be thought of. [Pittsfield Advertiser.
The New York Maritime Journal
says of
Capt. J. A Amsbury, of the ship Win. H.
Macy, that he is very successful in his voyages and h is the good will of the. men who
ship with him, many of them being only too
glad to go with him voyage after voyage.
His brother, Capt. E. F.
Amsbury, iu the
ship S. D. Carleton, the son (of Captain E.
T. Amsbury) Capt. Fred
Amsbury, in the
bark Jennie Harkness—and the son
(of Captain J. A. Amsbury)
Capt. Stanley Amsbury in the bark Adolph Obrig, (all managed
by Carleton, Norwood & Co. of
Rockport,
who

owners of the whole fleet) bear the
enviable reputation.
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Magnificent
Maine Central
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apparent, how-
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protests

to

she rested on the murine railway at 1’ortland recently, and underwent her oveihauling, reparatmy to taking her place
I on t lie IVi tland. Mt. l>esert and Maeliias
With the new steam boat Frank Jones route for the initial trip of the season of
which interesting event occurred
sailing from Portland t*> Mt. Desert and 1M»7. 2nd.
The steamer has been placed
April
he
it
will
not
befort
the
long
eastward,
in such splendid
condition that she is
id-time pojmlarity of ♦he Portland, Mt.
really better than when lirst launched,
Desert v Maehias steamboat < ompany is
and with the added improvements is decrevived.
Deal io mail} summei residents
lined to be a greater favorre with tourists
of Mt. Desut is the memory of that
and passengers than evei before.
A
steamboat j.-uniev hi
the old
(.'ity of
of the ship and her equipRichmond
from Portland, along
the | description
will thcrchuc be
shores e Maine. What a revelation it was ment, furnishings, etc.,
of public interest.
The Frank Jones has
to
come
from swriaring tity streets to
a gross registered tonnage of b-.U. h_', and
hei cool be. ks
Rb-rioiis summei niglits,
dimensions as f dlows:
teeming with the life and hustle which
g.'iO feet
Length a‘ load water hue
always accompanies a ship getting under Length
over a!!.
gii<)
: the ship waiting
way: lights e\ei\wlu
Width »f !iuli. :.ii
t >r your tiansfer train, .v'licli is now rolWidth of outside guards..
tic
ling down the w hai
1 'r‘l’th of hold.!J
4 in
Perhaps th is \our tirst experience of
The usual huge walking beam and
the sea,
>i
have
Inn!
others
yon may
towering paddle boxes are conspicuous by
wliieh are !■ >t ;>!••..sant meinoi ies.) you
their absence.
The puddle wheels are
feai
: are delighted to
on may i*c iil.
eompaiaiively small, this being possible
iind later
that you*re not: you scout
by the use ot the feathering bucket, more
-e the
the idea. 1 it:-1 l lib- is bePortland, pressure on the water
being obtained than
Mr. Desert a Ma<
is Line is a wholly in- j
with the old style.
1'iie engine*. which
side lotto-, an.l ere.i.t outsell' with being
were built at the Lath
Iron Works, are
a
1’he slipping away from
good sailor.
compound, inclined, of the new pattern
hei liioiij 111_is. tiie j-assage through bright
for
the
wheels
above
described.
Portland Harbor, with its \ery numerous’ adapted
meicautih- and pieasuie ciaft. ilie retiring aftei t!ie ship is well outside the
islands, eastward bound, and the awaking
at
Rockland, on ] 'em >bseot Ray. ill the
He>i nine.
>m e'y t in >e are pleasant memories t
thousands of travellers, and the
reality may be again enjoyed this season,
for the Pei Hand. M’. Di-sert and Maehias
Line rest.-res it western terminus to Portland.
Never again. however, are the patrons
of tlie line to make the trip upon the
Richmond, nor uijdei the care of her
noble o min.under. ('apt. Dennison, both
arc off the route forever
It is time, no douhr. to refrain from
calling :1k- steamei Frank Jones, which
was
Rath-built to take the place of the
veteran ( ity of
Richmond, new. She
is new, however, to the route west of
Rockland, and certainly commanded great
it ten: ion from the
sea-faring man, and
those interested in types
mean craft, as
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pealed, -a* fai as theaction of the House of
•Itopi esent at i ves is e»mcerned, the di awback
up >n tin exported with American products, and tins has been done against tlie
piotest <»t « veiy reprt sentativeof thestan-

iiaid oil company.
It has not been done
in any sphit of oppression or
hostility to
that, great and successful organization,
bid as a matter *t principle, believing
that now we are producing such vast
quantities of tin in the United States,
with a piosjcit of greatly increased product, it will be perfectly fair to get rid,
There
step by step, of these drawbacks.
;»i*-, peihaps. 2*> or :»0 products of Ameri< an
industry said to be under the dominion "t trusts and combinations whose requests the <•< mmittee utterly ignored
and lefused. So, then the statement of
the eiieulai is utterly false and without
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news

IT GIVES scientific and mechanics
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of the Nation

fascinating short stories,
IT GIVES an unexcelled ag'icultura depart

The lJth annual encampment of the
(rian«i Army of the Republic, department
Riichlen’s Arnica Salve.
The Bust >ai.vk in the world f«»r Cut*
oi Maine will be held in Lewiston to-day I
Br.iisoM. Sores, l i.-.-rs. Salt Khe.im, hVv.-i'
and to-morrow, April loth and loth.
«
IVttei, ('happed Hands, Chiihlains,
Routine business of the department will
1 ;‘d Sk.n
j
Eruptions, ami posirivebe attended toon the ldtlt. and forenoon ! J-tn
‘V
lire'
I*:les, or no pay required. Ii is
ot the loth.
The election of officers will K»:irant.i—1 to ui w |.«-rf*-. r sarisfa,!i.,;1
take place Friday afternoon,
HI"!
r-f;|>rj,
3
Ilpr
April It'.. A III
^"r •*4■ i1
hot contest is now well under
l’> Kilgore & Wilson.
way for the !
oilice ot department commander.
Leroy
1- ( arlton of Winthrop. who is well
1
i’1
II. Harrison was eh cte«t Mavni
known as a m cm her of the llsh and game
1 (
Api-il '-tli by a majority of -jsj-j
commission, has practiealh the solid "v‘‘!
/*-'/
:‘!i Ids competitors.
His plaiality
hacking 0} the Boswort h post'of Portland,
I!ai lau.the next candidate in order, i‘>.
ano the Burnside and Knox
posts, while •jV'ej
the largest ever given a candidate
the ('lister post is practically solid for
t-M' any
dice in the history of ('hiram.
P'ce. 1. A. Southard, (.'arlton is at
present
(lie
res! ot the Democratic ticket
is ele.
a
member of the counsel of administrae l with
Mr.
Harrison by pluraii ties rang( ommander-inChief
tion.
fhaddeus
from
to
.')>
di
4
( larkson
of Nebraska is expected to be ing
M

news

IT GIVES

private apartments.

.i

important

IT GIVES all important

IT GIVES the most reliable market reports,
IT GIVES prilliant and iistrmtive editorials.

insurance >b,00u.
The
owned by Charles W. King, whose loss is
•C-MM"’.
\o insurance.
C.
K. Kimball,
Hie landlord, loses the furniture of
his

■

—

lollies
I ARtii:

l

Maine, was completely gutted by
fire this morning.
There was no loss of

The

Middleton, Carman A- Co.,
Fulton Market fish dealers.
The prize
Molding Up the Mirror.
was part
of the catch of the lobster
The Lewiston rumsellers—those who
schooner Becker, taken early yesterday
morning off Sandy Hook, and was land- are left after these years of temperance
ed aboard the schooner with a big net. It
rule—can present an excellent certificate
weighed 30 pounds at the Aquarium. It
of character.
was put in a 10-foot salt water tank. The
All they have to do is just cut out of
lobster is a male and is nearly 4 feet long.
From tip to tip of its extended claws is 3 last Saturday’s Journal that column edifeet.
The claws are a foot long and the torial, frame it, and hang it in their winlegs a foot and a half long and half an dows.
You see the Journal felt inspired to reinch in diameter.
The teeth of its tiling j
claw are about three-quarters of an inch j defend its prize-fight prize-edition.
The
long, and resemble a bound’s. The eyes Journal says it gives the public what they
That’s just what the rumsellers
look
like
black
marbles.
When it want.
stood up to stroll about the tank it was are doing—giving the public what they
was nearly 2 feet in height.
W. J. Den- ; want.
The Journal says the way to get rid of
yse, who has charge of the salt water'
lifted
it
into the tank by seizing its crime is to publish it. So the way to get
tanks,
rid of rum is to drink it.
i shell just back of the eyes.
Mr. Denvse christened the prize FitzSurely it will keep the rumsellers consimmons.
A market man had scratched science-clear and happy to think how
on
the crushing claw the inscription much of the world’s badness they and the
‘•Fitzsimmons’ Left.”
One of the mar- : Journal are daily ridding the world of.
And if they—the rumsellers and the
ket men declared that the giant must be
make a dollar out of their
fully 100 years old. Mr. Denyse said that Journal
it was impossible to tell the age of the scavenger business—well, but isn’t the
specimen, but that it was undoubtedly laborer worthy of his hire? [The Maine
Statesman.
very old.
[New York Sun.
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Low Price Tinware.

The steamer is lighted by electricity, along the sides <>t the vessel.
The dynaand has eh ctrie bells and steam steering mo nms ;on lights.
She has 100 staterooms, inI* roin the main saloon to the promenade
apparatus
cluding the officers’ rooms.
Passing deck, the staterooms (71 in number, bethrough the after gangway on the main sides mur bridal rooms) are arranged in
deek. entrance is gained to the main hall, alcoves.
1'he saloon is very light and
40 feet by 10. On the port side is the spaciou> and well ventilated.' t nished in
ticket ojiii e. and on the starboard side the white and gold.
The centre space is left
clerk's room.
Aft of the main hall is the open, ext epi f*«r the smoke stack and enlower cabin, <»4 feet in length, from which closure t
the machinery. The pantrv
Open the doors of 'JO staterooms, each is on this deck. There are four gangways
containing two berths. The holies’ toilet opening .mto the promenade deck, and
wo toil.
rooms over tinloom, 11 feet square, and equipped with
paddle boxes.
all modern conveniences, opens into the (the hurricane deck is the
pilot house,
cabin which is reserved for ladies. Stair- and here also the officers tin cl
quarters.
lead from this cabin to the main saloon
Eastern >ound passengers will find the
on the upper deck. Forward is the freight
"Id-time .1; range merits for reaching the
deck. >:> feet in length, and about 10 feet, steamboat wharf at Portland.
On sailing
On the poit side of tins days toward Mt. Desert, during the sumaverage breadth.
and. store room unu. tin connecting train from Poston
space are the kiteln n,
and porters room.
Opposite, on the will he ihe sew ;; o’••*«.ck, evening, Pullstarboaid side, are tbt engineeis and oil- I'Cin Pain, arriving in Portland" (Tiion
ers rooms, toilers and large 'dnm-ts.
The Motion at eleven.
This train will carry
machinery takes up the ecutre space on a -deeper, a day c"ach, and a omhinatimi
this deck amidships, and two large p u k- baggage and mail ear. which will be deloo ms are loeat ed next, the after- gangg
tached at >cai In*n.) ( Tossing, just outside
s'mil's lead from the forward deek the < ity or Portland, and run directlv r«»
ways.
to the main saloon,
and a Hyde steam tin- wharf ..f the Portland, Mt. I >< s.-r’t w
windlass occupies the forward part.
I).*
Steamboat < .unpany, where the
j Mae11:as
1‘ 1 ank don.
seemling into the hold we lind the space
will he in waiting, and de|
reserved for machinery and boilers, and i part eastward as soon as the transfer from
tiie men's cabin, with berths arranged 1 lrain to ship is made
Easth<mud passengers by taking this
route ti mi Poston, can he sure ol a comtoi'tahie ride to Poniard, and an in>:dr
rouie bey.>nd,
with delightful sea-cast
sceimi \ ; that
through the Eggenmggin
b’caeh and across Pine Hill
Pay, an aj
: proitch to Mt. Deseit Island whirl: is ir! rcsisiihly attractive.

the citizens of the Mate realize.
the tirst place, by Chapter gt>o of the
dimply interpublic laws ot tics scs.sion, the eduested in tlo- bee ’business and reported ! cational and statistical work
relating to
t
ir be.
ns wind-ring bneiy.
Maijy in- highways, which was prodded for in the!
'•minissii.n
is
bill,
placed upon the Board
dismiss."!, butt
i'-resting sub1 *‘ets V.
i*t
Agriculture, and the amount that
wing !.. the abseu* <• f ilm secretary no ma\ he
annually expended in institute I
• s-:i\s
wei e pi *.'.«• n t
It wu> thought work is increased live hundred dollars to
.1 vis ible :
i:i»id auoL:«. meeting .•!: Fri- allow for this line of work.
Chapter did provides fot the removal of
ia\. Ap; ;i -•f 1 i,a> the bees would then be
bushes and shubbery growing wit bin the
m ’h.- 'v.:
and .i better a.i oiilit of them limits ot the
highways. Whether puttiug
■a >i b.* given, with an estimate as.to the
those words into the statute will make any
m-unt of honey to lie looked for the actual difference in the care of the high- present.
“1 want
is a question that ran only lx* detergood name for a sa lor
ailing seas.ai.
Lt i> Imped that all who ways
n..v,*l.
Japan now possesses ]oo iron and steel
What name would suggest
mined by the workings of the law.
old salt
for foreign trad,*, with
a’e
steamships
registered
interested will try to attend.
FolChapter d2b. passed near the close of a gross tonnage of
2:‘-l,tons
Epsom.
the session, is the one which makes nidi- j
lowing is tlie program:
In the tirst section of the
A talk on spring management of bees, cal changes.
law as printed in the supplement sheets
by President F. Cornfortli.
there is very evidently a clerical error.
Is it profitable to raise more than one If the same error
appears in the engross- )
ed bill signed by the Governor, that secrace of bees? by Secretary F. M. Poland.
tion may be of no effect.
Providing it is
What is the best method of keeping exall right, then the effect of the law, if we
V--1
SELLS.
over
from
ancombs
one
to
tracting
year
understand it rightly, is this: The “workother? by L. L. Wiggin.
ing out” of highway taxes is done away.
onsole
of every shoe.
Essay, Out-door wiuteiing of bees, by Highway taxes are to he assessed like all
other taxes.
The care of the roads in
No fester shoe ran be made than tie
tY. Wentworth of Searsport.
mi,..
Shoe
each town is placed in the hands of one
,„en.
Is it best to increase by natural swarm- road
Ever>' P»if lhnt £<** t from this store
name of ,|10
commissioner, who shall be elected by
t
1, s tl s
We secured the agency for this
ing or nucleus, o secure the best results? ballot at the annual meeting, and shall not
city because we Wlievod in tl
Combe
one of the selectmen.
IT;
is
to
be
f"r,aWe
from
E.
Laud.
,1m
r'earitm. Stylish, r .... „,„r
by
„lilk, ,!ull
|
,hoe
to give satisfactory bond, to have
sold for an equal amount ol
Is it best to spread the brood in the sworn,
money mad anywhere l.v anybody. Sells at
entire charge of the exjtenditure of the
a fair
price an.i on its merits.
spring? by 1. M. Palmer.
F. II FRANCIS .V CO
highway money, and to receive not less
Essay, How to raise good queens, by F. than sg.oo per day for his services.
Sole Agents,
Seventy-live per cent, of the highway
M. Poland.
must
be
expended before the
Does it pay to use full sheets of founda- money
fifteenth day of duly, and the b; lance at
tion in the frames? by C. P. Carter.
the discretion of the commission! r.
This law takes effect March 1. 1 s',)s, so
What should be the condition of a coloit will make no difference in the highway
ney before profitable breeding back? by
repairs this year, but each town will have
C. A’, btevenson.
to raise its highway taxes in money and
All are cordially invited.
and choose a road commissioner, at its annual
meeting next spring.
F. M. Pol.and, Secretary.
An
Line of
This law will make a decidedly radical
change in the manner of caring for the
New
ork’s (iiant Lobster.
highways, in a large portion of Maine
towns, and will doubtless have a great
It cost the < ity of New York Sl<> ycsterj deal of adverse criticism; hut there can be
to
lieoime
the proud possessor of little doubt that the new
day
method, with
what fish experts declare to be the largest, its concentrated responsibility and direct
from 50c
lobster ever landed in the metropolis. administration, is much more businessold
like than the
method.
[Oxford DemThe authorities of the Aquarium bought ocrat.
1
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Hu re special cuts in prices to close oat ft,, ir Mod.
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Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, ExtensionTai
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Getting into Guatemala.

Th,

said

prayer ourselves to the fradulent

of

Guatemala; but the daily train, which
Good Roads and Bad Roads.
—though with only one passenger and no
More of the Latter than of the Former.
At last on the second morning of wait- freight to speak of—imitates
way Toward (he ln(er!or.
time and
The
road question is the uppermost
correspondence of The Journal.] ing within a stones throw of San Jose, tide in the matter of waiting for no man
and there
>se, Guatemala, Feb. 28, 1807. the captain of the port came on board, in and had gone on, just five minutes be- topic just now all over Maine,
to break away
seems
a
who visit the western ports of all the
disposition
general
glory of gold embroidered blue fore the last of us were released from the
from old methods and apply a little pracAmerica are apt to agree with the coat and gold striped red trousers which clutch of the custom-house. So
there was
tical common sense to the construction
Stowe in the opinion that “the would have
no
alternative but to wait 24 hours in
eclipsed a French general of
and repair of the public highways. We
to
in traveling is
have traveled.” artillery, and the hour of landing had
sweltering San Jose unless, indeed, somegive below some notes and comments:
ailed harbors are mere open road- come.
But such a landing! The use of body wanted to go back to the
ship via
Now that it’s settled let’s all agree to
and the mighty ocean—in full small boats
being rendered impossible by the cage. Needless to say, nobody cared favor
fixing one piece of public road a
from Alaska to Cape Horn and the constant
to
that
of
the
until
it
waters,
repeat
experience
agitation
pasbecame year in such permanent form that it won’t
to the other side of the globe—
sengers and baggage were let down over the dire necessity of our final departure. call for repairs in a generation. Had that
policy been adopted thirty years ago
pon the shore with tremendous the steamer’s side into a great coffee- Our party were fortunate in the
acquain- Kockland would now have a series of
Especially is this true at San launch that lay tossing and backing be- tance of the Pacific Mail S. S. Co.’s agent, streets to be
proud of. It would be
At low.
Pacific port of Guatemala.
It is not the most pleasant of ex- an American, who resides here; and who money in our pockets in the long run.
our Northern beaches is
there
periences to be seized bodily by a ship’s kindly rescued us from the bug-haunted [Kockland Courier-Gazette.
That is just the plan suggested by Mr.
;ig at all comparable with the rag- “hand'* and tied into a chair like a hotel.
Fannie Bingham Ward.
J. F. Wilson in a talk with the writer
uiltuous, terrible surf—the rooun- naughty child, then swung out in mid-air
some weeks ago.
Mr. Wilson is a practi:h billows, white and foaming, over a
raging sea and dumped among other
New York Fashions.
cal and experienced roadbuilder, and is
reak upon the beach with deafencommodities, animate and inanimate;
man
on
We fared but that was
the
aud ceaseless fury.
by no means the worst of it. Children's Clothing. Sailor and Admiral 'tills. perhaps the best posted
He understands
kin the average comers in this A
Keefers. Wash Suits. Parasols. Ways of subject in this section.
screeching little steam tug towed the
how to use a road machine, and when not
Making.
place, having to wait only 30 coffee-boat shoreward, over swells heavy
A little boy, just putting on trousers, to use it—which is no less important. As
the light time in which to make
to
the
stoutest
stomach
enough
upset
Perhaps you can imagine the ever encased in human frame, and cau- never forgets his first suit; he feels his run last year in this city the road maand is always a subject of in- chine did uot do ten cents worth of good
i humor of a lot of passengers of
tiously approached the pier, against importance
terest
to
those
around him. Sailor suits for a dollar of cost.
in
cireumnationalities, penned
whose massive iron beams it seemed
;arters on an anchored ship, in
iu momentary peril of being dashed and of blue cheviot-finished serge, or of mixHere is a complaint from Augusta. The
of shore where wives and eliil- shattered like an egg shell.
And while tures, are specially adapted for this purand are worn by older boys as well, Kennebec Journal says:
lit them, or letters from far-away the
boiling surf around us pounded the pose,
The country roads are in awful conimportant business spoiling by shore with thunderous reverberations that oftentimes withasilk embroidered shield.
dition for traveling.
The stages running
Price
A
suit
of
heavier
$4.85.
blue
dithe time tormented by the pitcli- seemed to shake the
between Augusta and neighboring towns
universe, we saw demade
and
trimmed, are all delayed by the mud. The Washing'ssing and trembling of the ves- scending upon our heads from the dizzy agonal serge, similarly
iistering heat, and blinding glare heights of the blood-red scaffolds above, a comes at $0.00, or a brown and gray mix- ton stage, due in Augusta at (i o’clock,
did not arrive until nearly 10 o’clock.
*pical sun upon the surround great iron cage, for which, on account of ed cheviot with a silk scarf and embroidery “Bob”
Moore, who has been driving hereHardly a thousand feet away the eratic movements of the tossing is the same- price. A very attractive abouts for years, says the mud is the
admiral
suit
in
of
San
blue
cheviot
iron
the
worst
he
has ever known it.
pier
serge, may
ed-painted
launh, it seemed utterly impossible to
be had for $0.75, or a tan mixed cheviot,
like a bloody scaffold above the make room, without
a
few
seacrushing
silk embroidered and braided,is $5.75,and !
bordered coast ; and on account sick
The Waterville Mail discusses the good
passengers under its weight. But the
I
the
iiml illusion produced by
feat must be accomplished some way, and a fine quality of diagonal serge with silk roads question from the business stand: the waves, the hideous structure
that very quickly—for if old Neptune embroidery is $8.50.
point. It says:
to be dancing iu fiendish glee,
were not instantly seized by the forelock
SCHOOL SUITS
The city of Waterville, in common with
a
number of Maine municipalities,
King our impotent rage. The in this comparatively favorable moment, of all-wool,
light-weight-diagonal serge is great
Mail Steamship officials did all there was no
suffering from poor roads and streets
teliiug when we might be (in Norfolk style) in sizes from four to ten more
than the average citizen knows.
u the way of affording consoable to get into Guatemala.
The luckless
years are $5.00, or a double- breasted jacket Every street leading into the city should
le wretched passengers, by asfore
and
be
in
crawled
a
suit of similar material is equally desirapassengers
precipitately
passable condition at all times as a
rm that the situation was neither
aft,—for between the tumultuous motion ble, suitable for boys from six to sixteeu matter of business. No one who desires
to
reach
a town to do business should be
nor extraordinary; that on the
and mal de mer nobody had any use of years.
A third style is in tan or gray
obliged to do so at a risk to life or limb,
was the most natural thing in
his legs—tumbling over trunks aud bag- mixed cheviot, made in the same sizes at but that is wliat has to be done to
get to
or rather in the harbor of San
Reefers are specially attractive Waterville on several thoroughfares togage and rolling upon their companions $5.00.
re tin* water is always agitated
in misery who had already gained the bow this season—jaunty little affairs of blue day. With all the trade coming into the
city of Waterville from Fairfield and
a degree that nine times out of
and stern.
When the cage was safely cheviot with gilt or black
buttons, and for above, the highway over which they pass
necessary to wait from one to placed in the centre of the launch, amid
boys from two and a half to five years are should be in the best of condition at all
and often longer, for a chance lamentations and
imprecations in several $3.75. For larger boys tan colored covert seasons of the year. It is a matter of
business to every man doing business here
.th comparative safety, li one
languages—in which the good round cloth coats are used almost exclusively, that it should
be.
i-legs <>ii,“ as the sailors say, swear-words of our Yankee escort were as ranging in price from $5.00 to $10.00.

ensures

Landing

of

at San .lose.

By

Hall-

a

Charles J. Betts of Worcester, Mass.,
has brought suit against the Boston &
Bangor Steamship Company for damages,
claiming that on the 29tli of August last
past on the high seas, to wit, off the coast
of Massachusetts, off Thatcher’s Island,
on the steamer
Penobscot, Capt. Marcus
Pierce, a servant and agent of said company, upon him did make an assault by
attacking him violently and rushing him
forward to the front of the main deck and
then and there imprisoning him for an
hour and actually striking the plaintiff,
accompanying the blows with abusive
language, all in the presence of other pasFor the actual injury, loss of
sengers.
reputation and mortification he claims

>

These

lacerated shins and feelings—

our

WASH SUITS

■

■

Miooth, sharp, perfectly rounded
the day is line, he may verify
ey<-> the tales that are told
,-en likable habit oi
belching

"\vri

>

f

mif

ke and steam reguites, sometimes fol-

sun
-:■

;oii

molten lava.
t
in*.

id
ts

Mitla

tall dark sentinel that

m-

uyv

line between Guate-

and Mount Orosi, in
three glassy peaks gent•; :

toward
i: >.

one

when

mists

another.

At

clouds

are

the

rolled

away
catch

like

a

Zntohiles

known to the modern times

as

Guatemala.
before mentioned, the famous pier is
piles being hollow and

As

all of cast-iron, its

auger-points, by

tilled with
are

screwed

down

which

they

into the sand.

The

costumes

iu parasols;
those iu gray plaids, suggest lady’s independent silk waists, or where many coloror

ed

stripes

re-echoed

are

combined, ginghams

are

or

grass linens loom up in the distance, or
plain colored silk parasols with a baud of

seaward end

of it is covered by a cor- passementerie around the edge, or plain
rugated iron shed and provided with three silk and plaids when placed together;
steam hoisting machines, for hauling tip
remind one of gay plaided fronts or belts
and letting down everything that comes on plain costumes.
Chiffon ruffles are
in or goes out at this gate to Guatemala, used without limit, part icularly on white
The railway, which was completed to the parasols, and with a daintily ruffled or1
capital in 1SS0, runs its track along the gandy dress on a Saratoga piazza, what
pier, to facilitate the handling of freight, j more suitable than a ruffled parasol.

glorious much of which is lumber brought from Crimson parasols were never so fashglimpses of Ilopango, in .-'ai- Oregon, and sugar, coffee and hides to be ionable, for this rich color is often temperling slender and graceful, sent to San Francisco. At first we sat ed with black, either by cliillon drapiugs,
i;»tilHi crown of flame in the dazed and lialf-unconcious on the spot or wide black and crimson shaded
stripes.
'.Me placid lake from which it
where the cage had dumped us—until the
SPUING CAPES
one: and Monotombo, in Xicarsight of a New York City police-uniform are extremely short, and plaited chiffon
it.s broad streams of lire de- in this
strange place aroused—or perhaps ruffles and ribbon enter so largely into
al) sides to the emerald plain we should
say arrested—our wandering their composition that they stand out as
onseguiua, the dreaded de- wits. Club and star, coat, cap and “billy,” sleeves once did. Plain capes with silk
m the whole
ragged liue of Los almost persuaded us that we had inad- hoods are so useful that they remain stylAnd at night, if favored by a
vertently landed on some wharf in the ish, and plain velvet or cloth waists,
this greatest aggregation of
North River.
But the swarthy complex- described in a preceeding letter, will he
m the face of the earth affords
ions of these guardians of the peace, the worn as outdoor garments, and here the
ts as surprising as beautiful,
intense heat of the place, and above all advantage of Velutina comes in, as a
iis magnificence of nature could
the stern realities of the cage from which waist of this material cannot he distinrit considerable mislaying
of we had
just escaped, brought us to our guished from high-grade silk velvet at the
he part of impatient passeuThe chief of the Gua- distance of a few feet, and is about oneproper bearings.
iolent easting up of accounts at temalan
police is an ex-policeman of fourth of the price.
bidding. There were no women Philadelphia—lienee the familiar outfit.
LINEN SUITINGS,
outside our owu small party, He has drilled his
men into tolerably good
which are made up perfectly plain, have
"f the men spoke English.
We
form, hut the Angel Gabriel himself could been found so satisfactory that they are
atly interested in a slim, hand- not manage the small
boys of San Jose, very prominent, particularly the Donegal
ling from Costa Rica, who was who beset the pier and consider passen- suitings, which wash like a handkerchief
with his tutor—a fat old padre,
gers as lawful prey.
They grab your yet retain their lirmess and come in teu
y to “see the world” and comluggage right and left, fighting and stylish neutral tints. Costumes of thin
education.
The two evidently
squabbling over it and threatening to rend colored fabrics should be made over colorthey had done it and were re- each article in twain, like Soloman’s baby; ed linings, and skirts may be ruffled from
their native heath, well satisfi- and when one end or the
other of the pier top to bottom, or a very modest foot
the knowledge gained.
Dear, is reached—according as you are arriving trimming
only is obligatory. Waists are
-Mils—Acadia never let loose a or
departing—a score of boys, whose dark very similar to those of last season, but
sophisticated pair. Yet the padre faces look so exactly alike that you are sleeves must have wide or narrow frills or
rued a little of the ways of this unable to
recognize those who really ren- folds set in at the arm-hole and edged
“rid in the course of his TO years, dered a
service, demand “reales” for tot- with lace, and tiny ruffles may be put on
■solutely turned his back upon ing perhaps half a.dozen pieces, all told. in clusters, or about an inch
apart down
of the deck pre-emptied by petTruly, this getting into Guatemala is at- to the cuff; or the material may be
uid said half a dozen Ave Marias
tended by rather more unexpected ex- wrinkled over the lining from the upper
lie caught a glimpse of them,
For trimming to the cuff.
Elbow sleeves are
penses than the privilege is worth.
is prayer book all day long and
every person who crosses the pier a tax tucked in clusters and finished with lace,
bov at it as much as possible.
of two dollars is mulched.
Besides this, but there is always something that stands
latter was innocently delighted
every article of luggage is carefully weigh- out at the top of the sleeve.
enforced acquaintance of idle ed and a
charge imposed of a cent and a
Vkhona Claiike.
ship-board and hovered around half per pound. My own belongings—
like a moth around a candle, which
Where Bryan Lives.
goodness knows are scant enough
to comaraderie, in spite of the
outside the photographic outfit, extorted
Lincoln, Neb., April 7. The Republicans
ierian councils of his tutor.
We from me an
unwilling five dollars and fifty made a clean sweep in yesterday’s election,
may

even

■

>

books and papers to betime—and were astonished to

in some

bill, aristocratic looking lad, algrown, suddenly clasp his
md turn his eyes toward heaven
prayer on his lips, at sight of
bum

>

ng

in

one

of the most sensational

New York journals.
Curious to
had excited this pious fervor I

A|*ut

'' over
his shoulder; and what do
,!Mik it was? No, it was not the
yelK1‘l. which might easily pass in thi3
1

i

the world

for transit

the precious iron
It is not the Guatemalan govstructure.
ernment which inflicts this outrageous tax,

cents

but

a

across

private company, which, I blush to
is controlled by Americans.
The

add,
railway station,

custom

and hotel

the landward end of the

pier.

are

They

wooden

at

are

house, post office

all set up
the

on

poles close to

surf, along

a

sandy strip which

iron

Graham for mayor, with two precincts to
hear from, had a majority of (100 over Brown.
The vote for other officers is substantially
the

same.

Constipation

is

is separat-

ed from terra firma by a wide morass—
thus making the port a sort of island. On

imp of darkness— the other side of the morass is a wretched
complaisant phiz of Lydia Pink- little village of straw-tliatched bamboo
'hove a patent medicine advertise- huts. The railway station is an enormous
as an

deadly

constipation.

or

thundering

a

Burdock Blood Bitters is

Easy

health ;

deadly enemy

to

to Take

asy to

Are features

enemy to

a

peculiar

Operate

to Hood’s Pills. Small in
As one man

size, tasteless, efficient, thorough.

,;‘e

'M!
u

be

Being asked his idea of the picreplied, “Is it not La Santa de los

lHuieanos?” To him the picture of all
0,)ien are
representations of saints and
,riLa:'8’
be worshiped; and rather than

'deceive

the dear

boy

we

would have

structure of wood and iron; the road narrow-gauge, and the rolling stock American

style and manufacture. The price of a
ticket to the capital, (72 miles distant) is
$6.00. Of course we would have gladly
gone

on

at once to the much desired

city

Hood’s

said:

You

never

know you

have taken a pill till it is all
over.” 25c. C. I. Hood & Co.,
Proprietors, Lowell, Mass.
The only pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

The

by

No bp to

grade pond, 25,000; Megantic, 25,000.

try

who isj
able to take1'
of herself is no

woman

quite
care

without it—
The caKe of Toilet 5oap in every pacKage is
a boon to
house-keepers

i

;

MADE- BY

THE J.B.WILLIAMS CO.
GLASTONBURY CONN.

!
L

Is the

amaz-

ingly independent

in many ways, they

independ-

not

are

city

Mens, Boys and Youths’ Suits.
We will guarantee all
or money refunded..

of their womanand the best
of them don’t want
There is no
l to be.
escape from the
fact that Nature intended them to be wivta and mothers;
and to this end has equipped them with
a delicate
special organism which is the
keystone of their whole physical existence, end —hick when wish cr diseased
causes four-fifths of all their
sufferings.
Women make a dangerous mistaka
when they allow these delicate complaints to go on unchecked, wearing
down their nerves and sapping their very
life away. It may end in complete physical and mental wreck. And there is no
possible necessity of it.
Thousands of women who have never
got any help from doctors have been
promptly and entirely cured by Dr.
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription. It heals
the internal source of these ailments;
purifies and invigorates the nerve-centres
and supplies genuine organic strength
and vigor. It is the only medicine
prepared for this one purpose by a skilled,
experienced physician; it is the only
medicine which fulfills that purpose.
Any woman who consults Dr. R. V. Pierce,
either personally or by letter, will receive sound
professional advice free of charge. Not from an
uneducated nurse, but an eminent specialist,
chief consulting physician of one of the foremost
medic -1 institutes in America, the Invalids’ Hotel
and Surgical Institute, at Buffalo, N. Y. Doctor
Pierce's great thousand-page illustrated book,

We will sell you

buy anywhere

Mayor Davis lias volunteered

sales

Clothing CHEAPER
Now

else.

we

Lamson & Hubbard

than you

can

business.

mean

Climatic

CATARRH

St.,

Chas. O’Connell,

Spring Style, 1897.

PROPRIETOR.

To Wheelmen and Wheelwomen,
<rs2s>

—

f Columbian, 07 Model.$100.00
*
’07
'Tandems,
150.00
.....
’OO
II art fords,

'07
'07

.125.00
••

“

2S inch,

75.00

20
2,$

5o.oo

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling

“The Common Sense Medical Adviser.” will be
‘sent absolmelv free in strong paper covers for 21
one-cent stamps to pay the cost of mailing only.
Address the Doctor at the above Institute. For
a cloth-bouud copy send ten
stamps extra.

A

White Store;
81 Main

I have

am.

Nickeling,

full set of apparatus for ENA MELING
Bicycles, have made arrangements for re-nickeling all
rusty or worn parts, and am fully prepared to make
any and all repairs in the Bicycle line.
^toiK'il

<

ii

A flection

113i

«I

St I

a

lie
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< lie <1%

Work to

obm-

WE KEEP HARRIS’

SCOL REE. INV ALL ABLE
LOR SCOL RING AM) POLISHING ALL PETALS

Nothing hut a local
remedy or ehamreof cli-

will cure it.
(let. a well-known jdiarmaceut i ea 1 reined y,

mate

Ely’sCream

44 Main Street, Belfast,

GEO. T. READ,

Balm

At wood,

Fred

It is quicklv Absorbed.
'lives Relief at once.
Opens and cleanses the

_

,

Winter port,

Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Ai,^.SSfc COLD 'N HEAD

Heals and Protects the
Membrane.
Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. No Cocaine. No Mercury. No in jurious
drug. Full Size 50c.; Trial Siz.e l’oc.at Druggists
or l>v bv mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 5(> Warren Street, New York.

Over

Thirteen

Aliltiens

( $l3,1tQ0,01it)) lire

Insurance

Assets.

MAJUM., GRANITE: STATE: FlRE. l.NM UANCE Co., Fill): ASSOCIATION of riiu.AiiKi.PinA, Capitoi. Fire: Insvranck Co..
National Fire: Insvraxce: Co., Hartford, ( oxx.

SpKIXOITFI.l) FlRK

plan for caring for

adopted

our

hood;

“A Wiutlirop man has served his town
-■' years as road
commissioner, and got
elected again at the recent town meeting.
seem
to
know a good tiling
Winthrop
when she sees it."
[Exchange.
That’s just it, and when other towns
attempt the systematic work done in
Winthrop, the clamor for a road commission, ami State highways will be heard no
If tlie agitation of the question
more.
leads to the adoption of better methods
of using the money now appropriated by
our towns, it will have served its
purpose.
Tlie State needs better roads, but first of
all it needs to learn how to use money
and labor to the best advantage, with
some
thought of permanence, and for
this to he possible there must be less
spasmodic and more consecutive work.
The road commissioner employed for a
term of years can map our systematic
work and reach results, while tlie yearly
change brings only disappointment and
dissatisfaction. [Maine Farmer.

new

buy your

ent

The first thing the city councils should
do is to give him unlimited power and
only accountable to the entire board of
aldermen. He should not be dictated to by
any committee in the management of the
department,and be allowed to hire and discharge men. If the board gives him the
entire management of the department the
Herald predicts that our streets will soon
be among the best in New England. Previous street commissioners have been at a
great disadvantage in being obliged to follow the instructions laid down by the
committee on streets.

the roads lias been

to

This is a hard year to find monev, and we are making
effort to please and satisfy'you in finding great
values in clothing from the largest stock in the
of

women

have grown

place

CLOTHING!

of them.
The
“batchelor girl”
is a recognized institution. But

though

—.

THE WHITE STORE

novelty nowadays.
There are plenty

I

wash

to

an
I*

A

date"

laundress will

the

This year the State will distribute 1,trout eggs as follows:
Lake Auburn, 000,000; Edes Falls, 140,000; CariThe rebou, 200,000; Weld, 100,000.
mainder will be cared for at private hatchwhich
are
at the service of the
eries,
State.
Of land-locked salmon the State
will distribute this year 700*000 as follows;
Lake Auburn, 200,000; Edes Falls, 150,000; Caribou, 100,000; Weld, 50,000; Moose
pond, 50,000; Parmachenee, 25,000; Bel-

N. H., Herald, speaking of the election of a street commissioner for that city, says:

a

7r

000,000

Portsmouth,

In Ellsworth

denied

are

be ably defended in court. B. C. Additon
and D. W. Nason bring the suit, and Appleton & Chaplin have been retained for
the defense.

-<

commanding voice called out, “Pasa- command
special attention as the season
may enjoy even this experience, jeros! Tomen puesto en ei jaula.” (pasadvances, and light brown crash, light
ike of splendid views ashore and
take
in
the
There
sengers,
places
cage.)
brown linen with colored stripes, or strip■rtuuity afforded for the study of was room for only four or five at once,
ed
galatea are leading fabrics; suits rangin
nature
novel guise.
Directly and however slightly alluring appeared
in price from $2.25 to $4.25 in sizes
wers the smoking volcano, Fuethe prospects of an aerial voyage at the ing
from three to twelve years.
White duck
with its twin peaks,—the end of a
rope which might break midway,
suits with blue or red shields are a highe active.
Twenty miles away everybody naturally wished to be first;
er grade; but after all, mothers get the
uht, rises the smooth, verdurous and the
struggle that ensued, in which best idea of what children are
wearing,
\gua, “Water;'’ but the ma- the victory was to the strongest,well nigh
by sending four cents postage to Rest A
ilers look much nearer together
lost the day for all of us.
Thus, ascendCo. of the Liliputian Bazaar in West 23rd
ear atmosphere.
Close behind
ing and descending several times, in the
who not only manufacture boys'
unis A -atenango, the highest course of two wretched hours tlie coffee- St.,
but that of girls and babys’ as
clothing,
auo iu Central America, liftboat was finally emptied and the last of
well, and their spring catalogue is one of
i»d liead ld.rdJ teet above the its human
more
or
bruised
and
less
cargo,
special interest.
east is the smaller, but sharpbattered, deposited upon the historic soil
I HADING FANCIES IN [HIES- GOODS
Pacaya; to the west. At it. an, of the <Quiches, the Gakchiqueles and the

allegations

Steamship Company and the action will

>

balm to

IVORIN& WASHINGPOWDER

$5,000 damages.

s

a

Co.

B. & B. S. S.

Among the cases for trial at the present term of the S. J. Court in Bangor Is
the following:

i.

.angtiagc of Pinafore is “never,
k at sea.
and if time is not pres-

Against

Suit

Lydia.

ami

DESIRABLE RISKS W RITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

this year.
to act as

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.

road commissioner without pay, except
in cases where he is taken away from his
business for the best part of a day. He

SERVICE INCREASED TO THREE
TRIPS A WEEK.

proposes to divide tlie roads of the city
into four or five districts, possibly by

TORNADO INSURANCE RRITTI N EUR 5 YEARS, ai lea i»lo w bulldli p.v acerpiutilf.
CORRESPONDENT OK MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE (0.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES ROICIIT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEOOTiATKD.
REAL ESTATE BOTCHT AND SOLD. Er~CoiTPspondcn(C Solicited.
41tf

wards.

In each of these districts he will
foreman, who will he suggested by
the alderman from each district and whose
have

a

duty

it will he to take

STEVES BEOS., OLD-FASHIONED

cliaige of tlie work
in his district, with the understanding
that he will as tar as possible give to tax
payers who wish to do so an opportunity

SUCCESSORS TO
Commencing Tuesday, April 13, 1807, steamer
“City of Bangor,” Capt.lOtis Ingraham, (will resume the schedule of late departures and early
arrivals so popular with travellers the past two

to work out their taxes.

The money apfor roads will he apportioned
to the various districts in proportion to

seasons, and will leave Belfast
For Bo?ton via Camden and Rockland, on Tuesdays, Thursday s and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
|ss

propriated

the tax
man

paid by
required

each district.

will be

to make

KEt URNING

The fore-

monthly

missioner will exercise general supervision over the roads and tlie foremen.
The
results of this new departure will be looked for with
Ellsworth

interest;

American

and
will

This is the

seasoti

to cleanse the

Kidneys,

Liver and

and

pre-

vent disease of those organs.

Dealers in....

Boots,
Shoes,
Rubbers,
Trunks,

Bags,

hope the
fully report

Maine Central R. R.

we

them for the benefit of other communi-

ton will

run as

herbs.

Robes,

On and after Oct. 4, 1896, trains connecting aj
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos-

One of the first things which arrests
the attention of the stranger visiting a
city for tire first time is the condition of
its streets.
[Mayor Noble’s inaugural.
And ninety-nine strangers out of a hundred would so express themselves as to
cause
most any citizens to blush for
shame.
The streets are in a terrible condition.
Mayor Noble states that lie is
satisfied with the management, and "the
streets were never taken better care of
than for the past year.
But His Honor
further adds a clause which destroys the
compliments. He stated: “Considering
the system, which has been in vogue
since the corporation of our city no fault
can be found with services rendered.”
If
it is the system that causes bad streets,
defective sidewalks, then give us a new
system. [Lewiston Sun.
The Maine Statesman published in Lew-

Made wholly of roots, harks and

Extension Oases,

Whips,

time-table.

ties.

follows:

A Full Pint Bottle for 50 Cts.

NEW STOCK OtAM

PM

Belfast, depart. 7 20
Citypoint. 17 25
Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

17
7
8
8
Unity. 8
Burnham, arrive... 8
11
Bangor--

1
tl
+1
1
12
2
2
2

36
48
02
10
20
45
50

4

25
30
40
51
03
12
22
42
35

POOR &

PM

3
13
14
4
15
5
6
6

40
50
10
45
10
38
00
25

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.
Fine floods.

..

011

3 13

P M

5 35
920

lE
j

1 40
6 58

I Open
) Evenings.

C- E STEVENS.

PM

AM

7 00

9 00
8 30

1100

120

D.
! E*
w. D.

j

p M

Portland.
AM

AM

6 00

7 00
7 15

4 30
1 40

AM

AM

PM

8 50
Burnham, depart.... 7 10
9 10
7 50
Unity.
Thorndike. 8 10
9 20
Knox. 18 25
19 27
Brooks.
8 60
9 42
Waldo
19 02
19 63
Citypoint. 19 15 110 05
Belfast, arrive. 9 26 10 10

6 05
6 25
6 38
15 44
5 66
16 08
16 18
6 25

Waterville.
Bangor

and mentions the

following incident, which
is substantially duplicated many times in
many places:
A College street resident, who, although
approaching old age, is decidedly on
earth, deliberately states that he could do
single-handed the work of 17 men in the
street department.
He bases this claim
A few days ago he
upon observation.
he
saw
17
men
says
put in half a day digging a little trench in the snow on College

tFlag

30c. Tea 30c.

A FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

-OF THAT_

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,

Just

received,

direct from China.

Our customers say it is as
good as

trey

pay

50 certs tor elsewhere.

FOR SALE BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $6.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley,

Agent, Belfast.

I

TWO TONS MORE

Tl. I. STEVENS.

TO BELFAST.

Boston
Boston,

SON,
AGENTS.

59 Main Street.

7 05
AM

Portland. 12 25
D.
415
Boston
Boston, w D.
4 22

Low Prices.

HARNESS REPAIRING and (
)
CARRIAGE TRIMMING.

A M

Waterville

No poison.

Blankets, Ete.

FROM BELFAST.

iston has commented in similar vein on
the condition of the streets in that city,

street for a distance of 265 feet. He observed one man in the crew who didn’t
move his shovel for 35 minutes.

HARNESSES

_And

days

done and money expended in their several districts.
Mayor Davis as road com-

“"S'"

:

From Boston on Mondays, Wednesdays and Friat 5 p. m.
From Rockland at 5 a. in., Camden at 0 a. in.,
and due in Belfast at 7.30 a. in., on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
CHAS. E. .JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston

re-

ports to the board of aldermen of work

But Can’t he Beaten.

STEVENS Jfc EKSKINE,

GEORGE F.

EVANS,
General Manager.
F. E. Boqthby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1896.

Souse for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M.C. DILWORTH,
44t
Or C. B .BAIL, Main St., Beliast.

THERE IS A CLASS OF PEOPLE
W ho are injured liy the use of coffee.
Recently
there has been placed in all
grocery stores a new
preparation called Grain-o, mace of pure grains,
that takes the place of coffee. The most delicate
stomach receives it without distress, and but few
can tell it from coffee.
It does nor cost over 1-4
as much. .Children
may drink it with great benefit. 1 octs. and 25cts per
package. Trv it. Ask
lor Grain-o.
ii10.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,

j

BELFAST, THURSDAY, APRIL 15,18117.
h\ KKV Till U'l'AV MORMNti BY THE

ri BLlSHi n

Journal Pub. Co

Republican

j li„

CHARLES A. PILSBLRY,

Printers''

'A

an

to the devil.
Li' English capitalists furnish $2,500,000
develop the Slieepscot valley, as prom-

to

W. F.

by

ised

will hum

Fogg, things

I*.

quite heavily by
Savings Bank of
Parker Spofford of Bucks-

will lose

England
suspended
Chicago. lion.
New

Globe

port holds 15 shares. The bank did a profitable business at first, but has been
wrecked by bad management, or worse,
and its officers

under arrest.

are

Tom Heed of Maine—“which is speaker,” as Nasby would say—came out of
the Simpson episode in Congress with a
greater reputation than ever as an occasional orator.
[Boston Globe.
is

and much

manly

more

nearer

the truth than tlie usual Democratic
ment

Speaker

on

a

com-

Yet there

are

occasions when such

required

is

in

polite society,

a

and

Mr. Bailey only advertises his boorishness
in ignoring social usages. We are reminded

of

incident at the White

an

.’splines, Virginia, where

a

young

entered the ball room

man

i-asion clad in

rough

a

on

a

tweed

Sulphur
Englishdress

oe-

suit and

a colored shirt.
Walking up to
Baltimore belle to whom he had been

wearing
a

introduced, lie said, “There are A and B
“Yes,” promptly re-

in dress suits."

the > oiing

pin'd

The East

|

expect to haul her out and put
and make other improve-

The New York Yacht club is coming to
Bar Harbor this y ear. The new commodore,
J. Pierpont Morgan, has plenty of money,
and he has already offered the most valuable
cups ever presented tlie club for cruise races,
and these include the §2,000 cup for schooners and the §1,000 cup for sloops for the race
from Vineyard Haven to Bar Harbor.
was

says: “A

lady, “they

are

gentle-

men,”
The statement from Mr. A. (

Sibley
>palding Shoe

with leg;;id to the Legro A
Company will be read with interest, not
only by those who have invested their
money in this new enterprise but by our

ou a more

than

ever

prosperous

footing

before."

Howard Gould has signed

a

contract for

steam yacht ever constructed in
She will be 270 feet over all, have
twin screws, be bark rigged, and will be
named Niagara, for Mr. Gould’s famous
twenty-rater. The yacht will be built by
tlie Harlan & Hollingsworth Company of
Wiimiugton, Del., and is to be delivered
about April 15, 1808, when her owner will

largest

the

America.

start

on a

The famous old yacht America, which has
been laid up at Chelsea, Mass., bridge, is to
go into commission again this year, by Paul
Butler, sou of Gen. B. F. Butler, her late
owner.
The America was built iu 1850, and
in 1851 weut to England and captured that
coveted yachting trophy now known as the
America's cup. The Boston Globe last week
published a cut of the “Yacht America as
she appeared live years ago;” but in reality
it shows the America as she was 4ti years

G. \V. C.Drexel’s new steel steam yacht
citizens generally.
The course the com- Alcedo was launched at
Wilmington, Del.,
pany has pursued is clearly one that must April 10, and will be delivered to her owner
win in the end, aud is based upon sound July 1st. Shortly after her owner will cross
business
“Booms"
and ! the Atlantic for a cruise to Norway and
principles.
••splurges” may have their uses; but this Sweden, and he is not likely to be seen at
Islesboro this year. The new Alcedo is 185
s neithci the time nor the place for them.
When this factory was talked of a well feet over all, and ail her fittings anti appointments are of the best. She is specially
posted shoe mail in discussing the pros- designed for comfort and
sea-going qualities,
pects said that if certain conditions were aud is expected to make IT knots under
fulfilled—as they arc being fulfilled now
forced draught.
tht* second year the concern would have
Concerning Local Industries.
That seems to be the
all they could do.
Mr.

have reason to be thankful.

October, and
prominent town

by ],. J. Miner of Whitefield,
“Farming as a Business.” It
abounds in practical thoughts and suggestions. For example, Mr. Miner says:
on

“We have too many men who use the
offices of the town to further their own
interests.”
men are

We

v

(That comes home). “Such
profitable for the taxpayers.

not

ant

who will do the business

men

the town just

loi

as

economically as they

do it for themselves,

it makes quite a
difference whether such men pay a town
of debt

or into debt.
You have all
that with the same appropriations,
and seemingly the same conditions, out*

<uit

seen

M*t

would have

surplus and the other

a

deficit."

Another point touched upon is
the feeling existing between the town or
and the

viB.ig

outlying

districts.

We

think Mr. Miner takes the correct view of
it. when he says:
A tire department, sewers and sidewalks fin mu village are something that
an* ..b looted t
by some farmers, which
If defective
ilia;, not he good economy.
irainage causes sickness, and tire devastate s our village, our home market is
gone, and the sidewalks are just as necessaiy to a farmer’s wife, when she goes to
'own, as they are to ladies living there.
», don’t kick the villagers too hard if
tlmy are willing to be as liberal vfritli you
as they ask you to be with them.
Farm
property in a town without a village,
church or school, is the most undesirable
thing the sun shines on.

The State Tax.
The

rrauts for the collection of the
have been sent out to the various
sheriffs ami by them served on the assesses of the towns in their respective counties.
Two years ago the Legislature made differ*
\v.

State tax

ent

that

assessments for the two years, making
for lH'.t") two and one half mills on a

dollar’s valuation (in addition to 1 cent on
each poll :) and for 1800, two and one fourth
uii:is. Ti e difference was made to provide
for the expenses of the Legislative session
of 180.r>
This year the Legislature decided
to make the assessments for 1807 and 1808
equal, at two and three-fourths mills (in addito n to the 1 rent poll ) The total for the
Stat«- was, in 180.1, $813,072 30; in 180(5, $731,041 00; for 1807 and 1808, $905,170.40 each.
Foi'.ow mg are the amounts assessed against
Waldo County for 1807
compared with those of 1805 and

the varimis towns in
and

1808,

as

1890:
1895.
JO-Hast.$
Pciinulit.
P. rooks.
Pnritliani.
Fianklort...
Fieedom
Islesboio.
Jackson..
Knox.
..

Liberty.
Lincoinvil’e.
Monroe.
Moiitville.
Morrill.

Nortbport

..

Paleimo...

Prospect.
Sea: sport.

Searsmont.
Stockton Springs...
Swanville.
TbuimJike.

Troy.
Unity..
Waldo.
Winterport.
Total.

1896.

1897-8.

7,978 37 $7,18193 $ 8,369 64
258 48
*39 36
626 80
547 88
422 34
741 -J8
391 78
571 22
646 99
882 02
893 36
889 66
353 31
677 19
[36 81
470 60
2,295 31
927 87
755 91
401 09
t65 48
687 22
936 33
433 85
1,546 98

232 76
575 61
£64 32
493 41
380 26
667 59
35273
514 30
£82 49
794 18
804 36
800 96
318 11
609 66
483 33
423 67
2,066 13
835 35
680 56
3U 18
599 08
618 73
842 92
390 60
1,392 80

$26,177 59 $23,567 02

White, of the firm
returned Saturday from

stated meeting of Corinthian Royal
Arch Chapter will be held next Monday
The

evening.
The Odd Fellows of Maine will, at their
lodges, on the 26th of this month,
observe the 78 anniversary of their organiza-

Mayo

nage that will be needed to carry the bricks
to market.
The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. cast
a large supply of
plow parts Tuesday to prepare for the increasing demand for that class
of goods. They re-lined the
casting-furnace
aud otherwise improved the plant the
past
week.

more space to the interests of wheelmen, and all the latest
news of the leading cycling organizations of
New England are to be found there, while

interesting photographic pictures of racers
and famous riders are preserved by all who
are

quantity of the manufacturbe on sale in the grocery stores.
The Cooper Brothers of Newport are now
running their veneer mill full blast. They
have recently received an order from a
Rhode Island firm that calls for 35,000 cloth
boards, of which they make a large quantity
during the year. The firm also received a
letter one day recently from Berlin, Germany, asking prices on cloth boards. It was
a surprise to them at first, but the
foreign
house had seen their advertisement in a
Philadelphia publication aud now there is a
prospect that they will ship goods to that
country. | Bangor Whig.

fond of the

sport.

drowned. The Duchesse launched a
life-boat and rescued with great difficulty
seamen Frank Conroy, Lars Haverson aud
cook W. S. Babbidge. A purse of 8175 was
raise on the steamer and divided
equally
among the men. The collision occurred in
a dense fog and iu a
heavy sea. The steamer struck the barkentine
quartering on her
port stern splitting her in half. The Nellie
Smith was built at Milbridge, Me., in 1883,
and registered 59G tons gross.
She hailed
from New York.
J.
O.
Capt.
Hayes of Belfast was the master of the bark, but remained at home this

Daily by Paul Castor, r.
Thousands of people in Maine can testify
great work. By request after Thursday, April 15, he will continue to heal the
sick, lame, blind and the broken down for a
limited time. Go and receive this heavenly
benediction, God’s noblest, best and grandest gift to man. Do not despair, a word to
tbe wise is sufficient. Office in Hayford
Block, Opera House entrance. Hours 9 a. m.
to 12

high

noon, 1 to 5 p.

m.

Sundays except-

Book about it free for the asking.
by all druggists at 50c. and

For sale

$1.00.

SCOTT &

BOWNE, New York.

FOR

SKIN-TORTURED

■

And rest for tired mothers in a warm bath
with Cuticura Soap, and a single application
of Cuticura (ointment), the great skin cure.
Cuticura Remedies afford instant relief,
and point to a speedy cure of torturing, disfiguring, humiliating, itching, burning, blceding. crusted, scaly skin and scalp humors,
with loss of hair, when all else fails.
throughout the world.
Corp.. Sole Props.. Boston,
Sold

ay

Potter Drug

and

Babies,"

free.

How to Cure Skin-Tortured

QIT 111

OMn

CPAI D
OuHLr

Cheu.

and Ilair Beautified by
cuticura soap.

Bicycles
FOR SALE.

wish to call attention of the cycling
public *to our line of bicycles and
sundries. We handle this year, as
before, the RKMMI VGl'UW as a leader,
a bicycle in many respects the best in the
market.
The demand for a lower priced
wheel has induced us to put in a line, not of
cheap wheels, but of good, reliable bicycles
at moderate prices.
This line includes the FOREST CITY
for $05.00, and the FALMOUTH for
$50.00. In style, finish, ease of propulsion
aud fittings these wheels are not excelled by
any sold this season.
Options are furnished on tires, either Vim
or Morgan
& Wright; enamel, maroon or

WE

black; saddles, Sayer hygienic or Duplex;
pedals, rat trap or rubber.
These wheels are covered by a broad guarantee and we can say with the maker, that
“better value in bicycles has not been offered.” A comparison will verify this statement. ^^“Discount for cash.

GEO. R. POOR,Jeweler
PHCENIX ROW, BELFAST.

Hartford

ry

Tree Circle, Kings’ Daughters, will
Monday evening with Mrs. Shaw
in the Fletcher house, Bay View street.
Pine

meet

next

Other Hartfords, $50, $45, $40.
SOME SECOND-HAND BICYCLES AT BARGAINS.
Columbia

Catalogue free.

Walter Dutch burned his right arm quite
severely at the Jackson boarding house last
Saturday by getting his bare arm in contact
with a hot stove funnel.

Pupils’ Recital. Tne recital by the puof Mr. F. J. Rigby at Odd Fellow’s Hall,
last Friday evening was a very enjoyable

circus will be the only big
show that will visit Maine this year. It is
their first visit to this State and it is said to
be the best show on the road.

Ringling

Percy

Bros,

Benner has

bought his partner’s

t

ai Fensen,
(lo Foote,

Housekeepers should

not fail to read “A
Good Bread” on the Gth page. It is
from the pen of a valued contributor, who
writes from her own experience, and who, it
will
be seen, recommends “Pillsbury’s
Best.”
Plea for

Prof. J. C. Whitten had a busy season
with his violin the past winter. It was not
unusual for him to play four nights in a
week ami travel an average of 20 miles for
each engagement. He will play for a dance
in Odd Fellows’Hall next Saturday evening,
and for the May ball at Mystic Grange Hall,
April 30th. July 3d he will go to Green’s
Landing for the 25tli consecutive year to
play for the usual two days’ dance to celebrate the 4th.
Attempted Suicide.
William Dunbar, a
farm hand in the employ of Mr. Alouzo
Butler of Union, shot himself, Saturday
noon, at the house of a neighbor, Charles
Baohelder. He was examining a revolver

out

a new

town way in

Wing bridge southerly

Thorndike from the
to

a

point

near

the

Walker schoolliouse, the selectmen having
refused to locate the last named. The Commissioners ask all who have bills against
the county to present the same on or before
Friday noon. The term will be a short one.

House, next Tuesday evening, April 20tli.
They give an entertainment that is replete
with new and attractive features.
It is full
of fun from start to finish, and the members
of the company are exceedingly clever artists
according to the reports that come from
every place where they have been.
They
have with them a baud and orchestra of
great talent and merit, and a “novelty parade” is advertised that is expected to be a

particularly nicethiug-Eddie

Le

Barre’s

minstrels are booked for Belfast Opera
House Thursday evening, April 29tli.
Washington and its Environments. A
good sized audience met in the Methodist
Church Tuesday evening to make a tour of

Washington,I). C.,and

vicinity with President Harris of Orono College as a guide
and with some very line views as a ground
work for a pleasing discourse.
President
its

Harris is familiar with the ins and outs of
our national capital and has selected such
views

to

public buildings, many with interior views,
were shown,
together with private residences, and of course the capitol claimed
than the others. Little incidents and anecdotes of personal observation
invested the scenes with real life.
The
Smithsonian Institution and Ford’s Theatre

more

attention

the most interesting views.
Georgetown, Mt. Vernon and the long bridge
were shown and the lecturer described the
were

among

Scarcely a
neighboring historical points.
picture even of the statues but showed the
beautiful trees and shrubbery which add so
much to the beauty of the city. The empty
halls of Congress could be peopled easily in
the imagination from President Harris’ explanations. The White House came in for
its share of attention, and lastly a very fine
view of the Washington monument. The
audience included a number of the Belfast
alumni of the State College, who were glad
to meet President Harris and have our people enjoy an evening with him.

first-class assortment of the

t

See

Berceuse Op. 12.

1»>

Durand.
Miss Carrie F.

Kingsbury.

day evening and engaged Mr. J. Lewis
Bacon of Danvers, Mass., as manager. The
Howes lot in the rear of Congress St., which
for a few years past lias been used for base
ball purposes, will be fitted up in good
shape. Tlie ground will be graded and
otherwise properly prepared,fence and grand
built, etc.

Mr. Bacon

to

PALMER’S for

Spring
0
Jr
P Summer

Belfast Base Ball Team. The directors
of Belfast Base Ball Association met Tues-

stand

celebrated WILCOX HATS,

al^oft am>i*V

Bargains.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAA AAA A AAAA

Allegro
Allegretto
“Tarantelle,” Op. 22.
Miss Helen Dunton,
Hungarian Melodv, Op. 112.
“Babillage.”

(a, Rolling,

our

•:C*Go

No. l

Miss June K. Hills.
Chopin,
Nocturn No. 15.
Solo f« r Clarionet,
Percy M. Drinkwater.
: (a) Beethoven,
Sonata Op. 14 No. 1.

1

and best in the market of

OTHER STYLE H YT3 FROM 50 CENTS TO $3.00.

Margaret N. Hazeltine.
(a. Tschaikowsky, “Song Without Words”in F.
>b Moszkowski,
Scheizo Op. IS. No. 2.

a'», Whitney,

newest

a.

__

This

fi ne $40.00 Bicycle
Riven away to the most
lar school boy in Belfast

To call attention

to <»ui

shall start
voting •■••nt»,-t ai.
the important question.
Kvery
worth of goods bought ot am de-t

(ASH,!

F»R

he was in other business. He will put
first-class team in the field, and says he
intends to make a winning season for Belfast if possible. The committee of the vari-

>
our store entitles tin* buyer
Votes soM at any time at two <-et
We guarantee our prices

at

I'HK

clubs will meet in Bangor next Saturday to arrange the schedule of games. It is
understood that the season will open May
20th, and close Labor Day, and that Belfast's
ous

“Carnival of the Republic.’’ This is
the title of a brilliant spectacular performance to be given at the Belfast Opera House
j

Wednesday
“1st and

and

Thursday evenings, j

2“d, with a matinee Thursday
afternoon, in aid of the Girls’ Home in this
city. Mr and Mrs. .J. Nickerson Williams,
of the Williams Carnival Co., are in charge
of the affair. They will furnish the costum* s,
which are elaborate in detail, ami in tl e

APRIL

A

Portland about May

Cordially

83 Main St

is

a

Ml LI. IN KR.

1

I'hjips

\\

t.rk

Apr. 13. 1>i
u
H.nicer,
(Ml- Inc
the schedule ■>( hire depaunroarnyals so popular with travellerseasons, and will leave Belfast
For Bo-ton ia i'am-len and R• 1<!.
days. Thursday and Saturday*' at
For Searspoi •. Bucksport. Winter]
cor. Tuesday-. Tlmrsdays and S.inmi i.
7.30 A. M.J
KKITHMMi :
<■

umnencing Tuesday

tty

sumo

HOT WATER HEATERS
STEAM BOILERS

partial

AND RADIATORS-

,

■»•

>

^
Efficiency-Durability'■^economy'
For

From Bosom on Mondays, \\'*-dneat 5 p. in.
From Rockland at d a m..«'am
and due in Belfast at 7 3"
tn.,
Thursdays ami Saturday*.
From Bangor, touching at Wmt*
port and Scarsport, Tuesday-, Thur-d
m.
urdaysat 2 no

days

•THEY STAND UNEQUALLEDWHAT USERS SAY.
The Doric Boiler that was put into
my house in October, is a perfect sucJames H. Haynes. Bangor, Me.
cess.
The Gurney Hot Water Heater which

recently placed in our Bank Building, is giv ing perfect satisfaction.
Rutland Savings Bank, Rutland, Vt.
.-DA your local dealer for Illustrated
How Best to Heat
Catalogue
or icrite direct to
our Homes.”
the
(iuntey Heater Mju. »'•>., lt»3 Franklin
pk *57., cor. Congress, Husto/I. Mass.
was

Mitchell-Chapman. A home wedding
occurred at the residence of the bride’s
mother, Mrs. Geo. W. Chapman, on Miller
street, April 7th, when her daughter, Miss
Ella N., was united in marriage to Mr. David
E. Mitchell of Wadley’s Falls, N H. Rev.
Geo. S. Mills of this city officiating. Relatives and a few intimate friends were pres-

LOCAL

SERVICE

Steamer ■•Rockland,''
apt Mei
will leave Rockland for (,'amden. P.el:
Buoksport, W interport ami Ban-.
m
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7
111 II KMM.

___

From Bangor at 7."f> a. m. on Tm
days and Saturday- tor Wintcrp-i:
astide, Belfast, anideii aim Rockl.it.

(

the

CI1AS K .IOHNSON, Agent. Be
WllJdA M H H1I.1.. (.cn'l M

is

danger

in the

Miss Chapman
ent.
is well known and
highly respected in Belfast, her home. The
happy couple took the train immediately
for Wadley’s Falls, where they will begin
housekeeping in their new home. Their
Belfast friends extend congratulations and

■

p—

neglect— I HALE'S
that’s why j HONEY
4

best wishes.

so

Breen-Griffin. A quiet home wedding
occurred April 8th at the residence of Mr.

colds

Griffin, when their adopted daughter, Blanche Gertrude, wras united
in marriage to Fred Foster Breen of Boston.
The ceremouy was performed by Rev. L. M.
Burrington. The groom is an enterprising

and Mrs. Fred A.

\

many

lead

A M A M M 'T i|

to

\

a

Wednesday
April

Hale’s Honey of Horehoundand Tar is 4
made for throat and lung troubles. It 3
4
acts like magic.
Sold by druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in

UK'

(II

Hon*

Oporst

AND

iTAR
one

>\

WTLI. OK KKKSKN 1 KL» AI

*»**¥'****»T'IJ

and the bride
a milliDer by trade and one of Belfast’s most
brilliant young ladies. The happy couple
took the noon train for Boston where they
will reside. The presents were numerous
and costly.

|*K* >I»i ri l<

PEOPLE

150

KQREHOUND

fatal disease.

of Bostou

and Thur-

Ml

Mini

MM

SPECIAL MATINEE THURSI"
The Grandest Histor i«*al
Pageant of the Age.

minute. 4

Opera

Marches,
Dazzling costumes
Up to Date Dances,
Serpentine Re\ els

Brilliant

Transfers in Real Estate.
The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending April 14, 1897:
David
Ritchie, Swauville, to Geo. O. Holmes, Waldo; land in Swanville. Philip R. Gilkey,
Searspoft, to Pyam L. Gilkey, Rochester, N.
H.;laud and buildings iu Searsport. Mell
R. Ferguson, Troy, to Mabel R. Tilton, do.;
land and buildings iu Troy. Luther J. Calderwood, Lincolnville, to Clias. A. McKeuney, Winterport; land and buildings in Winterport. Zaidee B. Carter, Belfast, to Geo.
G. Rose, Boston; land and buildings in Belfast. A. C. Fergu son, Dixmont, to Fred H.
Brown, Jackson ; land and buildiugs in Jackson.
John P. Furbish, Dixmont, to Fred H.
Brown; land in Jacksou. Silas J. Hall,
Warren, to Harvey H. Cunningham et a'.,
Liberty; land in Liberty (2 deeds).

a

20 Main Street.

Wedding Bells.

man

Belt

HISS ADA JONES

list of the local participants: Uncle Sam, E.
S. Pitcher; Columbus, W. R. Howard; Don
De Gardo, Emery White; Courtier, R. H
Howes; Columbia, Miss Blanche L. Sullivan; Goddess of Liberty, Miss Lena Weshe;
Soloist, Mrs. E. P. Frost; male soloist, John
Parker. Dances, marches, etc., are given by
young misses and masters.

young business

\

<

Inv ted

NAii
GJJ.il

witnessed this brilliant performance, and as it is to be given here by
local talent it will no doubt have the success which has
characterized it in other
cities. One hundred and fifty people arc required iu its production and daily rehearsals

taking place. Following

IMF

Clothier & I
fULn
? nni(The
\ \,

15 and 16,

in Maine have

are now

IN

LO\VF>l

The boys are eordially invite
in and inspect the bieycle.

1

24th.

next

LIM

we

1890

April

NFW

is

a

be in

p

cinity.

experienced
in ba e ball management, having
managed
teams as follows:
Iu 1888 and '89, Danvers,
Mass. ; 1890, Buffalo, N. Y., %and Grand
Rapids, Mich.; 1891, Manchester, N. H.;
1892, Salem, Mass.; 1893, Providence, R. I.;
1894, Bangor, Me.; 1895, Pawtucket, R. I. In

first game will

*

UNDERWEAR. NEGLIGEE SHIRTS a specially.
NECKWEAR, GLOVES, HOSIERY, ETC.

would most interest the

stranger
this wonderful city. In his introduction
he gave some interesting facts concerning
the selection of the site and early history of
the city. The approaches to Washington,
its streets and beautiful avenues were described as well as the busy life and character
of the people which throng them. The parks,
as

a

22, No 1.

Impromptu,

Miss

terest in

etc.

Has

the recital reflected
respective parts,
credit ou both teacher and pupils. Followis the program :
Duet for Clarionets,
Brepsant,
Percy M. Drinkwater and F. J. Rigbv.
(a Mozart,
Sonata No. 4 in f‘. Major
fist Movement.)
Etude Op.
Miss M. Alice Gilmore.

D.

*

aud

in-

the barber shop and bath rooms of
Pillsbury & Benner, and has re-opened the
place. The establishment has been given a
thorough renovation, with new paint, paper,

?T PALMER

pils

(J> Wollenhaupt,

Agent, Belfast

LATEST STYLES!

buildiug.

Arnold started Saturday for Brigh- occasion, and was quite largely attended
a car-load of cattle and hogs, but
j notwithstanding the unfavorable weather.
sold out the lot at Burnham to Libby Bros. The pupils showed great proficiency in their

Wooster, Vinalhaven.

••

NEW GOODS!

with

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Original widows, etc., Lydia A. Whitten,
East Jackson;
Goodwin Staples, father,
North Brooksville; additional, Albert B.

QE0< J. READ,

44 MAIN STREET.

W. A.

ton

Bicycles

Equal to any bicycles made except Columbias.
We ask experts to examine them piece by piece.

being furnished from the boiler at the
electric light plant. An engine and receiving room is built on the rear of the crearn-

The News of Belfast

$75
$65

....

steam

The

Smith.

were

SCOTT'S EMULSION of
Cod-liver Oil with Hypophosphites is all this. It feeds the
tissues, makes rich blood, and
strengthens the nerves.

no

Columbias,
Model 42, 26-inch wheels,
the 1897

Patterns 7 and 8 reduced from $75 to $60
“
“
“
Patterns 9
10
$60 to $55

Bucksport’s New Industry. The Emcreamery will soon be in operation iu
Bueksport, and 500 cows have been promised, a sufficient number to make the enterprise a success. The building erected for
the purpose is all that could be desired. It
is ceiled with hard pine and the floor is of
the same material. A large aud convenient
refrigerator occupies one corner. The machinery is of the latest pattern, and was
made by the Vermont Farm Machinery Co.
of Bellows Falls, Vt. There are two Cooley
tempering vats with a capacity of 200 gallons
each, an improved square box churn holding 250 gallons, and a butter worker. The
machinery will be run by steam power, the

tonic.

41 and 44, known everywhere and have

40,

superior except

erson

Passing Show'. The HatTord & Lincoln Yellow' Kid Extravaganza Company is
announced to appear in Belfast Opera

in

aud will

Savannah, Ga., April 10. The steamship
La Grande Duchesse which arrived to-night
from New York collided Friday morning at

ed.

W.

Journal devotes still

They have the best appliances
obtainable, and use onlj' pure fruit juices
for flavoring. Their ginger ale last season
was very fine, and this season
they will have
a better one, second
only to the imported
article. It contains no capsicum aud is a
healthful and pleasant summer beverage. It

year to year.

8 o’clock with the American barkentine Nellie Smith bound from Cuba to New
York,
cutting the barkentine in two. The barkentine sank in five minutes.
Capt. Dodge,
first mate Asson, second mate Nelson and
seamen Simms and Hans of the Nellie Smith

worse.

:

1896 COLUMBIAS
Models

combined.” Affirmative, L. W. Hammons
and Tileston Wadlin; negative, John K.
Dunton aud M. C. Hill.

Iron and bitonly stimulants. To
be cured, and cured for good,
you need a fat-making food.
You want new blood, rich
blood; and a strong nervematters
ters are

1897 Models, ? per ant. N ckel Steel Ti.bin.sj, Sfand.it
of t he World, have no equal, SIOO.

intoxicating liquors than all other agencies

Opium, chloral, bromides,
powders, only make

department specially calculated to attract Three road petitions are before them, as folbicycle riders. All the news of the cycling lows: to discontinue a section of the high- dances include some very dainty, delightful
world is chronicled there, and each day is way in Thorndike from a point near the res- creations of the airy fairy style which, with
published a great number of interesting and idence of C. E. Peavey to a point on the new the grace and beauty of the dancers, will
valuable suggestions to attract the owner Jackson road near tin* farm of A. C. Cod- combine to make it all
very pretty. Colored
and rider of awheel.
In addition to these ding; for an alteration in the county road
lights will he used to produce the best specto
Jackson; and to lay tacular effects. Over ten thousand
features of the Daily Journal, the Sunday from North Monroe
people

Mayo & White have begun bottling and as
their goods are fast finding their way into
public favor the sales largely increase from

Loss of the Bark Nellie

despondency, general

Hazeltine furnishes to the North
American Review for April an article of in- belonging to Mr. Baohelder, and either accitense political interest on “The Foreign
dentally or intentionally shot himself in the
Policy of the New Administration,” in which temple. He is still living. The ball has not
he essays to forecast the probable action of been located as yet. Mr Dunbar had been
President McKinley during the next four somewhat depressed of late and it is
years in his dealings with foreign powers.
thought suicide was his intention. One eye
The abilities, temper,character and acquire- ! is entirely gone and lie lies in a critical conments of the new President are such, Mr.
J dition. A brother of Mr. Dunbar arrived at
Hazeltine declares, as to gurantee a careful
Union Monday from Skowhegan.
of
the
nation’s
interests should inguarding
ternational complications arise.
The County Commissioners opened their
The Boston Daily Journal contains a daily April term at the Court House Tuesday.

There is a brisk demaud for building brick
and the price has advanced from $5 to 88
per thousand. This will materially help one
Maine industry, to say nothing of the ton-

286 83
720 67
653 22
571 63
462 23
838 74
424 70
590 48 trip, leaving the vessel in command of Capt.
669 68 Frank B.
Dodge of Peabody, Mass., former935 57
866 62 ly of Islesboro. Capt. Dodge leaves a wife,
908 91 one son and one
daughter. Mr. Babbidge,
424 78
806 89 the cook, who was saved, is an Islesboro
526 67 man. The other members of
the crew were
517 66
1,994 56 strangers. The vessel was principally own936 78 ed
by Capt. Hayes, Fields S. Pendleton of
760 19
438 49 New York and F. T. Bradstreet of Gardiuer.
709 12
750 15 1 And
Still the Cry Goes Forth What
976 68
Shall I do to be Healed?
453 53
97
1,628
For a Quarter of a Century that Cry has been
$27,223 39
Answered by the Miracles that have been Per-

Societies.

Tarbox.

of

the

may be had

The

Searles; locals, Mabel Smith; alumni,
George Kirkpatrick; personals, Edward
Stone ; athletics, Merton Pierce : exchanges,
Eglantine Miller; business manager, Charles
Austin; assistant business manager, Roscoe

county. lie
prospects for the firm’s trade in
summer drinks is very
encouraging.

ers

a

Papers and Periodicals.

Mayo & White,
a trip into Hanreports large sales, and

cork

says

be held in

The editorial board of the Kent’s Hill
Breeze for the ensuing term has been appointed, as follows: Editor-in-chief, Alberta Black; assistant editor-in-chief,
Mary

Mark Wood &; Sou have made a handsome
white marble tablet with Old English inscription, for Mrs. Amelia S. Cates, a mate
to that erected over the grave of her husband, Jediah C. Cates.

to his

tion.

1

tons.

C. E.

probably

in

reports from the treasurer
and the State agent indicate a favorable
condition of the churches, and a better state
of the treasury than might have been expected when general business is in its present condition.

ports that nearly every lime kilu in Rockport is iu operation, aud that there is soon
to be a slight advance in wages.

formed

Secret

several

meeting.

has

X. II..

borough,

re-

will

the eastern part of the
State. Considerable time was also given to
the consideration of requests from churches
for financial assistance, and appropriations
were made to Fort Fairfield, West Buxton,
La Grange,Island Falls, Limestone, Chester,
West Paris, and to the Ellsworth Quarterly

Capt. J. W. Burgess has cut 800 tons of
published a ice for his retail city trade, about 400 tons
the winter meeting of the for
other customers, and has superintended
of Agriculture at Wolfe- the
cutting of the Belfast Ice Co.’s 14,000

The Maine Farmer
paper read at
Mate Board

Rockland Opinion correspondent

The

headache

in

—

Meanwhile the addition
present outloak.
of $500 per week to the income of our
community is something for which we

Rev. J. H. Parshley will deliver his final
sermon, for the present, in Rockland April
25th, and on the following Wednesday will
leave for his new field of labor in Lawrence,
Mass. Monday night he delivered an address at the First Baptist Church, Lawrence, to which he was recently called.

The executive committee of the Maine
Free Baptist Association met April 8th in
Brunswick to arrange the preliminaries for
the approaching State meeting, which occurs

ago.

See for

you!

weakness? Who are on the edge
of nervous prostration all tne
time? Those who are thin,

started last Suuday evening in West Somerville, Mass., when Rev. George W. Bickuell,
l>. D., a Universalist minister of Cambridge,
occupied the pulpit of the Day Street Congregational Church. The services will be in
the nature of joint revivals, and will be participated in by the members of both churches.
This is the first time in Massachusetts where
churches of these two denominations have
united in their services. The idea meets
with the general approval of the attendants
at both churches.

Seaside Grange of Belfast is meeting with
remarkable success both in increase in membership and in finances. Since a year ago
they have built a hall at a cost of 81,350,
and have reduced the debt ou the same over j
8000. Since January 1st, the grange has increased 39 in membership, 32 being by initi- j
1
at ion. The total membership now is 175.
Next Saturday they will discuss the question
“Resolved, That the prohibitory law has
done more to suppress the sale and use of

yourself! Who suffer most
from sleeplessness, nervousness,
nervous dyspepsia, neuralgia,

Maine Conference will meet in

Universalist and Congregational churches
uniting their services is the idea which was

cruise around the world.

!

Calais April 21st. Bishop W. F. Mallalieu,
D. D L. L. D., will preside. Fare by rail
Rev. G. G.
fiom Belfast and return $0.
Winslow will leave for conference Monday,
April 19th, on the morning train.

Prayer meeting at the North Church tonight at 7 15. Topic, The Lamb slain from
the foundation of the world. Ex. 12:1-15;
Is. 53; John 1:29-37; 19:28-30; Luke 24:25-35.
The last of the special Lenten services will
be held Friday evening in the vestry at 7.15.
The exercises are very helpful, consisting of
scripture reading, short prayers, singing and
the reading of selections from Ian Maclaren’s little book, The Upper Room. A cordial welcome will be given to all who come.

determined effort is to be made to

season

Look about

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

age.

Thin?

Special services, commemorative of the institution of the Lord’s Supper, will be held
in the Universalist Church at seven o’clock
this, Thursday, evening, this being the anniNew’ members will be admitted at
versary.
this time by the historic rites of baptism and
confirmation, and Holy Communion will be
administered.

reported last fall that the Penobscot Yacht Club at Rockland had disbanded,
but it appears to be alive, and will meet
next Saturday evening to see what action
the club will take in regard to races, delinquent members, etc. The Rockland Star
It

place the club

Heed.

Congressman Bailey of Texas is attaining notoriety by refusing to wear a dress
costume

com-

stern

new

Me.

The meeting of the Y. P. S. C. E. will be
held in the Baptist vestry next Sunday
evening at 0 o’clock. Topic, Different kinds
of death and the conquest of them. 1 Cor.
15: 50 58. Leader, Rev. J. F. Tilton. All
young people are cordially invited to attend.

Capt. Sewall Patterson while here from
New Hampshire, where he is living with a
daughter, solil his schooner, the Little Kate,
to Roland C. and N. F. Pattersou. They
will use her this summer for fishing, and

this

suit.

Andover,

ments.

the

This

have no bowsprit, the jibstay
ing down to the stem.

Are You

Rev. B. C. Wentworth preached his farewell sermon in Skowhegan last Sunday, and
after conference will be given a charge in

j

Webster has made the spars for his new
yacht. The mast is 24 feet long and the
mainsail will he l.'> feet on the head, have Id
feet hoist and be about 22 feet on the foot.

next, winter

Our readers who are in the habit of buy- [
ing a copy of The Republican Journal to
send to absent friends every week, can save !
money by subscribing and having it sent
direct from this office. No charge for post-

The Churches.

Boats.

City Clerk VV. F. Tibbetts of Rockland
has bought the sloop yacht Sea Spray of
Alonzo Daggett, and will have her in coinmission the present season.

on

that region.

iu

and

Slit; will

exchange is captioned
It probably relates
Tale.”

An article in

Yachts

Tamborine Fantasia.
Sailor Dance.

(irotesque Pantomim
TIlKKTS 35 and
On sale

$33,000

SURPLUS,

at

Kilgore \ Wilson

50

(INI'*

s.

DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
Safe

deposit

boxes for rent

$8
Our
and

new

vault is

a

at

$3, $5, $0.50 and

year.

unequaled in Eastern Maine
in security against tire

The farm in Searsinont owned by a
Wardwell, containing 109 acres, m
and known as the Hemenway farm, w
at a bargain.
Apply to

UNEXCELLED

burglary in the country.
renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
and

Those

vault.

JOHN R. HI

j

4wl4

M

Belfast. 'l,i.

OP

1 Ml

Don’t forget to attend the millinery opening to-day and to-morrow by Mrs. R. P.
Chase.

BELFAST.

_

Songs.
Man, we hope
:'s spring and right away,
ippreciate
king

-i

her

\

day.

t he other

nt

List of unclaimed letters remaining in
the Belfast post office for the week ending
April 10th; Gentlemeu—Percy Cox.
Remember that to-day and to-morrow
Misses Southworth and French have their
opening of spring and summer goods.

croaking,
gayly “robs,”
N are getting ready
iMotnary jobs.
is

>\

■

n

Street Commissioner Walker lias been doing good work about town of late iu Clearing the crossings, opening neglected culverts, and drawing off water from the -sides

Star.

strange uncertain times
«ni

to

say
wild dowers

or

of the streets.

sleigh.

[

Star.

!

It has been decided to bold the meeting of
the Waldo County Teachers’ Association at
Stockton Springs May 21st and 22d. The

have voted to have
about the first of that

t.Tans
r

committee

\i

\

organization

This

..ne

has

cseut-ed iu this city for many
pi. Williamson, Esq.

I

will

meet

at

for

Mrs. Blanche Scott
next Monda\ evening.
with

their head-

street, Friday, April liith,
M. mbers are requested to come
rk on a quilt; also to make
»
a benefit entertainment,

'd

is

making preparations
large and busy session.
The Helping Hand Circle of Kings Daughters met last Monday evening with Mrs.
Pendleton on Union street. They will meet

--.dated Press lias suspended
;

-t

:iiu

on

a

Union street

arrived about 8 p. m.
old brought lettuce, dandeuubers and radishes to local
v Paul sold a barrel of dau•a :thin half an hour after their

nobseot

Prizes,

20 Seoond

40 Third

as follows:
each of $100 Cash •

..

$100spic?AELBicycles*2,00o!o0

$ 25 Gold Watches

Total given during 12 mos.
puruuu

ui

NAME

Competitor lives In.
OF DISTRICT.

_4L

Heagan had two lambs, dropped the
12th day of January. He sold them in Boston the first week iu April, and after paying
The Civic League of Belfast met last evenexpress charges, commission, etc., received
ing in the Police Court 'room, Memorial
net $16,60.
The two lambs weighed 60
Building, chietiy for the augmentation of
irteen head of polled Aberpounds. He has several more nearly large their
membership. There are now about
ittle arrived by traiu April
enough to kill.
100 members, aud the list will no doubt .be
f Searsport. It is a haudkc
Tfie Cook stave mill in Liberty was sold increased to 150 at an
early day.
all jet black, and includes
by administrator’s sale at public auction
The Camp of Sons of Veterans recently orthers being milch cows,
April oil to L. P. Berry of Vinalliaven. The
.:--r calves.
ganized in Brooks bids fair to be one of the
island lot was sold to C. W. Bagiev and the
finest as well as the largest in the State. All
«>. ami nation for railway
True

remainder

i< rk

copyist at the postWashington was held
pvstoiliee last week, and
'ineined f*»r the latter posiRartiett of Mumvilie.

)

Son

to

stairways

The

are

to he

the furniture
lie side door from the court
ett. Sibley .S: Co.’s shoe fac-

|

to

Mary R. Hodgdon,
New Haven, Ct„ was anwt-fk's Journal, arrived in
•oer
Penobscot Saturday
.Mrs.

!

:

!

her soil, Maurice
returned to New Haven
ere lie w as the guest of
M Cottrell.
{ b\

<■

:!■

"i

held at the

<

next

••et,

door

Peoples’
to

Mis-

American

evening, except Monveuiugs, at 7 o’clock: also
11 and 7 p. m.
Sunday school
meetings are conducted by
"f Boston, and are undeAii are welcome.
v

■

keeps a cow, aud the
The stall also contained a calf,
t;/ens

"f the

family was greatly iuii learning of the arrival calltt.e girl across the street:
bossy over at our house'.'"
:t come from? was the reply,
the

md

cow

knows,” said the

of Supreme Judicial Court

term

city

this

use, who

is

men

the

i*

••xi'i:

next

Tuesday.

Judge

assigned for this term,

(.' 'tin, on account of bis
:.g and the fact that he

.nder his reappointment
the week.
the

"•n

>rt the
he
F.

come later.
Grand
first day of the term;

Monday following.

Library was closed yesdays for repairs. There
‘.u books out during the

ee

leu

t
s

will

.-

be

given of

its

re-

ibrary lias been built 10
the first repairs tliat have

■"»

-i

-foot ash

wainscoting will

library and reading
walls painted ami frescoed.
k will be by Willis E. Carleoi

l

the

who frescoed the

cT.

ti^t.

church

audience

few years ago.

"f the farmers in this viln\v,-r selioolhousc iu this
iy and chose a committee to
i engage some one to carry
tlie new cream route from
Many of them are quite iuproject. [Liberty Cor. Ken•r

a

tion. the donor

!

;

t he

receipieut.

The trustees --f the Waldo County Agricultural Society will meet at the. Court
House next Saturday afternoon at J o’clock
to revise the premium list, which will be

printed

in

pamphlet

made.

vision is

|

or

requested
suggest to

are

and

form

as

soon

as

look

over

the

the list of

the trustees such

re-

Society

All members of the
to

IS'.*"),

changes

as

to them.
Copies of the do pamphlet
be obtained by calling at Moody’s drug

occur
can

store.

little booklet has been issued in
the interest of the Fort Point Hotel, which
will open the season of 1897 on June 14th,
under the management of H. A. Clark, lessee.
A new feature is that of excursion tickets
“to be sold by the Boston & Bangor S. S.
Co., at greatly reduced rates. The ticket includes fare both ways ami board while at
Fort Point from one week to any limit you
The rates are given
may desire to remain."
in the book.
A

neat

Ftrk

in

Jackson.

The

house

on

the

“Great Farm," so-called, in Jackson was
burned the night of April 3d, but the barns
and outbuildings were saved. The house
was built-in 1802 by the original proprietors,
ami the farm was famous early in the century as a stock farm. Its present owner is
Eugene Fletcher, who had an insurance of
Si,000 on the property. The occupants of
the house at the time of the tire, a family
named McKinley, saved nothing, and barely
escaped with their lives by jumping from a
window. The cause of the tire is unknown.

be a good thing to have those
others, bring their cream to a

not

Belfast. A local business man
other day that in his opinion
would be of more benefit to Bel1
shoe factory. It would bring

substance the dog law, as it now stands,
requires that the State be paid, somehow or
other, for every dog that the local assessors
report. The assessors are to make a list of
In

the dogs in their section, and with

a

list of

those which have been killed send it to the

by the loth of July of each
any city or town shall fail to return to the State treasurer on or before September 1 of each year a sum of money equal
to the license required on ail dogs living on
the 1st day of the July proceeding, such deficiency shall be added to the State tax of
such delinquent town or city for the followState treasurer
year.

ing

If

year.

The appearance of Sousa and his band at
the Belfast Opera House April '>0th for a

grand

concert will

arouse a

genuine

interest

musical circles in this city.
There is no nqed to enlarge upon the merits
of Sousa, or his baud. Tlieir position is assured, and their laurels have been honestly
won. Sousa comes here with increased prestige. His baud is now playing the largest
m

artistii

the recruits

are

very

enthusiastic.

The

signed.
Day Services. The Union Fast Day
services will be in the Baptist Church next
Thursday evening, April 22. In the absence
of Rev. G. G. Winslow the sermon will be
by Rev. J. M. Leighton. Further notice will
be given next week.
Fast

re-

and

for

York-Sell. Paul Seavey is to load
at Clark’s Island for New York....
Seh. Fannie & Edith is receiving a
general
New

stone

overhauling... Among the spring repairs
of sch. A
Hay ford are a new foresail and
gad topsail, from Lord’s. She is in Carter’s
dock ...Sch. Anna M. Barker, which sprang
aleak while loading paving at Somesville,
went on the beach and the leak was partially stopped. She then finished loading, and

and

the

seam

Maggie

Mulvey

arrived

Tuesday

repairs.

series of continuous concerts
this

(“STRAW MATTiHGS lM

OPENING
-—ON-

■

GREAT VARj

Opaque and Holland Curtains.

Thursday & Friday,

Felt Curtains,

APRIL 15 and <6.
X shall take
to

pleasure

in

DISPLAY

mo;^j1.2c

LACE CURTAINS.

exhibiting

the ladies of Belfast and vicinity

the most CHOICE

'

A LARGE LINE OF

of

And will show you

an

immense

assortment

of

draperies.
Ever shown in this

city, and

which all are most

cordially

vited.

a

a

a

a

a

These Goods will be our
Until further notice.

to

a

GEO. W. BURKETT,

Ghat.

A Bangor daily of Friday last had
headed “City and Vicinity,” and
containing 1(5 items. Eight of the items
were from The Republican Journal of
April
8th... .Charles Blake of Cape Rozier had
good luck shooting wild geese at Spectacle
Island April 3d.
He killed four from a
Hock of seven, killing three at one shot_
Ginn & Field have given their store a

specialty

in=

a

R. P. 11

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.

Belfast, April 8, 1897.—2wl4

thorough

renovation and it presents a very
attractive appearance-Five cars of fertilizer arrived last Thursday from the Bowker
Fertilizer Co., consigned to Frank E. Crowj ley.... A new grain separator, and three
large work horses arrived from Boston last
week for the farm of Geo. D. Otis & Co. of
East Belfast... .The two mail routes from
Liberty to Belfast have been let by the new
contractor to P. E. Boynton, to begin
July
1st-F. II. Francis is renovating the interior of his bootaud shoe store_There were
but eight prisoners in Belfast jail Monday.
Six are tramps-The robins have come and
the days are lengthening at both end.
Mayi flowers and dandelion greens will soon be in
season.. .The Belfast LiveryiCo. are
makiug

Room Papers

5 Cents.

|

My Mamma gives me
RELIEF,
For Coughs,. Colds, Colic, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Threat, Diphtheria, eto.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
BROWN’S INSTANT

|

two

Curtains,

prepared by Nob-., AY Medicine CO., Norway, Me.

isr

CARLE & JONES.

|

PEOPLES NATIONAL SANK.

MiiKTirii

pBBL^LzJLzJLdplil
<4»Uil[»i»t*lr7:1i]al

I

>

L. A.

KNOWLrON,

President.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

i

Deposits Solicited

{

■

Squares,

^ -2|5- -S^-

given in
instrumental body, which

PIIG OPINION

11

RUGS, FUR RUGS.
Oil Cloths, Stair Carpetings.

ever

■'

“

103 & 105 Main St., Belfast.

column

asked. Before puss could answer a great
New Advertisements. D. P. Palmer has
mouse ran over the lady’s feet.
She caught
country by an
the newest and best lines in underwear,neck- I
her breath, screamed and jumped into a
will cover a territory of over 21,000 miles, wear, gloves,
hosiery, etc. Negligee shirts chair, and kept on screaming for some
time,
and the organization is playiug in a form a specialty. Hats from 50 cents to
which now goes elsewhere.
$3, and until she got courage enough to leave the
which is tlfe natural result of such a lengthy bargains in all the lines of
furnishings. The room, while the cat was playing with the
Notes. Steamer Penobscot did
series of concerts and the inspiration of
Wilcox hat a speciality-The 18117 Colummouse in the opposite corner.
She called to
Boston last Friday afternoon on
Sousa himself.
bia bicycles cost $100; hut you can buy the
f a
her assistance a larger woman, and armed
storm then prevailing, but re1800 models at $65 and $75.
Hartfords, with brooms they marched into the dining
Wells & Co.'s Opening
The first opencr dock until Saturday
morning
which are second only to Columbia’s, $40 to room. The cat had
here about 8 p. m. She left Ban- ing of the new firm in their improved and
apparently lost his vicGeo.
T.
$75.
Bead, agent 44 Main street, tim, but they thought it must be in the
*> morning for Boston, touching modernized store, last Friday and Saturday,
Belfast..Carpets will advance in price portiere from the cat’s actions. The big
fast and Rockland, and on arwas a grand success in every particular and
within a few weeks and you can save
ston Monday went on the
money woman shook the portiere, but the mouse
railway contained many pleasing desigus and exand a general overhauling for the quisite samples of the newest and latest in by buying now of Geo. W. Burkett, Odd failed to appear. Becoming braver she exj
Fellows Block, Belfast.
He has Lowell amined it more closely and, goodness
service-See new time table of j millinery. The firm report their sales as far
graciExtra Super, all wool carpets,
Park, do., ous, he was in the folds at the top. Down
B 8. S. Co.
On the 2d page will ! in excess of expectations, which speaks
well for them.
a tine picture of the steamer Frank
Despite the inclemency of tapestries, Brussels, art squares, straw mat- he came with rapidity ; both women scream|
in great variety, rugs, fur rugs, oil ed, jumped into the air about three
th a descripiion of the boat and i the weather a large number of visitors were tings
feet,
cloths, and stair carpetings. Full lines of brooms and all, frightening the cat and
"Ute from Portland to
Machias-j present both days, and the general verdict curtains and
are included in this
mouse—the
cat
for
draperies
the
kitchen and
making
views of East Machias and Ma- I was that it was one of the most successful
special sale....The Misses Ellis announce the mouse running up the portiere again.
;re pretty, but. neither show the I affairs of the kind ever attempted in this
their
spring opening of millinery, personal- When quiet reigned once more the cat vengnated.. The steamer Sedgwick, city. It will be the endeaver of the firm to
ly selected in New York and Boston by a tured back and the braver of the two nervy
oig(;r & Bar Harbor Steamboat maintain the high standard of excellence
member of the firm, for Friday and Satur- women gently shook the portiere
N fleet, has been
again and
thoroughly over- which characterized their first opening.
day, April 16th aud 17th. They also have a at last puss had the mouse agaiu in his pos1 put in fine condition for the seaj
choice liue of Easter gloves. The public are session. The cat did not intend to kill its
*•, and made the first trip from
most cordially invited-The Warren Bros.
victim just then, however, but began to play
Bar Harbor last Saturday. She
of Searsmont offer fur sale two farms in with it, much to the horror of those brave
■wo
round trips per week for the
that town to close an estate. For descrip- women, who smiled at each other, shook the
caving Bangor on Wednesdays and j
tion and prices see advt_The annual
brooms at the cat and mouse, moved near
and Bar Harbor on Mondays and
Of a Belfast Citizen Interests Everymeeting of the corporators of the Belfast the door, and closed it just as quick as they
1 s.The
City of Bangor left Bos- j
one in
Belfast.
Savings Bank will be held at their banking possibly could. The cat finally killed the
lay night, on her first trip for the j
house at 4 p. in. April 21_C. W. Cross mouse.
uid arrived here at 8 o’clock Tuesr
When
an article is worthy of tfie public exj
offers for sale his house on Northport aveof
our
it
people deserves the reputation
rung. She looked very handsome pression
How’s This !
nue, a very desirable place.
Inquire of C.
steamed up the calm waters of the it has earned. Mrs. H. Boody, who resides at No.
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any
W. Cross, 387 Broadway, Bangor, or C. E.
21 Court street, very kindly permits the publicaresplendent iu a new coat of white
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
tion of her experience with Doan’s Ointment and Tibbetts, Belfast-J. W. Ferguson & Co.,
n<l gaily dressed in flags anil
Catarrh Cure.
bunting] it is a source of
20
Main
will
have
their
satisfaction
of
to
the
street,
great
opening
Proprie::
ers are the same as last
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
year: Com- tors to
be able to publish such endorsement. So spring and summer millinery to day and toWe, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
Capt. Otis Ingraham; First Pilot, many of our readers know Mrs
and
her
15th
and 16th. There will be for the last 15
morrow, April
Boody
years, and believe him perfectly
Howard H. Arey ; Pilots, Capt. E. W. praises of Doan’s Ointment will
prove a benefit a fine display of the latest styles. Miss Ada
honorable in all business transactions and finantail Capt. Wm. A. Roix; Quarter- to sufferers in Belfast. She speaks of her case in
Jones, milliner. All are cordially invited. cially able to carry out any obligations made by
John Long and James Miller; the following words: ”1 saw Doan’s Ointment ad^
-Curtains, all mounted, 12 1-2 cents; their firm.
men, Geo. W. Sawyer and Geo. W. vertised and highly recommended. I got a box at
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
room paper, 5 cents, at Carle & Jones_
Bow Watch, Wm. Jacobs; Baggage Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store and I gave it a
Geo. R. Poor, jeweler, Phoenix Row, Belfast, Walding, Kinnan Jfc Marvin, Wholesale DrugC. A. Higgins; First Officer, J. D. thorough trial. 1 am pleased to say it gave mo
gists, Toledo, O.
handles the Remington bicycle this year as
Second Officer, Geo. C. Williams; great relief. I have used salves and ointment alHall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
most without number; but none of them brought a leader—and there is none better—but to
Engineer, I K. Bradbury; First Endirectly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
Wm. L. Fox; Second Engineer, F. anything like the satisfactory result obtained meet a popular demand he also carries a the system. Testimonials sent free. Price 75c.
<
from Doan’s Ointment. 1 have recommended and line of good, reliable bicycles at moderate
A.
H.
F.
Purser,
Hanscom;
Clerk,
s'
4wl4
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
e; Freight Clerk, A. M. Bridges; will always recommend It to my friends who are
prices, including the Forest City for $65 and
Mrs. F. W. Pote; Steward, Fred W. troubled as I have been. You can refer to me as
the Falmouth for $50. Call and see what he
The first 10c. cigar ever sold for 5c. wa
having used Doan's Ointment with benefit. It is has in stock. A discount for
cash_Wells the genuine “Belfast.” This brand has been
'l>
‘'t can be more enjoyable than to he worthy of recommendation.”
& Co. announce that they will have a line held up to the high standard, as when it was
Doan’s Ointment is sold for 50 cents per box by
i'.rtably seated in a big armchair in a
of trimmed hats and bonnets on exhibition
first introduced about two years ago. The
all dealers. Mailed on receipt of price by Foster1
wy, cosy room, with a few intimate j
sale on this cigar has grown steadily until at
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the at all times. 103 and 105 Main street_The
!
discussing something between United States.
Belfast National Bank has safe deposit the present time you will hardly find a cigar
ll,‘n and
earth, while you puff away on a
Remember the name DOAN’S and take no sub- boxes for rent from $3 to $8 a year, in their sre in Eastern Maine which does not sell
1
gen»ine BELFAST 5c. cigar.
stitute.
new vault, the best in Eastern Maine.
more “BELFAST” than any other.
e

“

Art

MILLINERY and
FANCY GOODS,

and improvements to their stable
were found the ! repairs
boxes, which, together with the $227 buildings.... B. P. Gardner is buildinga reworth of stamps and $18 in cash, were taken
frigerator at his market in the Lane buildfoot of Main street.
from the post office safe.
A single one-cent ing,
|
That Awful, Great Mouse. She was
stamp was found with the boxes.
The ;
burglars got into the safe without blowing it I busy about the house when the pet cat ran
open, and removed whatever of the contents into the dining room with something in his
mouth. “What have you got, dear?” she
they desired.

Central toward Waterville

“

aiship displayed.

from
Gloucester and went into Carter’s dock for

a

_

Extra-Super. All Wool Carpets,

Wells & Co.,

-Sell. Herald arrived Tuesday, from Portland, with corn for L. A. Knowlton_Sell.

Burglary at Clinton. It. was discovered last Thursday morning that the post office at Clinton had been broken into during
the night. The door of the building had
beeu smashed or pried off its hinges and the
tools used by the robbers were near. It was
fouud that the car house used by the section
men had been broken into and a wrench and
crowbar secured, entrance made to a black-

They proved that they had stopped at the
Burnham town farm during the night, and
were released.
Thursday night constable
Nathaniel Jacquith and Melvin Young visited Waterville, where about 20
tramps were
arrested and searched, to no
purpose. Friday, about a milewlong the liue of the Maine

compliments

low prices

by the manufactur*”
#
#
*

Brussels,

sailed the Gtli for Fall River_The New
^ ork Heraid of Monday last had ail illustration of the jury steering gear
rigged by
('apt. Alans' Ford on the h^rk Alice Reed,
by which the essel was st ered 6,000 miles,

arrived at
to look after the lobster hatching industry
in that vicinity-The first school of herring struck iute Mussel Ridge Channel, Friday. Rackhffe & Son caught 200 bushels in
their weir near the Keag River. The fish
ran medium in size.

possible in order
per yard, which

SOLICIT AN

..

the 1’. S. Fish
Booth bay last week

gave chase, coming up with the fellows
about half way to Pittsfield, where he arrested them aud took them back to Burnham.

ADVICE AND

the Girls' Home.

Shipping Items.
Sell. James Holmes
sailed Monday for Gloucester with tisli barrels.
.Sell. Geo. B. Ferguson, which lias
been undergo ing repairs in Dyer’s dock,
* ailed Tuesday for Bangor to load staves for

of

request made that all suspicious characters
he overhauled and detained. Two tramps
had been seeu on the railroad going east
from Burnham at an early hour and Constable George Bickford took a hand car and

Our

“

INVITE,

ready made garments from Miss Charlotte
Barnard’s Sunday school class, Bucksport,

Commissioner Carleton says that at least
1,500 trout weighing from one to seven
pounds have been taken from Belgrade
ponds since February 1st, largely the result, he says, of the prohibition against fishing in the streams which empty into the

smith shop and a screw driver and other
tools obtained before the parties visited the
post office. About. $251) in cash and stamps
were obtained by the
thieves.
Burnham
ami other points were at once notified and a

WE

be made

few weeks.

a

Park
Tapestries,

every

•..

fish

Commission

he

on exhibition at all times, and
day throughout the entire season our store will present an opening
day appearance. Daily additions from
our work room will make this possible.

will

unquestionably

within

We open at

Lowell

Belfast, Tuesday, April 20th, at 2 p.
Officers will be elected at this meeting.
The Society acknowledges the receipt of
&0 from the King’s Daughters of Glen Cove,
Miss Bucher, president ; also one package of

description

ponds.Seh. Grampus

An excellent

assortment of

m.

hatchery in Liberty are hatching
finely, especially the trout eggs, and it looks
now as if there might he about 12,000 trout
aud some 5,000 salmon to put into the lake
when they are large enough to put in....
the

ers

avenue,

Facts.

a

has been appreciated.

The Girls’ Home
The annual meeting
of the Children’s Aid Society of Maine will
be held at the Girls' Home, Nortliport

are

On the second page will he
of a 30-pouud lobster
captured last week off Sandy Hook. Since
then one has been caught weighing dl 1-2
pounds. The latter crustacean is d feet (5
inches long and measures two feet around
the body.
As the first one was named Fitzsimmons, the other big fellow has been
given the name of Sullivan... .The eggs at
Fish

will

the

EARLY CALL.

line. The charter list is to be held open
for two meetings in order that all who wish
may come in as charter members.

found

Prices,

soon as

advance of 8 l=4c.

to save the

portion

Charles F. Swift has been elected overseer of the poor vice Edward Sibley, re-

drilling under the supervision of
Albert Rose, w ho is gradually drawing them

cruits

wno senas m

Ijargcst Number of coupons from
the district in which he or she resides
will receive #» 100 Cash.
The 5 Competitors who send in the
Next Lnritest Numbers of coupons from the district in which they
reside will Kacli receive at winner’s
option a lady’s or gentleman's Pierce
Special bicycle, price *100,00.
The lO Competitorswhosend in the
Next Largest Numbers of coupons from the disin
which they reside will Each receive at winner’s
trict
option a lady’s or gentleman’s Gold W.itch, price $26.
2* The Competitions will Close the Last Day of
Each Month during 1897, Coupons received toolate
for one month’s competition will be put into the next.
3* Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
soap in dealer’s stock will be disqualified.
Employees
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are debarred from competing.
4. A printed list of Winners in Competitor’s district
will be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
each competition closes.
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
prizes
but it is understood that all who compete agree to ac.
cept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
LEVER KllOS., Ltd., New York.

into

will

'Is'
;

Probably Judge
Tuesday and

court

different parties.

Leauder Staples of Monroe while in Belfast last week met on the street an old acquaintance whose clothes had evidently seen
long service. Taking him into Owen Bro.’s
clothing store a nice new suit was selected
and paid for, a hat added ; and it is hard to
say which felt the happier over the transac-

are

rutrance.

sold to W.

was

The

personal property, consisting of wood, lumber, tools, etc., was sold

fitting up their
Hi to other parties, and are
rear rooms for their fur.v

the real estate

J. Knowlton.

in

:

of

The 1 Competitor

V-HltrL 1 3

noderate

1. Every month during 1W7 in each of the 4 districts
prizes will be awarded as follows:

SenDTHI5 top

New York City, Brooklyn, Look
and Staten Islands, New Jersey.
1
New York state {outside of N. I*. City,
2
Brooklyn, Lony and Staten Islands),
—;
Pennsyly ania, Delaware, Hlary3 i land, West Virginia and Dis_I trict of Columbia._
The New England States._
•The Bicycles are the celebrated Pierce Special,
1897 Pattern, rn’fd by Geo. N. Pierce A Co., of Buffalo, Boston and New York. Fitted with Hartford
Tires, First Class Nick e Lamp, New Departure
Bell, Standard Cyclometer, und Hunt Lace Saddle.

Extremely

RULES.

t-jicn

——-—

at

WRAPPERS

1897, $40,800.00

H rapper ttopieji nan a corner )w itii N »J lUHbK

"•L®!,

Would advise all parties who intend purchasing
PAR PFTQ to nial<e tlleir seIect*ons as

'12

wrapper, that portion contain
ina the heading “SUNLICHT
SOAP.” These (called “Coupons”) are to be sent, postage
fully paid, enclosed with a
sheet of paper stating Competitor’s full name and address
and the number of Coupons
sent in, to Lever Bros., Ltd.,
New York, marked on outside
of the DISTItICT

to

$3,40000

HOW TO OBTAIN THEM.
Competitors to save as many SUNLIGHT
SOAP Wrappers as they can collect. Cut
iun

GEO. W. BURKETT

Demonstrated the fact that our efforts
furnish the ladies of Belfast and vicinity with everything to be desired in

1,000.00

Cash and Prizes given each month

uic

Successful Opening

$ 400.00

———

The parties taking the enumeration for the
assessors, enquired of a woman if they had
“any musical iustrumeuts in the house?”
“Yes, she said, “I’ve got a good one, and its
there in the corner in a cradle!”

a

4 First

INDIVIDUAL

DEPOSITS:

A. A. HOWES & GO.,
BeHtiMt,

Sole

28, 1894.
$39,353.99
July II, 1895.
$123,985.58

Feb.

July 2 4, 1891.
$59,189.29
Dec 13, 1895.
$190,838.17.

Dec. 1891.
March 5,1x95.
$79, *80.59
$83,978,53
.lull II. 1SS.H.
S1T2.0B3.IB

Qe_ 17 1 'Qfl
S7C,

Agfems.

S183,869.99

Oml 2

These fly ures are taken from oar sir >rn statements to the
of the Currency, tV ishinyton, on the above dates.

AMATEUR

DEPOSITS iu the INTEREST DEPARTMENT pavabh* on detuitid draw riruv>: 11»n .Titulary 1st ami .July 1st. Deposits during the lirst three days of »•»■,•// tonnth draw interest I non t he ti ,■>t
of that month. This department oilers much -jr- liter s>
to depositors ban s
m*.:-* Bank-, in.is
much as every deposit is a to
twh
to the ho //,. an l all deposits in our Batik are
the
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank beina'rile latest estiblishe l Bulk in Waldo Conurv. onr vault has all tie- res' bn u ,vements in Eire an l B ir^iar Pr >)!'w >fk. r,:i *rji »y o.l *rtna'//•■ c.: ■;.
u
n.v ..t her
bank in tliis county.
We have SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES at $3, $5 anil Sis per year. All our boxes are e/,ob".
rfra
i >'
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank it desired.
*.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
The

season

for this

pastime is

1

at

are

offering

SPECIAL BARGAINS
THIS WEEK.

SAMUEL ADAMS,

*

Hiram Chase & Son,
BELFAST,

MAINE.

“Jeweler

4 ^ 44444444444

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases
the Eye a*d Ear a Specialty.
Office hours until 9

SEARSPORT,
Telpehone Connection.

75

ot

Main

to the

m.

MAIN?.

Price $300 and $200.

I3tf

!

Two farms in Searsmont on road from Wood
man’s mills to Severance’s Corner. One farm,
1 known as the Asa Fowles’ place, contains 120
acres, house, ell and barn, price $300. Another
1 farm opposite, contains 50 acres, house, ell Jand
1 barn, price $200. Plenty wood, stave stuff and
ANNUAL MEETING of the corporator of hoop poles on each place
Sold for about half
the above bank will be held at their banking their value to close an estate. Terms, half down,
house on Wednesday, April 21, 1897. ai 4 o'clock balance on mortgage, if desired. Address, or in1
P. M., for the election of trustees and to transact quire of
tfl5
such other business as may legally come before
WAKREN BRO I HERS,
said meeting.
.JOHN H. QUIMBY, Clerk.
1
Belfast, Apiil 12, 1897.
Searsmont, Maine.

Belfast Savings Bank

THE

People,”

Street, Belfast,

Me.

House for Sale.

Two Farms for Sale.

a. m.

From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

■

.>•

We havea a fine stock of
Cameras and Photographic Ma=
hand.

terial, and

Com/droller

subscriber offers for sale at a great bargain
on Northport avenue.
The place is
mile from the post-office, with sidewalk the
whole distance; house 1 1-2 stories, new, 1-2 aero
of land, city water. One of the pleasantest locations in the city, overlooking tin- bay. Inquire o:
C. \V CROSS, 287 Broad wav, Bangor, Me.
Or of C. E. TIBB ET I’S, Belfast, Me.
otf

rHEhis house

one

SUBSCRIBE FOR
A

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

for

Plea

A

Bread.

Good

kneaded into it,

To the Editor of The Journal: The
writer, (who was bom and bred in Waldo
lias often

county,)

wondered why it is

so

Famous Old Yacht

that it will not be at

-Stop! Women,

all sticky.
Experience alone can guide as
to this part of the process—how much
Hour to knead in—but with

Pillsbury’s

Best flour, half an hour is long enough to
get in a sufficient quantity of flour.

And Consider the

that country people invariably take their
daily bread in the form of saleratus; or,
When thoroughly kneaded it should be
hardly better, baking-powder biscuit, a
smooth, elastic, flue-grained mass of
generally eaten hot. it is certainly as dough. Place iu a bread pan, grease all
unhealthy a daily diet as could be select- over with lard, cover tightly, and put in a
ed.
1 used to think that the lack of
warm
place to rise. It is risen enough
facility for obtaining fresh yeast must when it has risen about its own bulk. A
be the reason why so little yeast bread is
good test is to pull the dough off the side
made in the county; but 1 have lately deof the bread pan; it it looks porous or

cided that there must be
to

account

of

yeast

with

for

the

fact,

as

made

be

can

other way
the best

some

at

home

I
trouble.
presume
that many people think
it too much trouble to keep two kinds of
little

so

another

reason

is

flour

on hand; and it is true that the very
best yeast bread can only be made with a
regular “bread"' dour, while you cannot
make pastry with this dour, thus neces-

enough.

it is risen

sponge-like,

gin ner should look

addressing Mrs. Pinkham you are conprivate ills to a woman—a woman
whose experience in treating woman's

your

diseases is greater than that of any liv-

ing physician—male

or female.
You can talk freely to a woman
when it is revolting to relate your
private troubles to a man—besides,
a man does not
understand—simply
because he is a man.
suffer
women
in silence and
Many
drift along from bad to worse, knowing full well that they ought to have
immediate assistance, but a natural
modesty impels them to shrink from
exposing themselves to the questions
and probably examinations of even
their family physician. It is unnecessary. Without money or price you
can consult a woman,
whose
*
7-*- knowledge from actual experience is greater than any local
physician in the world. The following invitation is freely offered;

The be-

ly, in order that it may notarise too much,
when it will be sour and unfit to eat.
When

sufficiently risen,

turn onto bread-

be very lightly dusted
and knead for a few moments;

board, which

must

with flour,
being careful
into it.

to get any more flour
It will not be sticky now, if the
not

process has been properly followed up to
sitating keeping
brands, 1 once saw an
i this time.
If you want some nice bisarticle entitled a “Loaf of Dread"' in a
cuits for tea, cut oil’ a lump of dough,
so
much
it
was
and
leading magazine,
’oil to about 12 inch in thickness, and
help to me that 1 wish to w rite, on the
cut out with biscuit cutter, place in shalsame lines,
something which may help
low tin, with a bit of lard between every
young housekeepers to attain perfection
so
that they will separate
in the making and baking of bread—to two biscuits,
A bit of butter or lard on top of
my mind one of the mo>t important neatly.
branches oti.
lliave been bak- each one. adds to their appearance when
two

cookery.

loi two years now, and
the last, year that 1 have
been able to make and bake a perfect loaf

ing yeast bread
it is

only during

of bread.
As this article is intended to be a help
to beginners, rather than for the practiced cook, 1 may be excused fol going into
the minute details of the process.
There
are three requisites to good bread.
Good

baked.

they
so

Cover

should

we

t

these,
longer

than the

will be able to bake

our

four

dough

into neat

rise;
loaves,
loaves,

loaves,

The oven should be
heat

Medicine Co.,

moderately

Lynn,

Mass.

steady
fire being so arranged preBobby’s Tool Chest.
yeast, good dour and good judgment. 1 baking, the
place yeast liist in the list, as no matter viously as to need no replenishing during They gave him a chest full of wonderful
tools when he got to be six years old,
Then quicken
how good the dour, or how great the ex- the time. Bake oue hour.
And lie made up his mind to go forth in the
perience of the maker, good bread can the fire, and put in the biscuits, which
world and become a carpenter bold.
‘‘I’ve gimlets and saws and hammers and
not be made with poor yeast.
Therefore, require a much hotter oven than loaves.
nails, I’ve jack planes and awls,” said
This process exactly followed, will give
in order to be sure of good yeast, let the
he:
the
most
sweet
delicious, light,
bread, “I’ve rulers and screws. How can I refuse
would-be perfect bread-maker make her
a carpenterman for to he?
which will keep perfectly until eaten if
own yeast by the following method and
“The
first thing to learn is to hammer a
in
a
covered
can
or
It
saves
placed
jar.
1 will guarantee the result:
nail,” and he got out his hammer and
Materials required: one compressed the house-wife the trouble of baking every
tacks,
And he hammered and hammered and hamyeast cake, four potatoes, 3 qts. boiling day, (no small saving in summer) and to
mered away till he’d used up a half
water, three full table spoonfuls white those whose “men-folks” don’t like yeast
dozen packs.
1 will say, that bread made with He nailed up the doors, and he nailed down
sugar, two ditto of dour and one of salt. bread,
the floors, and he nailed them again
Also a stone jar large enough to hold the home-made yeast, and by this slow’ proand again,
cess, tastes entirely different from that And he made no mistake till he hammered a
resultant mixture.
tack through the nursery window pane.
I w ould say right here, lliat though it is made with the quick yeast, and if you
will only make a few bakings of bread by Then he took up a saw, and he tried its
necessary to have a yeast cake to start the
teeth. “I must
batch of yeast, the second can be
started with a cupful of yeast saved from
the first made.
first

make the yeast: Larly iu the
amount of sugar,
Hour and salt into the stone jar, and mix
Now to

morning put the required

hot, and

a

maintained while

this rule, with intervals of the buttermilk
biscuits, “he” will soon learn to like and

ask for the wholesome cold bread made
with yeast.
A least, such was the case in
this family; my husband having formerly
believed that he must have hot biscuits

where now they only come
pota- every night,
toes, throwing into cold water when pared once a week.
One thing more.
If your bread is all
to prevent discoloration.
Grate the potaraised and ready for the oven, and anytoes into the jar and mix with the Hour,
etc.
When all grated and mixed in, turn thing occurs that you cauuot attend to
on to the mixture slowly three quarts of
baking just then, put it into the coldest
boiling water, stirring all the time. When place you can find—the refrigerator if
well.

Pare four medium sized

about like thin starch.
strain

it.

will

(it

If it is lumpy,
not be lumpy
if

the potato is properly grated.) Leave
this until only lukewarm, when add the
yeast cake, which must pieviously be dissolved in
w

a

half

umoveied in
1

he

ren

cupful of

Leal well for

ater.

a

warm

a

lukewarm

moment

then set

(not hot) place for
giving it a good

ainder of the day

stirring

beating
mightily,

01

will froth

It
every hour or so.
and show its strength

by

its appearance.
At night put it in
glass fiuit jars, but do not fill the jars
quite lull, t<> allow lor more rising. Leave

all night uncovered, and iu the morning
close the jars as tightly as possible, and
This yeast will
put iu a dark cool place.
keep two weeks in summer and until used
up in fall and winter.
if sour, it is spoiled.

To test it, taste it.

Now we will suppose the yeast made,
and that there is baking to be done to-

Always get the best Hour.

morrow.

is

cheapest iu the* end.
room to keep two kinds

When
of

now

said ;

he sawed in two

And

one

It
has

Hour it is far

better to do so.
i have used many Hours,
but have never had anything better than

you have one, or set it in a pan of cold
water down cellar, well covered, if it is in
the summer; in the winter put it in some
room where there is
no fire,
and your
bread w ill await your convenience, and be
all the better for the chilling.
1 have left
it over night many times, and can assure
One thing
you that it will not hurt it.
must be observed, however.
The degree

learn to saw,” he

bureau drawers,
and he sawed oft' the legs of his bed.
And he sawed on the lock of the nursery
door till the teeth of the tool grew
some

rough,

And then he sat down and remarked to himself, “Well, 1 guess I have sawn

enough.

raw

all the water is added the mixture will be

the beautiful two-inch plane.

then,

And

reading,

if it is done

a

poor

O, what

boy

a

!

fuss

some one came
was

raised!

in, and

They spanked that boy for trying to learn,
when he
thought he’d be surely

praised ;
Aud his father was mad and his mother was
mad, and e\en his sister cried.
Because he’d taken her desk apart to see
what there

was

inside.

And the

there is nothing easier.
During the year
in which I was feeling my way to the art
of baking I tried many rules and receipes,
with many grievous failures; but I was
determined to conquer, and finally evolved
the method which I have above described.

But

I

Alas,

few times

say that my bread,
never
fully satisfied me

no more.

The voice, the touch, the counsel and the
step
You crave in vain.
Often will question the mysterious ways,
That gives such pain ;
Yet would not have her

grieve,

grieve,

as

now

vou

she

Best” for bread.

It is not

though good,

Aboutr.

in winter, and about (5 p.
M. in summer, 1 set tlie sponge for my
bread.
I bake four medium sized loaves
and a tin of biscuits, and so will give pro-

portions for that amount of bread. This
us one week, and the last is as
good
the first.
The

day before I wish to bake I pare
large potatoes and cook until very
in water enough so that there will be

two

soft
a

cupful

or so

left of it wheu the potatoes

Save this potato water, mash
the potato very fine, and put in a gallon
jar or tin pail when the mashed potato
and potato water is cool, (say it is about

are

5

boiled.

to it a pint of lukewarm
water, cupful of the home-made yeast,
a table-spoon of
sugar and one of lard.
Mix thoroughly, and then beat iu flour
or

i; i>.

m.) add

Literary

News

ant!

Notes.

Harper’s Bazar of April 10th contains

the second of Mrs. Margaret H. Welch’s
papers on “Club Women and Club Work.”
Another feature of particular interest is
an article
on “The Virginia Home Life
of To-day,” by Katherine I’yle.
The Maine Central for April is a beauty.
Its chief story is of the Penobscot region,
and the text is illumined and graced with
splendid half-tones of Camden anc' other
bay scenery, including famous Mr,. Megunticook, the Camden cottages, Northport and the mouth of the river. It is
thoroughly artistic in every detail. The
May number will be devoted to the Mount

Washington region.
Harper’s Round Table

of April 6th contains the first instalment of a new serial
story, “A Backwoods lioy Afloat,”by John
R. Spears; an article on African travel,
I
to
make
a
thin
batter. If ! “Across the Plains to Kavallis,” by A. J.
enough
very
tlie bedtime is early, the first sponge Montenay Jephson, short stories by A.
should be started earlier than 5 o’clock. W. Colton and II. C. Holmes; and an
instalment of Kirk Munroe’s serial, “The
At bed-time add one quart of lukewarm Painted Desert.”
There are in addition
water, and enough flour to make a thick other stories and articles, and the usual
ot
luterscolastic
batter—thick enough to drop very
Sport,
slowly departments
Photography, Bicycling, Stamps, etc.
from the spoon.
Set in a warm (not
hot)
Guuton's Magazine for April presents
place over night, covering tightly. Before nine
valuable papers on subjects of politthe last flour and water was added, the ical
and economic interest, in addition
sponge ought to appear like a complete to the regular carefully edited departfroth, and be risen up in the jar some- ments: The papers include “President
McKinley’s Inaugural,” “Integrity of
what.
Tariff Discussion,” “Protective NavigaIn the morning take your large bread tion
Laws,” “Conditions of Labor in
pan, put in about two or three quarts of Japan,” “Perpetuation of the Tuifcs in
sifted flour, and warm it, If the flour has Europe,” “Lexow Anti-Trust Report,”
“Views of an Anti-Monopolist on Trusts”’
been iu a cold place.
1 can not state defi- “Blair’s
Human Progress,” and “A Denitely the amount of flour to be used, as fense of Organized Charities.”
different brands vary so much in the
The Easter number of the New York
amount of moisture they will take
fully met expectations and
up. Herald
Put a good tablespoonful of salt into the was the first production of the kind ever
sent out from an American newspaper
Then make a holsponge and beat well.
office. Some idea of the magnitude of
low in the center of the flour in the bread this
gieat issue and the press facilities reand
turn
in
the sponge. Mix the quiring to strike it off may he formed
pan
from
the fact that as each paper consisted
flour into the sponge with a large spoon,
of ninety-two pages, the entire edition of
and as soon as it can be
a

handled

get it

Met want

onto

a

at

all,

well floured bread-board.

503,200 copies comprised the enormous
aggregate of more than forty-six million

Knead well, sifting on a little flour from
time to time, for about half an hour. By

separate pages—a marvellous result with-

this time there should be flour

world:

enough

Are

A

si.

lasts
as

A

A Former Resident.

Hour.

out

precedent or parallel in the achieveof the daily press anywhere in the

ments

ever

known.

trusted friend (like many ’mid the blest)

Awaits

our

feet;

In memory alone we catch her smile,
Return her greet.
God has but claimed his own, then murmur
not,
He knoweth best,
And in his own good time, will
give to all

Sweet, perfect

rest.

Then patient wait; ere long to greet you may
In the unknown,
Though darkning clouds obscure life’s sea,
storm tossed,
And tempest blown,
Look upward, trust in him who holds the
helm,
He’ll take your hand ;

Somewhere,
glide

sometime your

bark will safely

To haven land.
Mrs. Martha M. Nickerson.
Whitman, Mass.

$2

a

day.

I

thought to-day, I’m sure I don't know
why,—
For who can tell by what unconscious

boons
The past is given back in memory ?—
How we read Homer Saturday" forenoons.

John Harris was the teacher, a gaunt man
Who loved the classics; so it came to pass,
To show us how Greek poetry began,
We read the Iliad in the reading class,
And Helen Morton,—I can see her now,
With that tall grace and those dark,

dreaming

When this, our Helen, read of her of old:
“What winning graces! W7hat majestic
mien!”
It seemed to us of

“She

moves

Year for The Journal and Tribune.

To all subscribers, new or old, who pay
subscription to The Journal one year
in advauee the New Y'ork Weekly Tribune
(price SI a year) will be sent one year free.
In rt mitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
subscriber should so state, as it is not sent
unless requested. With The Journal furnisl ingalltbe local news, and much other
local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of the world, political and
general, with .fashions, household science
and mechanics, literaiy and other departments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
matter of

it is

year.

taking combination at $2 a
Subscriptions may begin at any time,
a

very

and if desired the tw o papers will be sent to
different addresses.

The Discovery Saved His Life.
Mr. G. Caillouette,
Druggist, Beaversville, 111., says :“To Dr. King’s New Discovery 1 owe my life. I was taken with LaGrippe and tried all the physicians for miles
about, but of no avail and was given up and
told I could not live. Having Dr. King’s
New Discovery in my store I sent for a bottle and began its use and from the first dose
began to get better, and after using three
bottles was up and about again. It is worth
its weight in gold. We won’t keep store or
house without it.” Get a free trial at Kilgore & Wilson's City Drug Store.

OASTOXUA.
The fte-

y?

a

queen.”
There

was

in

her

charms she told:
goddess and she looks a

school,

own

one

lanky,' half-grown

Born with a Greek soul in a Yankee frame,
Who watched fair Helen’s every breath
with joy,
And blushed for pleasure when he spoke
her

name.

And when the master said : “No modern man
Can of Greek Helen’s charms form vision

meet,”
That doting boy spoke boldly : “Yes, I can,—
I lion’t see why our Helen ain’t as sweet!”
for fate!—No lover ever knew
How sweet you were, our Helen, Helen

Alas

Only

dear,—

the grave that shut you from
Has clasped your beauty many
year.

view

our
a

weary

But in my dreams it is your visioned grace,
That haunts me, as it did that awkvvard

boy,

Until 1 half believe it
That burnt, of old,

your face
the topless towers of

_

Getting Ready to Spread Her Wings.

After lying at the Chelsea Bridge for
note than four
years the famous old
chooner yacht America, which was owusd by Gen. Benjamin F. Butler, is to go
nto commission.
The America is probably better known than any other craft in
his country, for it was she which went to
ingland and brought back the Queen’s
slip to this country, where it has since renamed, although the Englishmen have
;ried many times to take it back.
The famous old boat was built in this
jountry in 1850, and on Aug. 22, 1851,
japtured the cup offered by Queen Victoria, .called the “Royal Yacht Squadron
O’up.” The competing yacht of the Englishmen was the Aurora. Exactly 22 times
since then have our English cousins attempted to carry back the cup, but their
attempts have been in vain, and the
“Royal Yacht Squadron Cup” which the
gallant old America brought over here is
now rightly called the “^America Cup.”
The America was owned by G.
L.
Schuyler at this time. The course followwas
from
ed
Cowes around the Isle of
Wight. The America’s time on this occasion was 10 hours and 87 minutes.
On
Oct. 24, 18.87, Mr. Schuyler gave the
“America Cup” to the New York Yacht
Club with the proviso that the cup will be
j
open for competition at any time by any
foreign yacht.
When the old yacht was brought back i
to this couutry she was engaged for some
time in the slave trade, but at the breaking out of the Civil War she was purchased by the United States Government aud
was
used for carrying provisions and
stores to Union armies.
It is said that on j
one occasion the America, while carrying
j
a load of provisions,
was pursued by a j
Confederate boat.
The captain, fiuding
escape impossible, had the boat bored full
of holes and sunk to prevent her capture
by the Confederates. She was afterward
raised and repaired.
Shortly after the close of the war she
was purchased by Gen.
Butler, who had
her fitted up in a thorough manner, and
many a pleasant time was passed by her
owner sailing about the Eastern waters.
When the famous General had any very
complicated political scheme to prepare
he used to board his yacht, where he
could work out his ideas and lay his wires
without fear of interruption.
At the time of Gen. Butler’s death the
valiant old America was pulled up alongside Chelsea Bridge, where she was boarded over, and there she has lain, almost
sadly neglected until recently, when the
Butler heirs decided to bring her forth
into the world once more.
.She will be
put into commission by Paul Butler, a
| son of Gen. Butler, Butler Ames, a sonin-law of Gen. Butler, and Oakes Ames.
These three gentlemen will pass the summer cruising about the Atlantic.
April 0th the work of putting the
America into shape was begun.
The
wooden coverings were removed and she
will be thoroughly overhauled.
All the
interior work of repairing the yacht will
be performed at the place where she is
now lying.
When the work is done she
will be put in the dry dock at East Boston, where her bottom will* be scoured
and cleaned.
It is expected that this
work will be completed in time for the
America to go into commission by June
15th.
The work on the yacht will be pushed
under the immediate supervision of ('apt.
Canning, who will have a gang of six men
at work on her.
('apt. Canning was with
Gen. Butler about 10 years.
For about
eight mouths lie was one of the crew.
Then he was mate for ten years, and the
!
rest of the time was her captain.
When |
the yacht goes into commission ( apt.
Canning will select a skipper for her own- |
ers, as lie is now employed on the steam
yacht belonging to Moseley of Boston.
|
The yacht will be in attendance at the
Harvard-Yale races, the Eastern Yacht
Club race, and at the annual cruise of the j
i
New York Yacht Club.
[Boston Journal.

j

was

Troy.
[Mattie Baker Dunn, in the Waterville

Mail.

Cat That Didn’t Come Back.
Suit has been brought by Miss Anna G.
Moore, a spinster of Clinton, Oneida county,
N. V., against Dr. A. D. Morrill,
professor of
biology in Hamilton college, to recover S7J
damages for loss of a cat. Prof. Morrill is
charged with killing the cat for the purposes
of demonstration to his class. The complaint
alleges that puss was particularly valuable
because of its domesticity aud because it, bad

\

The answer was tiled the other
F. Searleof Rome, the defendant’s
attorney. The answer is in full as follows:
For answer to complaint herein
Defendant most respectfully
Denies the same, disputes the claim,

ainKUler

The feline ferae naturae,
Would go with great velocity,
Not after lats, but neighbors’ cats,
And claw them with

(PERRY DAVIS'.)

A Sure and Safe

Remedy in

and every kind
of Bowel Complaint la

every

?aitvKi//er
or

It is

safe and

quick

for

Colds,

Etieumatism,
Neuralgia,

Croup,

Toothache

Cough,

Cramps,
Colic,
Diarrhoea,

was a mangy, flea-bit
thing,
And mingled with bad company;
No high-born cat, aristocrat,
But nasty, vile, and vicious he.

Two sizes, 25c. and 50c.

by you. Beware of
Buy only the
Genuine—Perry Davis’.

Keep

His sire

was mean and mean his
dam,
And damned thro’out eternity

It

Imitations.

By neighbors sad and neighbors mad,
Whose dams meant not maternity.

Sold Xvorytchoro.

Felis damage-feasant was,
Sic scripsit rnagna curia;
To stop his breath and cause his death.
Damnum absque injuria.

now we ask this learned court
For judgment in this cause unholy ;
In Justice’s name dismiss the claim
With costs and soothe our melancholy.

simple,

cure

He

His fur and carcass plaintiff took,
And when lrom life that body parted
She should be glad, for then she had
A better cat than when she started.

a

emphatic.

too

^Vegetable Preparation for As-

Baggage

IS GRANTED

BY

THE

llnton marine Insurance

fficmtpany,

limited,
Of Liverpool, England.

Stock

Company.

Incorporated in 1863.

Promote s Digestion,Cheerful
Rcst.Con tains neither

Opium.Morpttine

Lost

Music.

BY J. E. C. SAWYER.
“But 0 for the touch of a vanished hand,
And the sound of a voice that is still."

In

what fair world,

dwell,

our

darling, dost thou

Since death hath thee released from earthly thrall ?
O break this lonely silence!
Like a bell
Thy voice so sweet did rise and fall,
Its joyous music seemed to ring through all
The clouds of care, the mists of doubt and

sin;

When thou wast here we heard its dulcet
call
Triumphant o’er all worldly strife and din.
We need it

now.
Though angels ring thee
round,
to
the
sad
hearts here so lonely left;
Speak
With human love still pulsing let the sound
Of thy glad voice give strength to us bereft.

O hard it is in silence thus to go,
To hear no note while thou art singing so!
[Northern Christian Advocate.

Sotlieron’s magazine for April lias an
entertaining table of contents, including
articles, short stories, and charming

51 Wall Street,

JONES &. WHITLOCK, Managers and Attorneys,

UNITED STATES BRANCH STATEMENT,
December

31, 1896.

ASSETS.
Stocks and Bonds, market value, $545,351 .<i5
Cash in Bank and Office.11.073 47
Due from Reinsuring
470.00
Companies,
Premiums in course of Collection, 3S.59S.7i)
Total

Assets,.$595,493.91
LIABILITIES.

Unpaid Losses.$17,943.52
Reinsurance Reserve,.62,642.52
All other claims.»
24.206.35
Net

surplus in United States,
_

$104,792.39
490,701.52

$595,493.91

BOSTON OFFICE,
20 E3LBY ST.
JOHN C. PAIGE, General Agent.
BAGGAGE and Personal Property INSURANCE against all the dangers of loss incident to travel, being in Hotels or away from
home.
Can be procured of TICKET AGENTS of
Maine Central, Boston & Maine, and other

Railroads.

The articles include “A Decade

poems.
of Clever

Women,” “Psychic Phenomena” “Independence Hall—Its History
and Restoration,” and “Hypnotism as an
Implement of Education.” Several of the
articles and stories are illustrated, which
adds to the attractiveness of the number.
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Worm

Elixir
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Not Narcotic.

WRAPPER

Rcapt of Old LrSAMUEL PITCHED
J'ump/an Seed
Alx. Senna
diacJecUe Sails
Aruse Seed

)
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Hi Carbonate Soda

J1

tiorm Seed
Clarified Sugar

Winteryreen

A

Flavor.

BOTTLE

(

)

perfect Remedy forConstipa

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions,Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP
Tac Simile
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of

NEW YORK.

CAST
Castoria is put r.p i ■>
3-5:20 V
is nut sold in b:.’k. T :-‘t allow
you anything eh rr.
plea cr pis ".just. a., good*' and "will ansu.pose,’’ £**'Ste that yon get C-A
1

EXACT COPY

Register of

OF WRAPPER,

Deep

Water

Vessels.

8HIPS.

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from
New York March 24 for Hong Kong.
A G Ropes, Daivd R.vers, arrived at New
York Feb 11 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller. T P Colcord, arrived at
Nagasaki March 21* from Philadelphia.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Hong
Kong Jan 1 for New York ; passed St Helena

Hemorrhage
OF THE LUNGS
The breaking down of
tissues by reason of w.
or disease can
only be c:
by a reconstructive r

ANCIER'S

March 11

Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at SingMarch 3 from Zanzibar, to load for
New York.
El Captain, A L Carver, sailed from Baltimore April 1 for San Francisco.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at
Shanghae Jan 3 for lliolo and Delaware
Breakwater.
Emily Reed, I) C Nichols, sailed from
New \<>rk Nov 13 for Japan; spoken Dn
23, lat. 27 20 S. Ion. 23 53 W
Gov Koine, Nichols, arrived at Melbourne

ETROLEUlYt

apore

Feb 20 from New York.

Great Admiral. Rowell, sailed from Marseilles March 10 for New York.
Henry B llyde, Scribner, arrived at Honolulu Jau 15 from San Francisco for N Y< rk.

Josephus,

Gilkey, sailed from New
Shanghai.
Mary L Cushing. J N Pendleti n, sa:ied
from Newcastle, N S \V, Feb 24 for ]l,.ng
Kong.
May Flint, E 1) P Nichols, at 11 onoiulu
March

York

P

0

R
for

for New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, at Neweast.hr, N S \V.
Eeb 14 from Tagai 0 r Honolulu and New
York.
K K Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
Cebu prior to March 3 for Poston
Sachem, H 'i' Lancaster, -ailed from Hong
Kong Jail 3 for New York; passed Ang r

U

EMULSION

is such a remedy. 11 acts di :
the lung surfaces, re vital i/it
and strengthening. Its v.
suits in Lung Hemorrhagi
tion, Bronchitis and kindrc
are unparalleled.
Unlik. <
OjJ it disturbs n« functio;
fectly agreeable to tak A.
builder.

1

Druggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamp!
free.

Eel) 22
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Blood
\\ ill
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Is
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true YXpY: \
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Good Blood iiifiit’.
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Purify your B. >nd f \i
“L.FA!rood's 'Bn
good Hood.
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BARKS.

Adam YV Spies, C N Meyers, saileii from
Singapore Dee 11 for New York ; passed Anjer Dec 27.
Alice Reed, Alauson Ford, sailed from

Montevideo Jan 20 for New York.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
New York March 31 for Savannah.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Port
; Natal March 29 for Barbadoes.
Edward May, sailed from Manila Feb 5
for New York.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at New
York Feb 7 from Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Port Townsend Feb 9 for Valparaiso.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived
at Pernambuco April 2 from Punta Arenas
for New Y ork.
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Feb 19 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
New York Dec 31 for Hong Kong; spoken
Feb 18, lat 19 S, Ion 29 W.
Mabel I Meyers, YVm Meyers, arrived at
Pernambuco March 9 from Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana March
25 for Delaware Breakwater.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Ilong
Kong Jan 31 for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Amsterdam Feb 1(5 for Surinam; passed
Deal Feb 22.
Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Barbadoes March 17 from Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Gar-

|

ontolo-from Sourabaya.
St Lucie, Smeed, sailed from Brunswick

(5 for New York.
Thomas A Goddard, YV S Griftiu, cleared
from Portland March 25 for Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Montevideo April 1 from New York

April

SCHOONERS.

BRANCH,
New York.

-OF-

ness and

And

UNITED STATES

SIGNATURE

similating iheFoodandRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

I

Insurance,

THE

FAC-SIMILE

case

This Is a true statement and
It can’t be made too strong

ferocity.

We tried to rid us of this pest
“The cat came back” ami squalled defiance ;
Not knowing that ’twas plaintiff’s cat
We thought we’d offer him to science.

THAT

Win H Macy, Amsburv arrived at San
Francisco March l‘» from N<w York.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendieton, sailed
1
I
from New York Marcl
g Kong
W J Kotch, Sevvall C Lancaster, arriv*-d
at New York April n from Hong Kong.

D.

utterly, rejectfully.
This maiden plaintiff’s Thomas cat
Was filled with bad propensity
To prowl and fight, aud scratch and bite,
And howl with great intensity.

SEE

The apple shipments for the past season
from this country and Canada have been
2,78-1.714 barrels, which is tin* largest J an 27.
S 1> Carletou, Amsbury, arrived at N> w
amount ever sent in one season.
A small
I
York Marcli 3 from Hong Kong.
crop in Europe aud a large one here acSt
Niciiolas, C F Carver, sailed from Sc.it|
counts for it.
j tie Feb 11* for San Francis
!
State of Maine, 11 (. Curtis, at Shanghae.
Feh 2(1 for New York via llong Kong.
Tiltie E Starbuck. El»eii Curtis, sailed
from New York March 21 for Svduev, NS-V

toes.

seven

their

all,

eyes,

The hair that made a cloud about her brow,
And the rose-flush that on her cheek
would rise,—

Ami

Is first to go.

gracious heart, whose sympathetic throb
or pain,
Now I Its
fit for pastry, however. I use it altogether until I used home-made yeast.
worthy thoughts, and deeds, though
would
be
hushed fore’er,
willing to offer my bread to the
and can heartily recommend it.
now,
Will long remain.
However the brand of Hour is not essen- best house-keeper in Belfast, and that is She is not dead ! To
higher life beyond
Just try it
She hath but flown,
tial so that the quality is first class. saying considerable for it.
To
broader
where
fields,
naught of earth’s
rood bread cannot be made from poor yourselves, and be convinced.
alarms,

“Piilsbury’s

|

Helen.

The old, brick schoolhouse on a windy hill,—
A dozen years ago ’twas swept away,
But you remember, friend, as I do still,
The boys and girls who went there in our

day by

Who loved her so;
God kindly spares from her the moan, since

must

To

boy,

“I will now try the awl and the gimlet, too,
and learn what different kinds.
Of holes they make—for
they’re not alike”—
and he bored on the outside blinds.
He bored six holes in the shutter slats, and
then made a change again,
And tried his luck on the bureau
top with

baby, too, was as wratliy as they,
because for a little while
He'd used the ruler to find bow wide was
the dear little fellow’s smile.
of cold must be sufficient to check any And that’s why Bob—the poor little
chap—
lias changed every future plan,
more rising.
And is going to be a policeman bold instead
I have written at greater length than I ex- I
of a carpenterman.
pected to, but if my writing will be of any [Carlyle Smith in Harper's Round Table.
help to any Journal readers, 1 shall feel
In Memory ot Augusta.
that I have not wasted my time and paper.
Ihe guest unbidden, with a noiseless tread
To those who are ambitious to become
Ami swift winged flight,
a first-class bread-baker, (and what young
Hath borne the dearest one past all
recall,
the sight.
house-keeper has not this ambition?) 1 A Beyond
mother’s noble mission well performed,
a
trial
of
recommend
this
earnestly
On earth is o’er,
recipe;
slow and tedious though it may seem in A faithful wife can clasp the husband’s hand
the

spirit:

PINKHAMS STANDING INVITATION.
suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to promptly
communicate with Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass. All letters are received,
opened, read and answered by women only. A woman can freely talk of her
private illness to a woman; thus has been established the eternal confidence between Mrs. Pinkham and the women of America which has never been broken.
Out of the vast volume of experience which she lias to draw from, it is more
than possible that she lias gained the very knowledge that will help your
She asks nothing in return except your good-will, and her advice has
case.
relieved thousands. Surely any woman, rich or poor, is very foolish if she does
not take advantage of this generous offer of assistance.—Lydia E. Pinkham

grease with lard over top, and let rise
until about twice the size, when put iuto
the tins.

in ths same

MRS.

and then bake the biscuits afterward.
Now mould the

accept it

I

Women

and set aside to

rise

All-Important Fact,

That in

fiding

her bread frequent-

at

America

W R Gilkey, cleared from
New York March 23 for Port Spain.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
at Portsmouth, N H, Dec 9 from New Y'ork.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Boston March 29 for Union Island.
John C Smith, KneelamI,sailed from Boston April 2 for Bellevue Cove, N S
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, saileii from Boston Dec 10 for coal port.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, at Port Spain March
18 for United States.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from New
Y'ork .March 7 for Velasco.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Boston
Feb 11 for Buenos Ayres.
R VV Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
Philadelphia April 3 for Cienfuegos.
Sallie I’On, YV H West, sailed from Buenos
Ayres March 3 for Boston.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Mobile
March 2 for Cienfuegos.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New Y'ork March 2(> from Feruandina.

l-l fc-

Great RlRestore
heain
•'

mat)
c

Something to Know.
be worth something to know that
the very best medicine for restoring the
tired out nervous system to a healthy vigor
This medicine is purely
is Electric Bitters.
vegetable, acts by giving tone to the nerve
centres in the stomach, gently stimulates
the Liver and Kidneys, and aids these organs
in throwing off impurities in the blood.
Electric Bitters improves the appetite, aids
digestion, and is pronounced by those who
have tried it as the very best blood purifier
and nerve tonic. Try it. Sold for 50c or
$1.00 per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City

Drug

Store.

systemai
vital los

moves elT-

sins of

is oa*
every

von

of !a
Removes
of dissipat
pairs all u a
Cures In

cesses

rest

ores

Cu
potence ai,
full vita
Cures a
diseases an
development to all parts of the
NERVE-LIFE is the
scientific treatment and affords n
the first day’s use. It removes t
and assists nature to effect a ci!guaranteed. Special discount to pi
Our new treatise on Nervous
Manhood, its Loss and Becovc
free in plain sealed wrapper for t
Stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be
NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL

sleep.

<

KALAMAZOO

Arthur Ritchie

Attorney

1

at

t

LIBERTY, MAIM
OFFICE IN CROCKETT 5 BLOCK
PROflPI ATTENTION TO COl

SALESMEN,
AGENTS WANTED to sell the

Nursery Stock.

Salary

vanced for expenses.

or

1-

commissi-u:

Write for parti

THE R. G. CHASE CO., M tilde
3m 12

I

The Nose and Throat,
No. "440 Newbury S4tr<
BOSTON,

wrapper.

moves
to

es

entire

(Near Corner
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'Tg* Res*
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Georgia Gilkey,

It may

t

NERVE-LI

of

Fairfield

s

MASS

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by app
only.
October, 181)6.—ly 45*

^7u,,.R..hadr
„tj

Mir

by

What
Broadway.
they Wear It.

,.n
"""

uirl.

u..w

they

Eagle,”

land

.-on

or

sea.

the

side by side dressed
clad in silks and

{»■

■

well-fitting

a

■u

to

•,:

their wives,

see

scusible
Lt*

t

as

well

average

as

the present
-aits is out of defercation.

1

of

•,

iml the styles chosen
,tr are a criterion of

society belle at the Knickerbocker Theatre during the engagement of the Bosto- |

iste.

the swagger set hern t
and Bond streets,
>

nians in the
It was

die late afternoon, and
faces are

seen

Ilatnerslev and

\

;

are

lu'ii

as

ii h

as

handsomely

j
j

She

was superh In a rich elare! elolh sown.
stylish Eton coat anil I he skirl were handsomely braided with blaek silk braid in a pretty

Tbe

reliev- i pattern, anil the entire oullli
a
bright purple tafl'ela

was

lined with

a

biack silk braid in

stylish

t.'

Eton coat

by Tin: National Cloak Co
23d Street, New York.

Made

West

llamersley was Mrs.
dePeyster, wearing a costume that breathed the air of spring.
A short, dapper
on

the

figure
a

A

edges,

was

stitched

and fitted the wearer’s fine
a wrinkle.
The cloth was

without

mixture of tan with hair line of brown.
stylish dark brown waistcoat spotted n

silk lent

“well groomed" effect to her

a

whole outfit.

They spring
are as

all serve

thick

some

many young people with
such as monologue artists,

as

up

like

peas in

a

good purpose,

“aspirations,"
leaders, vocal-

ists and musicians.
Miss Mary French Field is an illustration of the first class of aspirants,
.she

Cloak Co.. West

"'

New York.

eet.

iners’
'h

Tales.

Flavor ihai

made

reader of

a successful debut here as a
her father's poetry anil is al-

ready in great demand for public and parlor entertainments.
Miss Field is the
daughter of the late Eugene Field, hecan fai. to take
advantage of this
Send 10 cents to us for a generous
size or ask your druggist.
Ask for
Ely s Cream Balm, the most positive catarrh cure.
Full size 50 cents.
ELY BROS., oti Warren St., N. Y.
City.

\\ ho

Must

noi

be

Tall and graceful, not yet twenty, she
a peculiarly aristocratic air.
When 1
her she looked

saw

sweetly girlish

in

a

of fancy tweed made with a
chic double-breasted reefer which had two

straw.

recently

the last few

has

ing daughters.

hey

during

or humorous selections she holds
her audience lirmly.

The

i

him

pathetic

wore a

The clubs of a purely social character
give numerous entertainments during the
year, and in this way are introduced

vai

with

lar.

too.

=

sociated

years of his life that she unconsciously
caught his special keynote. Whether in

She

pod.

neat costume of

his exquisite “Little Boy Blue,” “Winkin', Blinkin’ and Nod” and his child's
poetry in general. She was so closely as-

perhaps more clubs for
city in the world—social,
political, musical, dramatic. literary,
daughters of the revolution and “revoltthan any

mushrooms and

a

loved from the Atlantic to the Pacific for

neat costume

New fork has

women

girlish in

by The National Cloak Co., West
23d Street, New York.

Close behind Mrs.

three-button cut-a-way coat

The 'dapper three-button eut-a-way coat lilted
the wearer’s tine figure without a wrinkle; and
she wore a handsome dark-brown waistcoat spotted in silk, which added to the “well groomed”
air of the whole outfit.
Made

having braided tabs for revets. Site wore
a liat in two tones of red and carried a
dark red skeleton umbrella.

uble-breasted reefer had two
nd a Mnuri velvet collar.

offer?

cute little

pockets and
skirt hung

a

smart velvet col-

in

graceful

pretty turban of

coarse

folds.
green

Many of these girls, after making
reputation here, go abroad and earn

a
a

deal of money “doing their specialty” in
London rooms.
To gain an entrance into
the circles of conservative English swelldom, they must be properly introduced.
'Phis is usually brought about by Ameriwomen resident in London, such as
Mrs. John W. Mackay, Mrs. Ronalds, Lady

can

Randolph Churchill, the Countess ( raven
(Mrs. Bradley Martin's daughter) and
many others of that ilk.
A notable case of being

“properly”

presented was that of the Columbian
Quartette, two southern and two western

girls,
The

who last season took social London

Manuscript

of the

“Mayflower.”

trial

The log of the Mayflower is to be given
i|ueMloned.
to the people of the United States, and to
'Tory abuiiT the Ameribe deposited in Pilgrim Hall at Plymouth,
kii:_
ii\e frog off a
Massachusetts, or in some,other safe place
:i murmur of
I suffered from catarrh of the worst kind
to be designated by the President. Everyit.-i front to-day,
ever since a boy, and I never
hoped for cure, j body knows about the Mayflower, but
at ion for
veracity hut Ely’s Cream Balm seems to do even i
.«■ I
for any one to that.
Many acquaintances have used it comparatively few Americans ever heard
of the log. In truth the manuscript that
The story brought with excellent results. Oscar Ostrnm, 45
is coming is not a log, though it has reWarren
Ave., Chicago, 111.
I hits, T lie pilot, a
ceived that nickname.
Jt is an account
line under his obTeacher (severely:) “Jimmy Wilkins, are
of tlie voyage of the Mayflower, and a hisyou whispering to Percy again?" Jimmy:
“I suppose you'd call it that, Miss Jones.
tory of the Plymouth colony from 1002 to
■'•urrence on board
l
mluff which was* so was really practicing grammatical speech.” lb-10, written by Governor William Bradford. and handed down in his family
[Harper's Bazar.
nu
frequently accused
through at least four generations. Mas.1 c areless manner
He got into the cars blowing like a
por- sachusetts was
originally a part of the
e
Plumduff was eu poise. For a minute his coughing was awof Loudon, and this manuscript,
Diocese
! u
the ( dumbia, iu ful. He took a sip from a bottle and coughwith
found
its way to the library
ed no more t«hat trip.
others,
The label said Adamt’M mate under (
apt.
of the See of London, where it was dis:
other live stock s-m's Botanic Cough Balsam.
covered in IMG.
It contains a registry of
cat.
The cat beMistress: “This steak is done too much,
births, marriages, and deaths of Pilgrims,
e first week or
two, I Mary.’ Maid: “Not; too much for me, mum." j and records
about their property.
At tlie
“But I hire you to cook for me
‘*n the* equator she ! Mistress.
not for yourself."
Maid: “Ye think ye do desire of the government of Massachums with her ineessetts, the American Antiquarian Society,
i r ube rtoes had the mum." | Boston Transcript.
the Massachusetts Historical Society, the
English Spavin Liniment removes all
p well anyway, and
made him crazy, so Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blem- Pilgrim Society of Plymouth, and the
ishes from horses, Blood
Spavins, Curbs, New England Society of New York, the
•*ut, and, finding the j
Splints, Sweeney,
Ring-Bone, Stifles, President, through the American ambasu
ent position, kicked
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc. sador, asked that it be given to the UnitSave $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted ed States.
The Archbishop of Canterto the deed was a the most wonderful Blemish Cure
ever
bury and the Bishop of London backed
wheel, and, when he known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.. Drug- the
ambassador’s request, and on March
<
crew, we almost had a
gists, Belfast, Me.
IvJT
2o, a Consistory Court of the Diocese of
•'<1!**. as they prophesied
Glanders: “It is said that paper can be London determined to
gratify the Presik would happen to the used
effectively jn keeping a person warm." dent’s wish, and to hand over the log to
■one of it. however, and,
Gazlay: “That is very true. I remember a Mr.
whenever
he
was ready to reBayard
ballast trim, we came thirty-day note of mineouce kept me in a
ceive it.
The only conditions of the
itrling shape, and about sweat for a month." [Harlem Life.
transfer
are
that
a photographic, certified
liter leaving the Gauges
RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
copy of the book shall be left with the
vent down in Astoria harcustodians of it, and that the
'< ason
the custom-house
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neu- present shall
be put in a safe place where
and, when the officers ralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its original
concerned can have access to it.
aid, Denny Curran, the action upon the system is remarkable aud persons
ed away on his boat-fall mysterious. It removes at once the cause [Harper’s Weekly.
and the disease immediately disappears.
•und under the stern.
A The first dose
One to five applications of Doan’s Ointgreatly benefits; 75 cents.
beard a yell, and Denny Sold
by A. A. Howes & Co. Druggists, Bel- ment. will cure the worst case of Itching j
the Jacob’s ladder hand fast.
Piles there ever was. Can you afford t.o
Iy8.
suffer tortures when a simple, never-failing
ugh the Devil was after
Clerk: “The firemen turned the hose in
boat, making a united our
remedy is at hand? Doau’s Ointment never
cellar, sir, and drenched two bales of fails.
was our old Maltese
as.
that silk dress goods. What about it?”
grown kittens.
Merchant: “Advertise a big sale of watered
Relief In Six Hours.
silk right away." [Cincinnati Commercial
>•>' recovered his breath lie
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
his boat swung around Tribune.
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
the animals immediately
“The Keeley Institute of the East” for the South American Kidney Cure.” This new
op of tlie rudder, and the cure of the Liquor and Morphine habits, is remedy is a great surprise on account of its
nearly frightened him to located at North Conway, N. H. We have | exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
no branch Institute.
went bac k and made an
13wb.
j
the urinary passages in male or female.
It
rudder, and found that i
Mrs.
Paws
m: “My sister is
worried to I relieves retention of water and pain in passThe abandoned cat had 1 death over her son
Reginald. She wants ing it almost immediately. If you want
ut of the rudder head, j him to enter the
ministry, his father wants j quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
asear sailors had
been him t<> go into business, while Reginald ! Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Bel:
tb. she was engaged in himself has got his mind set on being an actor [ fast. Me.
Iv27
The rudder head being and says nothing shall keep him from if.”
”1 notice that some
Mrs. Dawson
“Hum: how old is he?” Mrs.
people claim that a
i.
of course prevented
doctor’s whiskers
Paws on : “He’s going on seven."
carry disease germs.”
[Tit Bits. : “Why don’t the may
iy often, and a number
doctors boil their whisi reposing in the
cavity ( T. F. Authouy, Ex-Postmaster of Prouyse [ kers?” [Cleveland Piam Dealer.
ity, Iowa, says: “l bought one bottle of
»u
which had kept her
Fop Over Filly tears.
Taken ashore, and. I think ‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two
doses of it did me more good than any medin Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs. i
th«* Astoria stevedore, lias
cine I ever took."
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup lias been used for
Sold by A. A. Howes
seendants yet, and to this Co.
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
Druggists, Belfast.
JyS.
it
their children while teething, with
nothing but sea fish,
perfect |
His Escape: He: “Did you know that our
success.
strange things happen at minister
It soothes the child, softens the j
once had a narrow escape from the
who has been there ought
all pain, cures wind coiic, and i
gums,
allays
liji Islanders?” She “How?” “He was on
to believe almost
anything the point of going out among them as a mis- is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleastaste. Sold by druggists in every
uding it.” [St. Louis Globe- sionary, when he received a call from a con- ant toofthe
the world. Twenty-five cents a botpart
gregation in Boston.” [Puck.
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
is old steamer Vanderbilt is
take no other kind.
tvs as a coal bulk.
She was
Definition. “Faith,” said the little boy
if she had not been the perafter a week’s study, “faith is believing
> of the martyred President,
that you know can’t be true.”
something
t » the
Cummings brothers,
[Indianapolis Journal.
For Infants and Children.
ed her name to the Three
■ok out all her
Easiest way to kill a chicken is to break
machinery, The facsold for more than they had
the egg before it is hatched. Same is true
simile
is n
of consumption. Dr. Wood’s Pine
•utire vessel, and made a sail- Blgaature
Syrup is
every
a positive cure for
of
She was loaded with grain,
coughs and colds. Nothwrapper.
be swift ships that in those
ing will cure consumption. Does it pay to
neglect the cold ?
•s»ri Francisco bay there was
“From this moment we part for ever!” he
»uld keep pace with her to
hissed. She turned upon him haughtily, reLittle Boy. “Mamma, they call all the
iH,rts. She made many trips,
gal even in the hour of her humiliation. Wall street men bulls or bears. Which is
A as
sold to the British govern- “No,
she
papa?”
Fitzmaurice-Maurice-Maurice,”
be British
Mamma. “Oh, dear Willie, don’t ask so
government she still answered. “I am accustomed to exact a
1 !,i (
"tnmodore Vauderbilt’s mil- week's notice from all of my husbands.
many questions; go and ride your veloci-ift to President Lincoln is [Detroit Tribune.
pede.”
1
Little Boy. “Well I just want to know
vied career under the Union
whether I am a calf or a cub.”
o;tl hulk at Malta.
'•
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PILLS

cure

Indigestion,
laxative.

All

Liver IBs,
Headache,

Druggists.

over

in Berlin

style

The fae-

/?

_

Sr.

Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil has cured hundreds of cases of deafness that were supposed to be incurable. It never fails to cure
earache.

before

of
a

tune that

was

sung

CARTE®
■ iTTLE

aud over, and
story. The oldest
over

tbe text told a long
sailor song tells of a disaster.
Charles
Dibdin was tbe man who immortalized
the voices of the sea as no other man ever
did.
England gave him a pension for the

Tiver
anus

various diseases. Thousands of these letters are
received every week, and a staff of from ten to
fifteen doctors are daily employed in dictating re-

plies through the medium of at many stenograph,
These letters

confidence and

are

received in the strictest

promptly answered with the best

medical advice obtainable. No effort will be spared to see that each ease is thoroughly diagnosed
ami the proper remedies to effect a cure are preFor these services no fee is expected.
scribed
Prof. Munyon puts up a separate cure for each
disease. At all druggists, mostly 25 cents a vial.
Address Prof Munyon, 1505 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa.

with black

had done the nation. The beauty
of Dibdin is that he pictured the sailor as
he was in nature, and made a song of
even bis tobacco box.
The greatest sailor
poet of the world never really made one
full sea voyage.
cured by these
A more graphic poet than even Dibdin
Little Pills.
is the sailor himself, who composed so
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
many “shanty” songs.
America is responsible for some of them, and they Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A
per.
were iutended to
keep the sailors “pull- feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi.
ing” together, the accent being placed ness, Bad Taste in the
Mouth, Coated Tongue
on certain
notes, and the music light Bain in the
Side, TORPID LIVER. They
ened the sailor’s toil.
The “watches”
on
board have their verses, but the Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
most doleful of all are the
“pumping Small Pill.
small Dose.
shanties.”
Small Price.
The English sailors have the
greatest
number of shanties, but the
Chinese,
the French and other
foreign sailors have
also their shanties.
The songs of tbe fishermen were next

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

iutiir

considered.

The song famous along the Mediterranean
is the “Santa Lucia,” with its soft
pathetic melody, fitting the beautiful
nations. The other day 1 got a letter from
The State board of agriculture is re- moonlight nights.
NOV IS THE TIME TO BUY
In Russia, the song is
a witty American friend
traveling in Ire- quired, in addition to its other duties, to very deep, the basso voice
predominating
land enclosing a United States greenback discuss at the farmers’ institutes the best there, and the Russian sailor
song has been
methods of making roads, and to spread interwoven in the classics.
note of the smallest denomination carethe information throughout the State and
The American songs of the sea have all
fully pasted under the following couplet: to municipal officers.
This, with the abo- been taken from other lands. Perhaps the
“France has the lily, England the rose;
lition of the district surveyor system and most notable of the American sailor
songs
Everybody knows where the shamrock grows; the substitution of town road commission- is the one
immortalizing the war of ltsl2,
Scotland the heather that blossoms on the hill;
ers, will do much for the cause of better i in which the Constitution gained a
victory
And America, dear America, the sweet dollar ! roads.
over the Guerriere.
The song is very
hill,”
The act providing for investigation of bright, and is notable as
winning the bet
It is a remarkable fact about the dollar the cause of tires and the publication of of a hat made
by the captains of both friYou can see what you
bill that it retains its particular kind of I statistics in relating to them is very im- gates in the social clubs of Loudon, years
Strict and minute instructions previous.
portant.
want in our
fragrance longer than any other sort of I are given to municipal officers and the inMost of the songs of the sea drown the
sweet-william.
Every woman will agree surance commissioner, and failure to com- sailor’s best giil in the minor key, but
with this.
“The Three Jolly Sailors" is a notable ex- \
ply involves a tine.
The State Superintendent is to furnish ception to these, and the
only sailor song
to the school officers of each town blank
worthy of being placed beside those o! i
National Bank Building,
books for keeping accounts of all money Dibdin.
I*. O. Square.
The barometer lias been wrapped in
appropriated, received and expended.
Women appointed to administer oaths gloomy song.
One feels glad that the
may perform that office to executors, ad- song of the sea has lightened the constant i
ministrators and others in relation to pro- toil of the sailor.
bate proceedings.
Punishment for second offence of intoxnation is changed to imprisonment for
not exceeding ninety days, instead of for ;
Ask your Grocer to day to show you a package of
thirty days as now.
Strict regulations are made for the pack- Grain o, the new food drink that takes the place
ing of sardines, which will greatly im- j of eolfee. The child.ren may drink ir without in
jury as well as the adult. All who try it, like it.
prove the quality of the product.
Bteords of marriage are to include birth- Grain-o has that rich seal brown of Modui or
place of the parties along with other par- •Java, but it is made from pure grains, and the
*♦♦«■♦♦♦♦♦♦♦■*♦«♦♦♦♦* ♦♦♦
ticulars, and to be forwarded to the clerk most delicate stomach receives ir without diof the town in which the marriage takes tress. 1 J the price of eolfee. loc. a id :
p,_lmln.
place, as well as to tlie clerk of the town package. Sold by all grocers.
♦
where the intention was recorded.
4
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«>4
Fine words butter no parsnips, but farmers and market
will
take notice
gardeners
that the standard weight of a bushel of
is
at
fixed
parsnips
forty-five pounds.
The laws relating to sea and shore tisliand
cries,
packing
inspection of salt,
''V ^
I
smoked and pickled fish, use of seines ami
CARDS,
weirs, taking of shellfish and migratory
ROSTERS,
I saw a ha nil so me cape worn bv a society belle fish, propagation of fish, close time, etc., j
x'x BILL HEADS,
X!x
which attracted much attention. It was of a rich are carefully revised and consolidated.
Personal property exceeding $0,000 in
LETTER HEADS, Vx"
shade of myrtle green and braided all over with
value
PROGRAMS,
belonging to a religious society, is
black silk braM.
made taxable.
PAMPHLETS,
Made by Thk National Cloak Co., West
Bounties for the use of agricultural soRheumatism is no respecter of per23d Street, New York.
cieties are to be divided according to
sons—the healthy and vigorous are
as liable to its attacks as tin.* weak
premiums anti gratuities to exhibitors acAmi all kinds <»1
»| Printing
The symptoms of the disease are
tually paid in full, instead of awarded.
Summary of the Maine Laws.
Town superintendents are directed to
almost unnoticed at first, so insidineatly and promptly done. ;--f
To the average citizen the mere titles of furnish to the State
ously do they steal over the body;
superintendent all inacts and resolves of the legislature convey formation required of tli&m in regard .to
gradually the little pains and stiffness
the public schools.
increase, until they develop greater
little information; while the text of many
Public schools failing to maintain an
inconvenience day by day.
of the acts, with their verbiage, legal
The knees, ankle-, and other joints
attendance
of
average
eight pupils are to
of the body ache constantly, swellterms and references to former laws, re- be discontinued, unless the town decides
otherwise.
The town superintendent is
ing to several times their natural
FRESH AND SW h K I
pealed or amended, is bewildering and re- to
provide conveyance for pupils living at : size: the patient finds himself unable
pellent. Probably but a small per cent, a considerable distance.
to get around ; is soon incapacitated
of the public have time or patience to
for business, and later is conlined to
Several adjoining towns having not less
his bed, utterly helpless.
read through the great mass of laws print- than 20 nor more than 00 schools may
It is a great mistake to expect relief
unite for the employment of a superined in the biennial supplement and inform
ALL FL \\ OKS.
from such condition bv the applica- |
tendent.
themselves on what they really ought to
tion of liniments and other external
L lie clog license law is amended in miremedies. The medical profession adknow as citizens and voters. In the belief ! portant particulars.
Assessors are to re*
mit that the disease is in the blood,
that a brief and clear synopsis of the | turn to the State treasurer lists of all dogs
and it is but reasonable that only a
I owned and dogs killed; and any deficiency
more important of these new laws would
remedy, one purely vegetable,
| in the amount returned by September 1 blood
iill a long felt want, these additional sum- for license <>n all
and
free from potash, can afford redogs living on the pre1i
ALL \ I I MK L >\Vl >8 I'RMIS.
S. S. (Swift’s Specific) is an
lief.
S.
maries were
prepared by the Portland ceding 1st of .July, is to be added to the
state tax of the delinquent city or town
unfailing remedy for Rheumatism,
Advertiser:
and lias cured the severest cases,
The fortnightly payment act is amend- Kennel fees are increased fifteen cents
nAYO & WHITE,
where other remedies failed to reach
!
ed by striking out the provision that com- each.
the disease.
Provision
is
made
for
the
examination
plaints for violation of the act shall be j of candidates for admission to free
99 High Street. Belfast.
Mr. 1’ rank T. Reyhigh
made by employes to whom wages is due,
nolds. of Dalton,
Amreican (Express Office.
; schools, with a view to
Opposite
the
raising
quality
thus leaving it open to others to make
Ga., was a. sufferer
i of such schools.
complaint. This is in the interest of workfrom Rheumatism
Acts of incorporation granted since
ingmen. As it was before no employe
since his boyhood.
would be likely to bring a complaint and | .January 1, lsp:j, or hereafter, become null
He writes: "Ever
and void in two years unless the corporarun the risk of losing his jot).
|
since 1 was twelve
tions have organized and commenced doLimitations on the remarriage| of diyears of age I have
ing actual business under their charters
vorced persons are removed.
suffered intensely
Formerly meanwhile.
they could not marry again until two years
with M uscular
Property remaining in a public wareafter divorce, unless permission had been
JOBBERS OF
R h e u m a t i s m
house for one year after the expiration of
granted by the court.
which, at one time,
the time for which charges have been
CRAIN.
The punishment for forgery, previously
kept me in bed for
(ixed at “imprisonment for not less than paid, may be sold at public auction after
eighteen months.
due notice has been given,
FEED.
nor
more
than
ten years,” is changtook an
Kinds or treatment, and
two,
i
Fines and penalties for violation of the
ed to “imprisonment for not more than 1
visited many famous springs, but
SEEDS and
laws
with
respect to moose, caribou,
ten years.”
That is, it may be for less game
could get only temporary relief; the
deer and fish are increased.
than two years.
disease always returned, and at times!
A fine not exceeding $500 is the penalty
The law establishing the rights of
was so painful that it was
impossible^
for publicly exhibiting any photographic
widows and widowers in the real estate of
for me to use my arms and legs. I triedf*1
Impoi-toi-w <>1 Still.
or other reproductions of a prize
fight.
deceased husbands and wives is amended
almost
that
was
sugeverything
Dialers in thi li mst
This seems to bar newspaper cuts.
tlit\ of
to provide that in any event one-third
gested, and after eighteen years of
It should be stated that the caucus act
shai,’ descend to the widow or widower
S. S. S, was recommended,
suffering,
providing tor the use of check lists by city and I was happy to, at last, tind a
free from the payment of debts.
,
committees to determine the right of perThe State treasurer and the local asses
cure for this painful trouble.
S. S. S.
sons to vote in caucuses, applies to cities
sors may bring an action of debt within
seemed to get at the disease promptly,
of 25,000 inhabitants or less, and not of
two years from the date of assessment to
and afforded immediate relief.”
collect unpaid taxes witli interest and 25,000 or more, as mistakenly stated the
me experience ot
^■ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
other day.
Mr. E. J. Gibson, of
charges.
Cattle commissioners are bidden, under
The provisions for collecting taxes on
Madison, G a. was
33, 33, 37 Front St.. Belfast, He.
bank stock are extended to include the heavy penalties, to inject kerosene oil into
similar to the above.
TELEPHONE 4-2.
stock of other corporations except manu- the carcasses of diseased animals which
He says: “I 1ried
Hr
they kill, and bury them, or have them almost every rheufacturing corporations.
mauufactured
into
fertilizers
within
4S
matic remedy I
Building inspectors and municipal of- :
fleers are authorized to enter at all rea- hoi^rs.
heard of, but grew
and
seeds
with
a
.Agricultural
plants,
sonable hours all buildings and premises
worse
instead
of
within their jurisdiction and order the few exceptions, sold or exposed for sale
better. The sharp,
’ill this State, must be
a
accompanied
by
removal of combustible material or the
aching pains, peof purity based on tests made
culiar to Rheumaremedying of dangerous conditions, anti guarantee
under conditions prescribed by the directism took possession
tlie order must he obeyed on. penalty of a
tor of the State agricultural experiment
or mv entire body, and the
line of live dollars.
suffering
station.
1 endured was intense.
Me act or im».>
I was soon
that
providing
-Vuy
Professors
in
the
medical
schools
are
unfit for business, and became as
And Successors to J. \V. I'r 'derick vN Co
city officer elected or appoint',1. \,y the constituted a
as
board for the collection and
helpless as a child. The potash precity council, or appointed bye the mayor distribution of dead human
bodies
for
purand aldermen, shall discharge their rescriptions of the doctors almost ruinposes of anatomy, and unclaimed bodies
ed my digestion,
and I found uc
spective duties undov ;lie direction and of
paupers,
convicts,
relief in anything until S. S. S,
suicides,
hospital
control of the niwyor and aldermen,” has
or members of other
inpatients
public
been stricken, out.
was
(Swift’s
The apparent object
recommended.
Specific)
AND 1)1; \lrI;k?S IN
Several bottles cured me completely,
of this i«, \o bring the act into harmony stitutions may be used for such purposes.
Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
and for more than four years I have
vyith the new city charters.
Old Salts Spinning Yarns.
not had a symptom of Rheumatism.”
The insurance commissioner is given
i
Duck, Cordage, Taints,
S. S. S. is unlike the many blood
absolute power to revoke the license of an
Some interestiug reminiscences of life
tonics on the market, for it cures the i
insurance agent or broker for violation of
at sea were told the other day at the office
Mo. 31 Front St , Belfast, Me
most obstinate cases, which they can
the insurance laws, or upon the request of
of A. P. Veazie & Co., on Exchange street
not reach.
It is a real blood remedy,
the company.
in Bangor. Capt. Veazie referred to a man
and is the only one guaranteed
In case a petition for regulating the takwho had made 487 trips to Boston from
ing of game and fish is refused, the peti- Winterport and
the
coast
of
Maine.
along
tioners are required to pay half the ex- He
is Capt. Geo. Crockett of the schooner
penses of the commissioners.
Emma W. Day.
Capt. Crockett is one of
It cures Cancer, Scrofula. ContaDays of public fast or thanksgiving, the oldest marineis on the Penobscot
January 1, February 22, May 30, July 4, river. He formerly ran on the packet line gious Blood Poison, Eczema Rheumathe first Monday of September and Decemtism, Catarrh and other blood diseases
between Winterport and Boston. For the
it matters not how deep-seated.
ber 25 are declared bank holidays after
We till prescriptions exactly as
few years he has been carrying grain
past
Books on blood and skin diseases
next June; days of grace are abolished on
between Portland and Winterport and
1
they are written by the physimailed free to any address. Swipr
commercial paper, notes, checks, drafts,
Boston. The Emma W.
cian, and never substitute a
is considered
etc., falling due on Sunday or a bank hol- to be one of the fastest Day vessels that Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.
cheaper or inferior dru^ for the
sailing
iday are payable on the next secular day. comes into
one desired. You tret what you
Penobscot.bay.
Towns are required to furnish hooks
NOTICE. The subscriber
Mr. J. B. Hathorn, the well known propay for every time PIKE AM)
and apparatus for free high schools and
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
AT TIIK LOWEST PRICK.
prietor of Hathorn’s ship yard near the appointee Executrix of the last will and testa
pay for repairs and insurance on them, Tin
bridge, said that when he was 19 years ment of
the same as for other public schools.
of age he sailed from Bangor to Boston on
& SON,
ABBY MATHEWS, late of North port,
Guides in fishing and hunting must regschooner South Shore and returned in five
ister annually in the books of the fish and
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bond
and
went
days,
through the three bridges as the law directs. All peisons having demands SUBSCRIBE
game commissioners, pay a fee of $1 and in Boston harbor.
He said that he also against the estate of said deceased are desired to !
furnish certain statistics about the busimade a trip from Boston to Bangor with present the same for settlement, and all indebted
ness. Failure to register involves a fine of
thereto are requested to make payment imniedi
Capt. Chas. Eansil in the schooner Aurora ately.
PRISCILLA A. HARTSHORNE.
$50 and costs.
I
in 19 hours.
Belfast, March 9, 1897.—3wl4
minds

llamersley j

claret colored

rich

braid, and attracted much attention.
Talking of spring costumes reminds
one of spring
flowers; and this again re-

are

excel-

a

ers.

opera, “The Serenade.”
shade of myrtle green,

new

silk

Mrs.

They

well

Mrs,

ii

braided all

!

always among

observers.
■

daily.

a

“Songs

euthuasiastic audience. lie said
tbe old ballads had many verses set to

PROFESSOR J. 31. MUNYON.

by

a

ou

in Boston last week

large and

Munyon’s Medical Institution, 1505 Arch St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., is the best one of its kind in
the world. It employs a large staff of skilled
specialists to diagnose the cases not only of people applying personally Tor treatment, but those
in ali parts of the country who send in personal
letters, asking the best methods of being cured of

ca; especially when they are of your diamond quality, with your sparkling vocalism and without a flaw in your art.
I saw a very handsome cape worn
a

New York prom-

tielwet'll me minis

a

Sea”

good he

dividual who beard her in the Metropolitan go among his friends and say, “Just
tell them that you saw me.”
Bravo,
Madame Nordica! Americans for Ameri-

woman

man.

me

the

ask her hearers to institute comparisons.
Iler idea, no doubt, was to have each in-

dressed in what

t-

as our

the members of the Gran Opera Comshe seems determined to win, and
pany.
her accession to the Damrosch foices
gave her an opportunity to practically

cloth

of ten will pick
as the winner.

.oit

as

with golden guineas.
Mine. Nordica sings with more fervor
than ever since her “lift” with some of

Precisely

for me.”

i

“The Songs of the Sea.”
Mr. Louis Elson talked

say I,
girls can
long
manage to wedge their way through the
exclusive portals of the upper ten in England and continue to fill their pockets

York Letter.]
New York spring poet

\

storm with their banjos and quaint
melodies.
Loud scream the

negro

one

of ti>e favorite flowers of the

coast

SILVERWARE.

We Cm Fil Your Ejes.

j

SATURDAY WINDOW.

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

TRY GRAIN-0! TRY GRAIN-0!

:

JOB PRINTER,

\

Opera House Block, Belfast. Me,

fanatics!

V

California Oranges,
-^CHOICE CHOCOLATES,-c-

Pure Candies,

Freshly

Roasted Peanuts,

SWAN & SIBLEY CO,
GROCERIES.

■

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

^

COBiS*

Newton S. Lord & Co„
SAIL MAKERS,

Ship Chandlers, Ship brokers,

Honest

Purely Vegetable.

IIXECUTBIX

Medicine.

{

POOR

Druggists.

FOR^^^^~

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

SEARSPORT
Timothy

Porter

lost

South Montville. C. E. Gilman wa9 in
Lewiston last week on business_Miss
Bertha Adams is in Camden for a few weeks.
She lias a bicycle right from the Hub, and
when the roads get settled look out for her
first appearauce in public-D. C. Gilman is
makiug quite extensive repairs on his house
this month. I. S. Bartlett and C. S. Adams
are doing the work-Sibyl Marriner has
been engaged to teach the spring term of
school-Herbert Howe has the frame of
his new barn up.

LOCALS.
a

valuable

cow

last

week.

Mrs. I). S. Heals is in Boston for her spring

milliuery.
Mary Nichols will leave
to

resume

for

Boston to-day

her studies.

A. T. Whittier returned home from
York last week.

Mrs.
New

Mrs.
of her

J. E. Adams of Bangor is the guest
sister, Mrs. Hopkins.

Daniel A. Hatch died April
5th, of dropsy, aged 08 years and 5 months.
He had been confined to the house for more
than a year and was a great sufferer. The
funeral took place at the house Thursday,
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts officiating. He was a
Free Mason and was buried with Masonic
rites.
He leaves a wife and two sons to
mourn their loss-George F. Williams is
building two very nice boats for yacht Isis
owned by Mr. Jones of Philadelphia_The
roads are in a very bad condition this

Bark Adam W. Spies,Capt. C. N. Meyers,
arrived at New York Sunday.

Tyler Crockett and wife are visiting their
children in Boston and vicinity.
Eugene Kneeland returned to Boston Saturday after a short vacation here.

Absolutely Pure(
lelebrated for its great leavening
strength and healihfulness. Assures
the tond against alum and all forms
of adn.Iteration common to the cheap
brands,
koval kakim; I’uwdbr cc.,

Rev. J. E. Adams of Bangor will preach
the

at

Cougl.

church

next

Sunday.

B. B. Garey recently shipped a tine lot of
Hinds & Coon of Boston.

Sell. Senator was loaded hay by A. E
Nickerson last week for Bar Harbor.

COUNTY

Towle, wlio has spent the winter
here, left by steamer Tuesday tor Minneapo-

Freedom. The Lelies’ Circle will meet
this, Thursday, afternoon :it their rooms;
entertained by Mrs. A. R. Sparrow_Mrs.

E H. Mead, principal of the High school,
arrived from Brighton by train Friday even-

Reuben

lull,her

The

day.
Capt.
day to
Spies.

repairs on selioolby City of Bangor Tues-

left for N«-w York Tuestake command of bark Adam W.

A. I>. Field

b

ceries to the

block.
Lizzie Lane is' undergoing thorough
to the coming season’s
business.
Sch.

repairs, preparatory

Capt. Alansou Ford, in command of hark
Alice Reed, arrived at New York Sunday,
April 11th.
Nichols, who has secured employBoston, ieft by steamer Penobscot

Clifford
ment

in

the

who

Maud B. Colcord, who has been visfriends in Boston, returned home

accompanied by her daughter, Ella
Partridge of Belfast.. .Mrs. C. H. Partridge
and little one, reported sick a few weeks

Numerous Hocks of wild geese have been

convalescent.... Messrs. Geo. Donaver and Frank Hamilton wwi 11 go to Boston
this week, where they expect employment.
....Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Thompson will

alighting at Long Cove. Joe Porter shi.d two
Wednesday morning.
Mrs. M. S. Sears, who lias been in town for
several weeks, left for her home in Malden,
Mass., by tram Monday.

ago,

to Stockton Springs, where they
have bought a beautiful residence.
Their
many friends wish them success in their
new home.

have received a notice of the opening
by Mrs. Josie Smith, formerly of this {dace,
of millinery parlors in Rockland.

Thorndike.

Willie Beach, who has been absent from

Henrietta Whittier of Dennysville,
after a short visit to her sister, Mrs. J. G.
Pendleton, left by steamer City of Bangor
Tuesday for her home.
Mrs.

Saturday evening, April 17th....J. Dumont
Higgins is passing a week in Rockport, the
guest oi his sister, Mrs. Hattie Foster..
Mr. W. H. Coffin visited Joseph Stevens
last Friday.... Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins
called on Mrs. Sarah Gross, and Mrs. J. F.
Heath last Wednesday
.Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Pitman went to Somes Sound, April 14th.

Sweeney, who has been in
telegraph office
absence of Miss Ford, left Thurs-

Li/.xie

of the Western luiou
the

in
to

visit in

Somerville. Mass.

Mrs.

Charles <;. Slieidon has secured a position
a je\> eier's store on Washington street.
Boston.
H
made a short visit home last
week, returning by steamer Thursday.
I'll* selectmen are making their annual

of

Hogan passed

several

days

in

help care for her father, Mr. Ivuowles, who
quite sick.. »■.The Files Bros, have made
bO gallons of line maple syrup.

•'{•ring canvass and assessments. They have
Tie
m.-uiu-ss well m hand and will soon innn us

Maud

Jackson last week, with Mr. and Mrs. S.
Roberts.... Mrs. Lincoln Ward lias been
quite sick for several days.... Mrs. Jennie
Cates has gone to Unity fora few days, to

in

i'

Rev. 1).

Brackett delivered
a very interesting sermon at
the Centre
Church, April 11th_New Bethel Lodge, 1.
G.
O.
T., will have a public entertainment

Sears port several years, is at home for a vacation. during the stay of his brother James.

here

are

soon move

We

day

a

was

Wednesday.

Miss

-Miss Nora Emerson is in Frankfort for

week's visit, the guest of Dr. and Mrs. O. S.
Erskine.... Mrs. Lizzie Gould is in Boothbay visiting her sister, Mrs. Spinney. She

Miss

charge

and

us: ness.

..

again.

iting

Dodge

Prospect Village. Mrs. Belle Erskine
Master Harry were guests of Mrs. Ella
M. Littlefield and Miss Ora Libby last week.

lias been confined to
house for several weeks, is able to be

Hopkins,

W.

and

Sunday.
L>r. F.

I).

Liberty. Le mat'd Berry of Vinalhaven,
who bought the Cook stave mill, is a native
of this town, but has been a stone cutter in
Vinalhaven for the past twenty years. He
was obliged to give up work at his trade by
reason of an injury
to Ins eyes....M. S.
Ayer has painted a fine sign for Arthur
Ritchie, the lawyer... Misses Dickey &
Small, dressmakers, will move to Augusta
in the near future... Waiter I. Neal of
Pittsfield and Mrs. W. H. Lowell of Boston
arrived in town Monday.

Curtis has moved his stock of grostore he
thought in the Merithew

F. A.

Mrs

last week from a
visit in Boston... Mrs. F. G. Carter and
Miss Ruhv will go to Boston this week to
select millinery for the coining season... .G.
Bellows went to Ellsworth last week on

for the

No. 7 arrived

us,-

Si hi y,

Winnie returned

Miss

ing.

out

CORRESPONDENCE.

W.

lis.

!

the rate of taxation.

C

on

the sick list,

Miss Isabelle Card of South Brooks visited
friends in town recently.
Miss Lottie Pendleton has
gone to Monroe,
where she has a situation.

May

the Grange Hall Monday, May
drd
Good music and a good time.
H. E. Nickerson is the
proud father of a
bail at

nine-pound daughter, born April 4th.
H. E. Robbins is doing a big business this
spring at bis saw mill, sawing longand short
lumber.
Geo. Fernald has gone to Eliingwood’s
Corner, Winterport, where he has hired for
the season.
Mrs. L. H. Mathews, Mrs. H. P. Towle
and Mrs. Abbie Harriman, who have been
very

ill,

are

improving.

The farm buildings occupied by M. G.
Massure situated on the stream road in
Frankfort were totally destroyed by fire last
week. No insurance.
who would like to buy a nice
which weighs about 1,100 will
calling at the stable of Levi
The
horse is owned by Jonah WalGeorge.
lace one of our Russian peddlers.

Any

one

work horse
do well by

Charles and Benjamin Robertson of this
place, with the aid of a valuable hound,
succeeded while hunting recently in capturing a female fox and four of the young ones.
They are all alive and doing well.

factory

W.

ment to

Tuesday.

belt,

a

when in

of Mr. B. F.

Johnson, proprietor of the
Johnson Hotel.... Mrs. Benjamin Cook and
Harold will leave for Montana the
last of this r; onth... .Rev. E. S. Burrill will
leave for the .M. E. Conference next week.
He expects to be returned to Unity_This
has been a fine spring for maple syrup. Mr.
York, the stage driver, is bringing it from
Troy; and selling it for 75 cents a gallon_
There are yet many apples in the farmers
cellars. Chester Hillman of Troy has JOO
bushels of Baldwins on hand_There are
a

few

eases

of measles in

our

village_Mr.

Orange Pekoe. Koh-i-noor.

Formosa

Ceylon

English

Ooloong.

and India.

breakfast.

Look
Box

on

Grocer's

One Pound makes

....

NORTHPORT

alumni in N.-\v EnglandAdwere made bv the
president, the
Kev. Dr. Geo. A Crawford and the Kev. Dr.
A F. Chase, president of the
s-minavy. Miss
Eli / ihetli Nash contributed voeiu
selections,
Miss Phoebe Hooper
ami
Miss Agnes H.
sang
Pilisbury played the piano, whih- the Astrelia orchestra also entertained the
guests.
Among the latter was S. p. Clarke
Newton Centre, a
graduate oi the. class of ol,
and one of the oldest- members of the assw-

dresses

Seal Brand.
Japan.

;
over

200

Cups.

Belfast

off

the

power,

saving

Waldo

County

AMERICAN

The voters of this place are notified t<» assemble in special town meeting at Union

Postmasters.

hall, Monday, April 10th, at lo a m to see if
tow,
will continue the school in the Or-

cutt

schoolhouse;

ais<>

to

set*

if the

town

instruct the school committee to maintain a school in t'tie lower school, so-called,
and to see what amount of money the town
will

wiil

raise

for the

support <>f said schools.

the school was suspended a year ago
by the school committee, a few ,»f the residents of that section of the town known as
the Orcutt district began to kick, and are
When

Deputy Sheriff l-'arrar and
Constable Wm. Luce of Washington were
here with a warrant for searching the premises of Lafayette and Leonard
Worthing fur
cedar logs alleged to have been stolen from
Clysses Pease. One of the logs was found in
.the barn cellar and identified by Pease, and
•.Leonard was arrested and placed under
keepers, the trial to come off on the following day. Thursday afternoon L. M. Staples,
Pease’s counsel, and trial justice T. S. Bowden of Washington, Mr. Pease, his nine
Applktox.

still

kicking vigorously.

The Orcutt school ,
discontinued because the average attendance was less than eight scholars, and
the law does not permit establishing a
school with so few scholars.
Now if this
school is continued, the one in the lower district should be, and that will make quite an |
addition to the taxes. The tax payers will
have an opportunity to decide the matter
was

witnesses and the defendant were on hand
the hour named, but as the defendant’s

next

at

Monday.

counsel, Hiram Bliss, Jr., did not arrive,
The Belfast Schools.
the trial was postponed one week, to come
off in Washington, April 15th_Mrs.
Lydia
Superintendent F. S. Brick is taking the
Foss died April 1st, the funeraloccurring school census.
Sunday. Mrs. Debora Day of Bradford,
Mr. B. W. Flint of Belfast began school in
Mass., and Mrs. Helen Willey of Gloucester,
Union district this week.
of
the
daughters
deceased, arrived a day or

carriages, sleigh and numerous other articles. Thursday S. J. Gushee bought the
farm and buildings, and Friday Mrs.
Day
and Mrs. Willey left for their homes in Massachusetts. The death of Ichabod Foss occurred one week before bis wife died_
John Chaples and Will Bean have gone to
Island Falls, Aroostook Co., where they expect to find employment-Mrs. Tewksbury of Somerville, Mass., is the guest of
Miss Linda Annis fora few
weeks_Joseph
Davis, who has been living at Mrs. Katie
N ewbert's the most of the time the past two
years, has gone to Texas... .Miss Lillian
Peabody cf Thomaston has been the guest of
Mrs. Ava Keller the past week_Frank
Bryant has gone to Boston-Mrs. Carrie
Gray of Cape Rozier, who taught a -nine
weeks tern of high school here, was
presented by b3r pupils with a very prei.t
ver berry spoon as a token of their h;
Jeciation of her services as teacher.
V.e under
stand that Mrs. Gray has been engaged to
teach the spring term of grammar school
here.

account of

The White school, Miss Woodbury teacher, opened Monday, having been closed two
weeks on account of sickness.
The Pitcher school, Miss Edith Thomas
will have its flag raising April 2'Jth.
This school is increasing in number, having j

teacher,
38

pupils.

A

good

program

is in

para

of the scbo-P hoard, »^v>ai-d the brick
schoolhouse in East Belfast Tuesday, and
will report, at ttie regular meeting of the
A committee

panied by J. G. Abora, iuspe<

Board next

Monday evening.

The April teachers' meetings will occur as
follows. City teachers the 23d at 3 o’clock
p. m.; rural teachers the 30th at 1 o’clock
(standard) p. m. Usual routine business
for city schools and the discussion of geography, vertical writing and primary reading
for the rural schools.
i
A Great Scheme.
As

sets-

through W. Fred P. Fogg.

Wiscasset, April

F. W. HUNTON & CO.
BANKERS and BROKERS,
AND

DEALERS IN

PRIME INVESTMENT SECURITIES
A

general banking aiul br->k--.

ness

transacti

age

busi-

il.

to 5 per cent.
We solicit orders and letters of
from those desiring to buy or sell

3

enquiry
Stocks,
Bonds, Wheat, Corn, Oats, Cotton, Coffee,
Pork, Lard or Ribs.
Unexcelled facilities for handling out of
and fractional lots.
Orders may he telegraphed at our expense.

town accounts

Telegrams free

on

opening markets and

every necessary enquiry.
Direct private telegraph

wires

to

New

York and Chicago, giving instantaneous
communication.
Write for our weekly MARKET REPORT,
mailed free to applicant.

Head

10.
A meeting of the
tack holders of tii“ Wiscasset
Quebec R.
vv as held to-day, w lien it was decided to
send Geueia Manager Fogg ack to London
for a few weeks >•
finish the work he.
♦
of the road.
gun by him m> f i* inter*
His
scheme is daring n.
».iaguii .de, yet suffiended
t*.
.c
eive
the endorseciently wellgr>
ment of German-Lnglisl: oavikers controlling immense capita!. After weeks of conference with hankers and railroad pi omorers,
Wld l*- ,t
they came to this conclusion
mitted that the plan was a well grounded
and likely scheme, they declared that. the>
could not take hold of a matter of s.AU
r
seventy thousand pounds.
1 lieu Mr. bogg broadened his }.U, and
asked London to take hold of a scheme
aggregating £500,000. This was the plan:
£75,000 to finance the main line, £20,000 for
the Wiscasset Water Company, £60,000 for
the New Englaud Navigation Company, vo
put on a line of steamers between Wiscasset,
Boston and New York, #50,000 for the Maine
Electric Power Company, which is developing the Sheepseot water system, £50,000 for
the Franklin, Somerset & Kennebec road
from Water vi lie to Farmington ; £30,000 for
the Water vi lie & Wiscasset, £100.000 for
north of Pittsfield extensions, while incidentals sufficed to bring it up to the limit.
London financiers endorsed it, Mr. Fogg
says, and said the bonds would be placed in
England and the plan carried out. Mr. Fogg
said the plan was not to place all the interests under one management hut to lump
their bonds and dispose of them together.
If this scheme is carried out Maine will see
backed by English
a gigantic enterprise
capital developing central Maine, and especially the Sheepseot valley, it is claimed.
s

It.

..■

Drafts, no’es, interest, dividends and coupons colleeted for clients free of charge.
Allow interest on deposit subject to sight
check, Buv and sell on commission Stocks
and Bonds, either lor cash or on margins of

Office, 303 Exchange Bld g,
53 State St., Boston.

Agencies in all principal

towns.

»

»

tiou.
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Beef, corned,
lb. 7 c s, Lime,
oo« ] no
hhl,
S Oat Meal,
Butter salt, 14 lb bag.
3,/4
It,,
Corn.
bu.
37 * inions, %> If,.
7a8
Cracked Corn,
bu, 37 »i,kerosene,gal. 1 2 a 13
< orn Meal.
37 P tllock, p* lb, 3 1 -2 m 4 1 -2
bu,
Cheese,
15 aid jPork,
lb,
7u8
lb,
Cotton Seed, |:> cwt. 1 25 iPlaster. V> hhl.
1.12
5 a P |Rye Meal, i> It,
Codtish, dry
It.
3
5 a P IShorts.
Cranberries, B <|t..
n't.
Ho77.35
Clover Seed, t> lb. 11 d 2 [Sugar, fc* It,.
5(1.5 1 2
Flour.
bbl, 4 50a.5 75
35
1., f.*
H.(i .Seed. l»u, 1 P' > a 2 OO [Sweet Pot.at.os.
2
P Wheat Meal,
3a3 1-2
ard, t> lb

I
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|>

also have
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a

Easter Gloves

jSalt.T.

lowest

at

prices

The public

cordially

arc

in\ ilc

IS THE ONE PERF'Ec

Smile'

*

when you hear a dealer urge*
some other brand of flour
inf
place of Pillsbukv’s Hest, [
because

r

You
Know
ro

that he is simply “ talking
up” a brand that, pays him
a little better profit—that’s
all.
He will sell you P.LLSBURY'S if you insist

<

[j

BOM.
Bi UN'. In Vinalhaven. April 4. m Mr. ami Mr<.
William Burns, a son.
< 'ai.iikrw
mu
In N.-rth Haven, April 1, t Mr.
and Mrs. Ariel Calderwood, a .l.oigluei
hv Kit. In Montv ill*-. April 'll
Mr
,ml
Mrs. Allen Dyer, a daughter
Gross. In stoningtoi
March 2b, r. Mr .mi
Mrs. Jordan Janies <; mss. a s<m
Havks. In Belfast. April b.
( apt. and Mrs.
J
(>. Haves, a daughter.
Hougimin. In Treinont Centre, Mai.h 2b
to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ho mmm.
LaRKARKH. In Troy, March 2‘.», to Mr an Mrs.
William Larrahee, a son
Nu KKitsov
in North Searsport. April 4, m
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Nickerson, a daughter.
Rogers. In Troy, to Mr. and Mr-. Lute Roger-.
iii

a

son.

Wkki>
Ose

In Deer Isle. April 4.
eed, a daughter.

to

t

>

k mi ko vi>

OK

a

u

>1 AIN I

.i:\ii

e

i1

<

*.

f

third Tim-day
I voiniand loca ted ,i county road r.
wide!, •!
ritiicav
h'.ii'r....
Iru'iug; hem
hounds, as
:«
lurch rive m
sale >1 t lie .•

___It

I

r11K

I

Mr. and Mrs.

MARRIED

Haskell, Norfolk.
Bath, April 12. Sld, sell. Young Brothers. Snov
Washington, D. C.
Darien. Ga.. April 11. A», >
Henrv
lausen,
Jr., Wilson, Boston.
Feruandina, April 12. Ar.scli .mia Pendieb
Thomas, New York.
Galvesc n. April 12
Ar
-..lutrd
Diinton, Norfolk.
Rockland. Me., April 8. Sld, A v, Ellis. Ryder.
New York.

gi\.

>

s.

Knight, Drinkwater. Tanq>ico.
Dolavvaie Breakwater, April 1 1. Ar, sch. Lucia
Porter, Port Spain.
Providence, April 11. Ar. sch. D. D. Haskell

The Brick school was closed last week on
the sickness of the teacher, Miss
Ethel Thomas.

before the death of their mother. Tuesday and Wednesday Mrs. Day and Mrs.
Willey succeeded in disposing of all of the
personal property, which consisted of household goods, three cows, a horse, hens, three

two

to be

an

POUTS.

New York. April 7. Ar. sch. Marv L. (’rosbv,
Feruandina ; passed Hei < late, sell, l.uuet.
Simpson, Amhov for Bang. >r; cld, brig H. P,. Hin
>ey, \\ are, ,Jacks.mvi ie;sld, hark Herhert 1- idler,
Na-h. Port Natal; -S, ar, sells. Henrv R. Tilton.
Ranlett. Darien. Melissa A. Wolev.' Rnm-wirk
Dark .Malan/as. Havana; passed lie
Gate. -eh.
Al’iali im Richardson. Wade. Amhov loi Sal. m
shi. sell. Win. 11. Sumner. Jacksonville
(and ietuiue.i
o, ar. sell. Star ot
the Sea, Hopkins,
I urns Island In, cld. sell, .l'.tna.
Chapman. Jacksonville; <dd. sells. F. C. Pendleton, Brunswick
Gen.
A<Udhert Ames, Charleston; passed Hell
Gate. sells. S. J. Lindsey. New York o.r Bellast ;
Lion Comb Hi, Port Johnson i..i Salem Nat
Ayei,
New \ ork for Boston; 11. ar. barks
Alice Reed.
-Montevideo; Adam W
Spies, fungapi re; *.rii
Henrv ( rosbv. Stubbs, .Macons 1 2. ar. s.-li.’ Isaac
< (bertou.
Philadelphia for New Haveii.
i,n-.
Jennie Hulberr. Darien.
Boston, April 12, Sld, sells Yale. Kennel.ee and
\\ ash ington
Izet ta and Jacli in, eas rern purr
Philadelphia. April 7. Ar. sdi. Isaac Oberton,
II mini, New Haven; 8, cld. sell. Mabel Jordan
New \ ork.
Baltimore, April 7. Ar. hark Good News, Mvriek, Ru. Janeiro; 12. ar. sell. Talnfa. Fletcher
Ashepoo, S. ( .; cld. sch. W. Wallace Ward. Portsmouth, N. H.
Bangor. April 10. Ar. sells. Rahboni, Lord, New
i ork ; On warn, Eaton, itos t on ; James R., Dun* 'an
Camden; C Taylor, 3d, do. New Boxer. Webster!
( astine; E. I.. Warren,Taintor, Portland ; sld sch!
Emma W. Day. Crockett, Gloucester; 11, ar. sells.
Minetta, Grant, Stockton Springs; Corinna M
«Cuinn. Rockland.
Key West. March 2'J. Passed over the bar, sell.
Mary A. Hall, New York for Velasco; April S s)d
sch. Charlotte T Sibley, Bartlett.
Tampa.
Ashepoo, S. C April 0
Ar, previously, sch.
Isaiah Hart, Williams, N. C.
Brunswick. Ga, April in.
Ar. sch. Edward
Stewart, Kent, Nuevitas ito load for New York
12, sld, sell. Almedrt Willev, Dodge, New York
Apalachicola, April Kh Ar. sell. Austin I>.

y urrent.

FOR THE JOFRNAl..

Market.
Price Pa al Prrrl<<< r.
bn.
2‘ t,, 30 Hay.
Apples,
ton. lOOOu 12 ", i
4 c
dried,
lb.
ft,.
Hides,
3 ! 2</4
Beans, pea.
iiiio mi |Laml», t> ft,.
r.«7
> Land) Skins.
85 a0
medium,
25m40
yel’w eyes |0Oc 1 on Mutton.
lb.
45/ 5
Butter. {:> lb,
l b ,<20 Oats, plm. 32 lb. 25 m 3"
Beef.
lb.
5c b 1-2 Potatoes,
31, :;r,
40 ,<45 Round Hog,
Barley. [> bu.
4«4 1 -2
Cheese, jp> lb
lOai2! Straw, f ton. 5 00 at* on
1 o « 12 Turkey,
Chicken,
lb.
lb.
Id
5n„75 Tallow,
Calfskins,
1 1 -2 a 3
Buck,
Ur.
14 c, Id Veal. t> lb.
*027
”ln Wool, unwashed. 12</ 13
Bggs, {.* doz,
Fowl, B lb.
Sain Wood, hard, 3 5"a5 ,x)
<r,eese, fc> lb.
13«15, Wood, soft, 3 no.a 3 5o
Retail Price.
Petai I Market.
Proa

1 nmm.

the

brother.

his

Price

10 aim..-

Spring Opening

eiation.
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Wish

of

Most Kconomical, because Purest and Pest.

for the Tea

Counter.

clothes caught, and he was thrown swiftly
over the shaft.
IIis brother, E. S. Harrington, heard his cries for help, and instantly

son

L. B. Fogg is in Portland for
treatment of
the eyes-Mrs. H. B. Rice is very poorly.
-Mrs. Wm. Biather went to Portland
April 12th for treatment of the eyes_Miss
Alice Chase of Lowell, Mass., is the guest of
Mrs. J. R. Taber-The school committee
met Saturday afternoon for the examination
of teachers.
Quite a number were present.
-Mr. G. Clough is failing-Allie Mitchell, mentioned last week as injured by the
accidental discharge of a gun, was obliged
to go to the hospital in Portland and have
the eye removed. It is a sad case, as he is a
poor boy without a home... .While Mrs.
Crosby Fowler .was out rding last week the
horse became unmanagable and ran away,
throwing her out and breaking her hip so
badly that the doctor could not set it. She
is a great sufferer-Gus Morse is the happy j
father of a bouncing boy. Mother and child
j
are doing well.

Orloff.

Reunion.

seminary

Teas

package

way his

some

R. A. FRI

Tlu- Bucksport Seminary Association held
its third annual reunion at the
Brunswick,
m Boston, last
Thursday evening, with D.
H. Trihou of Charlestown in the chair. The
organization is the youngest and largest

Chase&Sanborais

days

Unity. Miss Louisa Thompson was callj
ed to Gardner last week by the serious ill-

her

SOUTHWORTH.

Bucksport Seminary

H. Harrington went into the base-

repair

BONNETS

MISS DOCK HI 1,1., MII.I.INK1!.

Mr. Charles Orcutt lost a very valuable
There are some half a dozen
The Washington correspondent of the
scarlet fever iu town_Friday heifer last Saturday.
The loss will he Portland
“Mr.
Evening Express says:
evening the Geo. S. Cobb Post celebrated severely felt by Mr. Orcutt, as he consider- Milliken has selected one
Democrat for a
the anniversary of Lee’s surrender_The ed her a first-class animal from very tine
: pastotlice in his district, but he has done it
Cobb school began Monday with Miss Mar- stock.
| at the request of Republicans. Without
garet Alien as teacher. The former teacher,
Last Friday Mr. Adelbert Dickey was no- 1 regard to
party the citizens of Unity have
Miss Hattie Hart, is employed as assistant tified of the sudden
illness of his daughter. entirely agreed that they want Postmaster
iu the Elm street Primary and Intermedi- Mrs.
Dickey left immediately for Camden James R. Tabor retained. He is a Demoate schools, taking the place of Miss Lena where Miss
Dickey was employed and found crat. formerly a greenbacker, but there is no
Cleveland, who is now teacher of drawing her suffering from tonsilitis. She is now other candidate and his name has been
in the various schools-The frame of C.
quite comfortable and her speedy recovery placed on the list. It is understood that
Buswell’s summer house on top of Mt. Bat- is
there will he some surprise at the appointexpected.
j
tie has been erected and can be seen from
ment of B. F. Harding at Troy, but there
Miss Hattie Wadlin has been engaged to
all parts of the town-Win. If. Gardiner
teach the Creek school, so-called, in Islesboro were good and sufficient reasons that led
has presented the public library with 250
Mr Milliken to make it.”
and will soon enter upon her duties.
Miss
Following is the
books, comprising history, travel, biog- Wadlin is a
slate for Waldo County.
Some of the
tine teacher and the
remarkably
raphy and fiction_Mrs. O. W. Stone, acSuperintendent of Islesboro is to be con- postmasters have already bean appointed,
companied by her daughter Mildred and
gratulated on securing the service of so capa- but others are yet to be named :
son Alfred, are in town for a short
stay_ ble a
Brooks, Charles E. Lane; Frankfort,
young lady. Miss Wadlin will graduHiram II, Treat; Monroe, George A. PalThe ladies of the Baptist society served
ate from the Castiue Normal school next fall
mer;
Unity, .James R. Tabor; Montville, J.
their annual Italian and American supper
and the faculty of that institution now E Hall of Halldale;
Sandypoint, Frank S.
Wednesday night-The Ness house on recommend her as a
Harriman;
Lincolnvilie, Thomas S. Gushee;
highly accomplished
Troy, B. F. Harding; Searsmont, V. A. SimHigh street, which was bought by the Misses teacher.
! mons; Winterport, T. H. Sprowl; Freedom,
Allen,has been wholly remodeled inside, and
The schools of the town will open Mon- E. B. Sprowl; East Knox, John II. McGray:
the exterior neatly painted and blinded. It
South Montvile, B. F. Knowles; Wiunecook,
has received the name of Sunrise Cottage and day, April 2tith. In addition to those named j George E. Reynolds.
last week, the Doyle school will be taught
will soon be occupied by Rev. T. S. Ross
Miss Annie Rhodes, the Brainard school
and family-Miss Sarah O. Pendleton has by
SHIP NEWS.
by Mrs. Lesley Dean, and the Wood’s school
gone to Kenduskeag to spend a short time
Miss Delia Hills.
In connection we
with her brother, Rev. Silas Pendleton.... by
PORT OF BELFAST.
would say that our superintendent of schools
Willie H. B. Eells, one of Camden’s brightA RUIVED.
a very commendable trait that is
displays
est twelve-year-old hoys, received the most
April 13. Svh>. Hera d, Yea/ie, Portland; Mu
the
of
this
highly
appreciated
by
people
gie .MuIvey. So.ekbridgc. Gloucester.
votes in the recent Camden Herald encycloSAILED.
pedia contest, and secured the valuable vol- town; and that is, he seeks first and everytime
to
home
teachers in preference
Apr. 12. Sell.dames Holmes, Rvuu. Clmc-este
employ
umes.... What might have been a serious
Apr. 13. Sch. Geo. B. Ferguson, Fergus..
of getting strangers when our own can till
accident but for prompt- assistance occurred
Bangor.
the places and give just as good satisfaction.
at II. L. A Men's oakum
a few

Mr. Harrington was bruised and shaken,
but not seriously injured, and was able to
continue his work shortly afterwards.

ness

A. F.

of

ago.

assortment of

an

Fancy Goods..1~~

Camden.

cases

Sandvjm>i.\t. Mr Charles French has returned from Nurcross, where he lias been at

|

still

for inspe tion

TRIMMED HATS and

cottages for the summer_Edgar B. Ellis
left by boat Wednesday for Fitchburg,
Mass.

turned

..

Benjamin Fernald is
with no improvement.

shall open

which cannot be excelled in this city.

Stockton Springs. Lewis G. Smith arrived home Saturday from Boston for a
short visit to his brother, Will Smith_
Miss Alice Crocker returned Monday from
a visit of several weeks to her aunt, Mrs. !
Eugene Blanchard, at. the Narrows. She is
very much improved in health... .Capt. F.
A. Patterson has been confined to the house
the past week with a severe attack of sciatic
rheumatism... .Mrs. Avalena Griffin left by
boat Tuesday for New Bedford, Mass., called
there by sickness in the family of her son,
Harry M. Griffin.... Messrs. L. J. Morse, I.
W. Coombs, Fred Strickland, Walter Ross,
all of Bangor, were at Fort Point Sunday to
make arrangements for repairing and painting and putting things iu readiness in their

is

Pike returned from Natick, Mass.,
last week with a herd of fourteen of the
work for Perkins & Co.. ..Mr Allen French
celebrated Aberdeen Angus stoi k. He proof Manchester, N. If.. visited Mrs. Alex.
poses to introduce this stock in eastern ; Black ami
Mr. F. R. Dagfamily recently
Maine and will make sane line exhibitions
Miss Sal lie
gett is in Boston on business..
at the fall fairs.
Rice, who has been very sick with tuusilitis,
A1* there seems to be a misunderstanding
is now able to he about.... Mr. B. A. Lucas,
about the running of the City of Bangor we from Bangor seminary, who has preached
would call attention to the fact that their here, the last two summers, will preach here
advertisement in another column says she Sunday, April lsth. Service at the usual
will arrive here Tuesday, Thursday and
time... Sell. Minetta left Monday for BanSaturday from Boston, returning same day gor to load barrels for Proviucetown, Mass.
....Mr. F. S. Harriman lately had his store
from Bangor.
cleaned and painted and lias a stock of new
Ill the report of the State Board of Assesgoods for the spring trade. Miss Alice Richsors this year no mention is made of
any
ards has entered his employ as assistant_
mills with steam or water power, in SearsThe poverty party at the hall last week was
port. This is a great error, as we. have five,
namely Merrill's, grist and saw. Nickerson greatly enjoyed by those present and many
of the costumes were beyond description....
•N Bailey, spool wood and spools;
Robbins, The
traveling is very bad in this vicinity.
Black's, and the old spool mill.
The frost is coming out of the ground.
M e recently received a
copy of the souveSwanville.
nir edition of the Ames,
Clifton Cunningham
has
Iowa, Intelligencer.
Among the sketches of its citizens we notice gone to sea with Capt. Ryan of Belfast_
A. Eugene Nickerson of Portland spent Sunthe following:
James Fowler, Jr., the only tailor in
day with his father, Hon. A. E. Nickerson,
Ames,
learned his trade in the shop of his father at and returned Monday accompanied by his
Searsport, Maine, serving an apprenticeship brother Ernest, who returns to
Worcester,
<f seven years. The
knowledge of the trade Mass., to resume his studies_J. W.
Nickthus obtained has been
supplemented by the
experience gained in several of the large erson lost a valuable cow last week_
establishments in Boston, where he was em- Jewell
Dowling of Malden arrived last Satployed as head cutter for a number of years.
Hr has also worked in other cities, it is not urday and will be the guest of his aunt, Miss
unlikely learning something new from each Louise Cunningham, for few weeks_Hon.
employer. He has bail a large share of the A. E. Nickerson is painting his buildings.
local business since
coming to this place and
by skillfully outlining the work and care- -Mrs. E. C. Marden and daughter Ruth
fully supervising competent help, he has returned to Centre Conway, N. H., last
secured himself in the possession of the field
Tuesday where little Ruth will attend the
from which competition has withdrawn. His
place of business is under the Story C<». Bank. Kindergarten-Mr. Wallace Gray has gone
The paper also gives a tine cut of the resi- away for the summer_Mrs. Wallace Cunningham went to Monmouth Wednesday to
lience of Frank W.
Fowler, another former
a few weeks with the family of Dr.
resident of Searsport and a brother of James spend
Prescott-Considering the bad traveling
N., Jr.
Pomona Grange was well attended and a
-NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
very interesting meeting repaid us for our
Mrs. Ellen M. Black is on the sick
list, but efforts.. .Miss Ollie Marden is in Belfast
is improving.
for a few days, the guest of her uncle and
Six chopping bees in one week in this viaunt, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Marden_Mr.
Fred Cunningham of Prospect was in town
cinity is a good record.
F

e

spring.

(»

M.W YORK

coon cats to

R

\\

Islesboro.

Miss Nita Griffin returned last week from
visit to friends at Bucksport.

a

Millinery Opening,
Thursday and Friday, April 15 and is

••lcc'-
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north. K degrees east, 13
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; a stake marked ••!{" standing
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1*0KTS.

( rvMiz, April 5
port, sell. Helen G. Moselev,
rc['g.. tor Barbadoes in about 15 days.
Port Spain, March 21. In port, sells. Hattie C.
Li •(*, Heal, from
Fernandina; Flora Rogers, Fraucis.-o, from do; 22. ski, sell. Lucia Porter. Dela-

ware Breakwater.
Cienfuegos, April 8. Ar. sell. J. Manchester
Haynes, Wade, Baltimore.
Newcastle, N. S. W., March 8. Sid, ship Reaper,
Young, Honolulu.
Montevideo, April 9, Ar, seh. Nimbus, Young,
H

Breen G
in. In Belfast.
April «, by Rev. 1.
M. Bnr:u. .am, Freu Foster Breen ot Boston and
.audit Gertrude, adopted daughter ot Mr ami
Mrs. Fred A. Griffin of Belfast.
Burgess Tolman.
In Vinalhaven. April 4
Charles T. Burgess of Matinieus and Limia A Tolman of Vinalhaven.
Clark Rho.ev
In Penobscot, March 22. Wil
liam G. Clark and Mrs /.. Ridley
How a rd-H hr rick. In Searsport. April 7, by
E. W. Robbins, Esq., Arthur I Howard of Swaiiville and Nellie E. Herrick of Belfast
Mitchell-Chapman, in Belfast, April 7, by
Rev Geo. S. Mills. David E. Mitchell of Wad ley's
Falls, N. H., and Miss Ella N.Chapman of Belfast.
Stanton -Hewett In Rockland, April 7, Henrv
M. Stanton and Rena M. Hewett, both of Rockland.
Simpson Venal.
In Vinalhaven. Marc h 31.
Alexander Simpson ami Mrs. Mary Vlnal, both >i
Vinalhaven.
■

New York
I’ort Elizabeth, March 17. Ski, bark Grace Lynwood. Gilley, Barbadoes.
Bermuda, April 0. Cld, sen. Laura, Brunswick,
Ga.
Rosario. March 10. Ski. kirk Addie Morrill,
Andrews, Delaware Breakwater.
Dirks Island, March 30.
In port, bark Rose
Innis, for New York; April 8, sld, >ch. N. E. Svinonds, Dorr, Bangor.
Yokohama, April 10. Ar, ship John McDonald,
Storer, New York.

DIED.

...

Black. In Belfast, April 11, Mrs. Chari
Black, aged 65 years, months and 1 7 days.
Bell. In Freedom, April 2. Mrs. Lucinda P.
Bell, aged 74 years.
Bokmore. In Rockland, April 4. Charles Freeman, son

of Charles

aged 7 months.

1

and Nellie E.

;

j

town.

Dated
1897.

Waldo, this lif t

at

o. c

m

h

sses

i

Bicknmre,
<

l\

j

v

I

SHORKN

Billings, in Vinalhaven, April 2 B. H. BillA true copy. Att* st
ings, aged 76 years.
E C. KAURI \
Bekns. in Weaverville. Cal., March lC.. Henrv
M A K X E MI SC K L L A XV.
Burns, a native of Cnion, Me., aged 65 years, s
On the foregoing petition
months
and
13
1 ort Elizabeth, March 1. The
days
petitioners > ause to he :> o
cargo and maBrown. In Bucksport. March 2i». Mrs Katie said
n-rials saved from barque Yilora II.
o.
pet it ion. ami t hiHopkii s
will he sold t auction March 3d. The vessel has E. Brown, aged 16 years, 2 months ami lb days
two week.- sureessn e'i> :i
Bkiim.es
In Penobscot, April 3, George
broken in pieces and disappeared.
I’, i i> uew-paper puldi.'lied u idNew Yen K, April 1 1. ('apt. Ford of the AmeriBridges, aged 66 years.
■I Wall|u. .nc in he IP-1 mi
< jiap.man.
In Bucksport. March 31. Mrs. liar- 1
can hark Alice Keed, which arrived to-dav
from
newspaper published at* HHl.t
Monte\ ideo, reports that on January 20, when out riet Chapman, aged Ss ears. 11 n.• >ut h- and 15 I W aid", h,
pi;!:Iicat i<• u ii.
a
tew days m lat. 30 S
Ion. 42. I he vessel en- days.
tin* L’T h d.r.
d
11
\
I
I
V|
V. AM! I;
1.1.
ii.
1 itirkspi in
countered a very severe hurricane
.Mart'll 31. Mrs j t he Hoard d Kailmad < ’■ >n m
squall lasting Margaret
,s‘>
but a lew hours. The sea rose
\cars.
Campbell, aged
session a the .-ration of tin ,M
unusually high, in
Dai i.irrufa
In 1*. rtsinoiitli. \ a.. Apiii b, in ; at ten o'eloek in tlie
whieh the vessel plunged hea\ily.
forenoon,
carrying awav M 1the rudder head and blowing several sails
Dawghtrey. aged 75* years,3 months, 3 days. ; di- ated m said petit ion s
away.
Davidson
( apt. Ford
in Belfast. April 1.“., .John Q A. ! send
t t he fonm dim |
rigged a jury rudder and the vessel
pie! tli
proceeded on her voyage without further inci- Davidson, aged 84 years, 7 months and 26 days.
Slat ion Agent
the M
!:
1-oss. In Appleton. April 2, Lydia, widow oi
dent. The cargo consisted of wool and bn es, and
| " aid'* two weeks before said
lehahod Foss, aged 7b years,
is a very valuable one. Of the latter she
.loSKIMl H. ! 1. v
bongs
Greenlaw. In Deer Isle, April 2, Mrs Zarj F !
the large number of 35,000.
2wl6
For the
Boston, April 7. Sch Helen G. Moseley .which Greenlaw, aged 35 years, 7 months ami 3 da\s.
< omniis-i
Hatch. In Islesboro. April 5, Daniel A. liateh. j
was towed into Cadiz, Spain, Feb. S,
damDated this 7th da\ oi April. \
badly
68
and
b
months.
years
aged a d full of water, having been in collision aged
Herrick. In Islesboro, March 26, Reuben Her
with stm. Highlands), is effecting
repairs at Cadiz
and will leave that
port about April is for Barba- rick, aged about Do years
“Going into a decline.' I i
Keene. In Fremont, Net)., April 3, .Jennie, wife
does, seeking. A very satisfactory settlement
hear this expression. What
of L. M. Keene, aged 46 years.
was made with the owners of the stm. who
paid
Limknruneu
In Belfast, April 8. Mary B.
1200 pounds sterling to tlieowners of the
It means that people are. lodamag
ed sch. Although thisdid not fully cover t,lie loss
Limelmrner, age«l 71 years, 10 months, to days.
Littlefield. In Penobscot, April 1, Mrs. Eliza ing thm, wasting.
caused by the damage to the vessel and the
The way to correct this «■ >n
subsequent abandonment of her charter, it was Littlefield, aged 84 years and 2 months.
More\. In Deer Isle, April 1, Mrs. Elizabeth
considered a very fair price. The
delay in the reprove the digestion. The
pairs to the vessel was caused by the timber hav- Morey, aged 83 years.
Swift.
In Belmont, April 11, Elisha Swift, from an inability to eat and d.
ing to he shipped from Huelva and the workmen
at Cadiz not being
supplied with the modern aged 02 years and 22 days.
fact food does more harm th >
appliances for doing the work. '1 he repairs, howit ferments and putrefies in 11..
ever, are being satistactoiilv clone under super
Boston Produce Market.
visiyn of the agent of the American Shipmasters’
velopiug poisonous suhstam
Association.
Boston,
10, 185*7. The following are toApril
Charters. Bark Grace i.ymvocd, Port
absorbed cause various dismSpain day’s quotations of provisions, etc
to New York, Philadelphia or
Baltimore, asphalt,
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 21c, dairy.
What is required is that r:
$2; Washington, $2.20, Scb. Lucia Porter, Port
North, best, 18(a 18 1 2c.
Spain to North of Hatteras. sugar, 12 cents. Sch.
made to perform its duties
Ch ese—Northern choice, 12 a 12 l 2c.
AbbieC. Stubbs, Jamaica to New York, eoeoanuts
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 13c 14c, East., 10 l-2<Digestive Cordial is a food aif
ami fibre, $1,000. Sch. .Etna, Jacksonville to
Beans—North, small pea, $l.K>al.l5; vellow
New York, lumber, $4.55. Sch. Willie L.
and a digester of foods as
Newton, eyes, $1.10(a 1.15; red kidnevs, $ 1.15 a 1 3f>.
Brunswick to Philadelphia, lumber, $4.25. Sch.
Hay—Fancy. $16.00; good,$14.60//15.50; lowmake the stomach healthy
Levi Hart, Brunswick to New York, lumber,
$4 37 er grades, $10,al4.
from the druggist and read ah
1-2. Sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames, Charleston to Fall
Straw -Rye straw, $17 a 18 ; oat straw, $8./7 8.50
River, lumber, $4.02 1-2. Sch. Willara Saulsbury,
Potatoes— Aroostook county Hebrons, choice, p
Perth Amboy to Bangor, coal, 70 cents. Sch. A.
A California chemist has p
hush, 4f(a43e; choice rote, 3£(a38e.
L. Babcock, Philadelphia to
Oil of itrbad taste. Laxol is its
Bangor, G5 cent.
Apples—Baldwins, p bhl, $1^1.25.
■
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